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June 9, 1977

Dr. George P. Richardson
Simon's Rock
Gt. Barrington, MA 01230

Jear George:

Thank you for your letter of May 23 and the enclosed description
of the system dynamics curriculum.

I found it interesting reading and it seems to be well organized.
I would only question the possibility that it is understandable by those
who already know system dynamics but may not create the desired images for
one who knows nothing about the field. This comment depends on the target
reader.

As far es the material is concerned, I like the arrangement.
The new form strikes me as better than the form indicated by the early
section III that you sent.

On your page 3 in the last paragraph, I question the precision
of your terminology. You say "positive loops are shown to be responsible
for unstable behavior." The term "unstable behavior" is most usually used
for a negative feedback loop that produces a growing oscillation or a sus-
tained oscillation that ís limited by n: linearities.. The whole matter of
the relationship between positive and negative loops needs to be handled
zery carefully. Quite often the growth created by a positive loop produces
aonlinear interference that converts the positive loop into a negative loop.
[ suggest some caution and considerable discussion within your group on
these points. The literatúre, including that foom experienced system
dynamics people, confuses the distinctions between positive and negative
loops.

Thank you for letting me see the paper. I like it and am pleased
to see good progress.

Sincerely yours,

TWF /nd



Simon's Rock

Gt. Barrington, MA.
01230

23 May 1977

Dear Professor Forrester,

The enclosed paper is a draft of a description of the

pre-college curriculum in system dynamics being developed by Nancy

Roberts! group. I wrote the description initially in March in

an effort to help focus our group on five essential "learning

packages" (appearing here as parts II-VI) rather than the ten or

so we had been considering. Charlie asked me to rewrite that

earlier draft for inclusion in the grant proposal we are preparing

Por funding the writing project.

No doubt you will see the grant proposal in its entirety

before it's sent anywhere, and you may perhaps even want to contribute

to its final form. I am sending you this little piece of it, with

the blessings of the curriculum group, because I am very much interested

in your reactions to the description of the curriculum itself, rather

than the verbiage that will go into the rest of the grat proposal.

from what you can tell of the enclosed attempt at a publication~-pretty

description, are we going in the right directions?

[In the earlier draft, Part IV "Understanding Dynamic Problems"

focused not on themes of complex system behavior but on several

real-world problems. I'm enclosing a page describing that version

(called III in the earlier version) so that you can see the two

approaches we talked about. Your reactions to both would be appreciated. |]

Bill Shaffer has copies of the final papers of two of my

systems students from their course-work this winter. He will be sharing

them with vou. I hope I'll get a chance to talk with you about
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my year and their work. As I indicated in an earlier note, I

will try to send you more detailed materials from the two semesters,

as 1 get it rewritten.

Thank you for whatever time you can give to looking at

these things and responding.

Yours sincerely,

ey,

George P. Richardson



A CURRICULUM IN SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The outline which follows describes a sequence of stages which forms

the core of an introductory curriculum in system dynamics. The sequence can

be tailored to a given audience, with different stages receiving greater or

lesser emphasis, as appropriate. In one expression of this curriculum these

stages may outline the sweep of lectures in a course or course sequence.

In another, they may be chapters in a book, and in still another form they

may appear as separate learning packages, emphasizing the thought that a

student may exit from the sequence after any stage and still receive a meaning-

ful part of the whole story.

I. Preconceptions: Dynamic Problems, Systems, and Models

ITI. Structure of Feedback Systems

III. Behavior of Feedback Systems

IV. Understanding Dynamic Problems

V. Introduction to Simulation

VI. The Dynamics of Complex Systems

I. Preconceptions: Dynamic Problems, Systems, and Models

Embarking on a course of study in system dynamics, a student may wish

to have a vision of the preconceptions which underlie his work. Three are

central: the focus is ultimately on dynamic problems; the intent is to

consider the whole system of interacting parts from which a problem arises;

and models are explicitly employed to carry the analyses. Each of these

conceptions is explored briefly in Part I to provide a foundation for the study

of feedback systems which follows.

A problem is dynamic if it involves change over time. Urban crime

rates, for example, rise; the economy cycles, as do pendulums and people's

feelings of depression and elation; central city populations decline, and so



do reserves of natural resources.

A system is defined to be a collection of parts operating together

for a common purpose, but the concept is sometimes better left undefined,

to be inferred from examples. The notion should connote complexity, but it

should also suggest a wholeness of perspective which we attempt to achieve

and the feeling that the whole is greater in some sense than the sum of its parts.

A model is a representation —— usually a simplification — of some

slice of reality. Pictures, verbal descriptions, graphs, sets of equations,

and laws all are models. Thinking could be characterized as the manipulation

of mental models; the real system is never in one's head. Such a concept

may seem too generalized to be useful, but realizing the central role models

play in our thinking (especially in the scientific method) allows one to ask

the proper questions — not whether to develop a model, but what kind of model

is most helpful.

System dynamics helps us to understand problems arising in dynamic

systems, first by making our mental models explicit, second by incorporating

into them feedback (II, III, and IV), and third by providing means for developing

them into unambiguous mathematical models (V and VI) when the complexities

become too great for mental models to handle.

IT. Structure of Feedback Systems

The purpose of this part of the sequence is to introduce a way of

thinking about cause and effect holistically. The principal tool employed

to facilitate analysis of a system is the causal-loop diagram. Cause-and-effect

relationships in a system are symbolized with arrows, forming chains of causal

links. Loops result when analysis presses far enough to return some or all

of these chains back to their starting points. These loops of causal influences

are called feedback loops; they are the central focus and foundation of

system dynamics.



Causal-loop diagrams are models of feedback systems. In this part

of the curriculum they are used in a generally descriptive way to summarize

the complex interactions in a variety of stories, problems, and systems

vith which the student is familiar.

The principal skills the student should develop and exercise in

Part II are the ability to represent the essential influences in a problem

2r system in a causal-loop model, and the habit of searching for feedback

influences which close causal loops. If a student completes this part of

the curriculum but does not continue on in the sequence, he will have gained

a powerful simplifying tool for understanding complicated interactions,

but he will have only the beginnings of an understanding of the connection

between feedback loops and dynamic behavior,

III. Behavior of Feedback Systems

Dynamic behavior of quantities in systems is the focus of this part

of the curriculum. The purpose is to develop an understanding of how the

structure of feedback loops in a system is responsible for how quantities in

the system change over time. Graphs are introduced and used intuitively,

often without specifying numerical scales. The shape of the graph of a

variable over time is the concern. :

K {

Behavior characteristic of positive feedback loops and negative

Feedback loops is explored in simple situations and then exploited to analyze

more complex multiple-loop structures. Positive loops are shown to be

responsible for unstable behavior such as exponential growth, while negative

loops are shown to produce goal-seeking behavior. S-shaped growth is shown
in several apparently different systems to occur when a quantity is influenced

by both a positive loop and a negative loop; a shift from dominance by the

positive loop to dominance by the negative loop produces behavior which looks

initially like unrestrained exponential growth but then becomes goal-seeking.

An important principle will appear as different systems are explored: systems

with the same feedback structure tend to behave the same over time, in the

sense that the shapes of their graphs over time are essentially the same.



The role of delays in goal-seeking systems will be explored intuitively.

Students will become familiar with the principle that delays can cause a

quantity to overshoot its goal and to oscillate around it.

The approach in this part of the curriculum is essentially non-

quantitative, with the exception that some quantitative graphing will be

done to provide the tools required to graph intuitively without scales the

behavior of quantities in causal-loop diagrams.

A student completing Part III will have a foundation for the principle

that the behavior of a system is a consequence of its feedback structure.

He will be ready to try to apply his understandings to more complex situations.

IV. Understanding Dynamic Problems

A number of recurring themes in real-world problems are uncovered

in this part of the sequence. Each theme is explored in the context of

several apprantly different dynamic problems, making use of causal-loop

models and the properties of feedback systems developed in Parts II and III.

The structure of feedback loops responsible for the thematic behavior is

exposed in each system, providing a common focus for understanding the different

problems sharing that theme.

One of the themes explored here has been referred to elsewhere as

the "counter-intuitive" behavior of complex systems: well-intentioned

policies often tend not to produce the behavior expected, occasionally even

producing results opposite to those intended, The phenomenon is traced

initially to the distinctions between "Open-loop and Closed-loop Thinking";

the former overlooks feedback, in contrast to the latter which incorporates

within the boundary of the system all the essential feedback influences.

It appears again as the "Significance of Feedback Structure" is explored;

feedback systems tend to resist certain kinds of change, unless the actual

structure of the system is affected. Another theme is summarized by the phrase

"Short-Term versus Long-Term Behavior"; in feedback systems the short-term



effects of a policy may be different from, even opposite to, its long-term

sffects. The tendency of complex systems to become dependent upon external

controls is explored under the theme of "Shifting the Burden to the Intervener."

Finally, "Tradeoffs" are emphasized. In complex systems, policies rarely

improve all aspects of the system at once; usually a policy improves some

areas and is deleterious to others, requiring policy-makers to take explicit

account of the tradeoffs.

The problems explored in this part of the sequence range from peer

pressure, cramming for a test, and mowing lawns, to criminal justice, pollution,

arban growth-stagnation-decay, drug-related crime, and global population and

food needs.

Part IV is the culmination of the essentially non-quantitative part

&gt;f this system dynamics curriculum. Its purpose is to show the power of

attempting to understand complex dynamic problems by focusing on feedback

loops, to illustrate some themes which continue to recur in complex systems

to the point that they may be called "principles," and to leave the student

with a balanced view of the power and limitations of his understandings at

this point. As Parts II, III, and IV have progressed, the need for knowing

she relative strengths of feedback loops in a system will have arisen at various

times, leading naturally (but not necessarily) to the next part of the sequence

in which methods are developed for making the assumptions embodied in a

causal-loop diagram unambiguous by quantifying them,

I. Introduction to Simulation

Computer simulation in system dynamics becomes necessary when the

implications of a structure of feedback loops are in doubt. Greater precision

than a causal-loop diagram can provide is required. Part V develops the skills

needed to translate simple causal-loop models into quantitative models which

a computer can trace through time, simulating the behavior of the actual system.



Two critical notions form the focus: the concept of a "level"

(or "stock") and the concept of a "rate" (or "flow"). To aid understandings

of these ideas and to facilitate translating from a causal-loop diagram to

a quantitative model, level variables are pictured as rectangles and rates

are pictured as stylized "faucets" pouring into the rectangles; the rate

adjusts the flow of something into the level it is associated with, just as

a faucet adjusts the flow of water into a tub, changing the water-level.
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This part of the curriculum returns to the work of Parts II and III,

developing quantitative understandings of positive and negative feedback loops

and the behavior of simple systems. Students will expand their skills in

understanding and interpreting graphs of variables over time. In addition,

they will develop abilities to write general level equations and the

elementary rate equations for exponential growth and decay and sigmoid growth.

Exercises will include altering existing models by changing parameters,

equations, and feedback structure. Familiarity with computers and programming

is not required; the introduction to the simulation language DYNAMO is self-

contained. The programming is presented as a means to an end: making assump-

tions sufficiently precise and suitably coded that a computer can trace out

their implications over time.

At the close of Part V, the student is ready to understand more complex

simulation models in DYNAMO, he will have begun to see the power of simulation,

and he will have solidified his understandings of the behavior of feedback

loops covered intuitively in Parts II and III.



VI. The Dynamics of Complex Systems

Several of the problems addressed in IV are reconsidered, most in

Feater detail. For each in turn a quantitative model is developed in DYNAMO,

and explorations of the system are carried out by simulating different con-

ditions in the model. The central focus, besides the significant problems

themselves, is the understanding of complex system behavior. Where in a

given system does intervention have the most effect? Why does the system

behave as it does? What policies actually improve the behavior of the system?

Why does one policy have a desirable effect while others which initially

appear promising have little helpful effect or may even prove to be harmful?

Explorations of the behavior of a system are carried out, and

alternative policies investigated, by changing numerical relationships in

the model, altering or occasionally adding equations. The computer is shown

as it really is — not an all-knowing intellect, but an obedient electrical

servant, tracing out the implications of a modeler's assumptions over time.

Each simulation model and each simulation run appear not as ends in themselves,

but as means to understanding the dynamics of a certain problematic system.

The goal is understanding, and feedback models help us to understand certain

kinds of problems.

Part V completes this introdution to system dynamics. A student

continuing through all six parts has a new understanding of the causes of

dynamic problems, and he has the beginnings of a set of tools for analyzing

and understanding them, He will have gained the habit of attempting to look

at problems holistically and of searching for feedback loops responsible for

the behavior of the system. He will understand the role of models in approaching

problems, and in particular he will have an introduction to the meaningful

role computer models and simulations can play in helping people to cope with

the complex dynamic problems they face.

QPR. chav dsam
12 May (977.



structure. He will be ready to try to apply his understandings to more

complex situations.

ITI. Understanding Dynamic Problems

Six real-world problems are addressed in this learning package,

using causal diagrams and feedback loops to model the systems inwhich

these problems arise. The problems, such as urban growth, stagnation,

and decay, global population growth and food needs, and drug-related

urban crime, will be selected to illustrate. several important, recurring

characteristics of the bchavior of complex systems. In many ways, complex

systems will be seen to behave “counter-intuitively": well-intentioned.

policies tend not to produce the behavior expected, and even when the feed-
back structure of a system is reasonably well understood ++ Lends to defeat

the purpose of most policy changes. The need for knowing the relative strengths

of feedback loops will arise, leading, if desired, to the next learning

package in which methods are developed for making the assumptions embodied

in a causal-loop diagram unambiguous by quantifying them.

Package III is the culmination of the essentially non-quantitative

part of the sequence of five learning packages. Its purpose is to show

the power of attempting to understand complex dynamic problems by focusing

on feedback loops, to illustrate some themes which continue to recur in

complex systems to the point that they may be called "principles," and to

leave the student with a balanced view of the power and limitations of

his understandings at this point.

IV. Introduction to Simulation

Computer simulation in system dynamics becomes necessary when the

implications of a structure of feedback loops are in doubt. Greater pre-

cision than a causal-loop diagram can provide is required. This learning

package develops the skills needed to translate simple causal-loop models

into cuantitative models which a computer may trace through time, simulating
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October 28, 1976

Dr. Richard Duncan
Assistant Professor
Systems Science Ph.D. Program
Portland State University
P.O. Box 751
Portland, OR 97207

Dear Dr. Duncan:

Thank you for the expression of interest in the Natdonal Model
for your classwork. The National Model is probably too comprehensive and
complicated to be a good vehicle for classwork. Also, detailed descriptions
ere only now starting to become available.

The book by Nat Mass on economic cycles describes an early, and
by now somewhat obsolete, description of the standard production sector.
Probably this book is the best place for you to start.

You might also be interested in the model on economic growth by
my son, Nathan Forrester, im his text "Mitte Life Cycle of Economic Development."
Beyond these two books, I enclose papers that may be of Interest.

1£ there develops some student reviews and working papers we would
be pleased to see them.

Sincerely yours,

JWF/nd
Enclosures: "Business Structure, Economic Cycles, and National Policy."

Moving Into the 21st Century: Dilemmas and Strategies for
American Higher Education."

"The System Dynamics National Model: Understanding Socio-
Economic Behavior and Policy Alternatives."
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PORTLAND

STATE
UNIVERSITY
p.o. box 751

portland, oregon
97207

503/229-4961

systems science
ph.d. program

October 25, 1976

Professor Jay W. Forrester
The Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Professor Forrester:

I am working with an NSF group to develop a curriculum and teaching
materials on systems dynamics modeling techniques. Currently I am
teaching a graduate course in modeling and simulation at Portland
State University.

Last year you mentioned that a description of your model of the U.S.
economy would be available for critical review. If so, I would like
to obtain a copy and assign it to my class for study and written eval-
uation. Of course if you like, I will make sure that a summary of
the student reviews be sent to you for further improvement of the
model.

Again, your fine work continues to help guide us toward a better world.

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely vours,

A Cec
Richard Duncan, Ph.D.
Asst. Professor

/ A 7

RD/ko



August 29, 1973

Professor Richard Duncan
Systems Science Ph.D. Program
Portland State University
P.0. Box 751
Portland. OR ©7207

Dear Professor Duncan:

Thank you for your letter of August 29 aad the helpful idess
in it,

At {he present time the potional economde modal da sedll in
the construction stegs £0 wa ave MOE yet orcanizad for vworkiuz witch a
widening cirela of eollsborators en that particular effort, Pieaca
keep in touch with us and perhaps during the coming year we ean have
pomethineg available 82 a etaerE,.

I am sacking Jack Pugh to reopond to your inguiry chout
DYNAMO IXI.

Sincerely Yours.

JUT /náb
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PORTLAND
STATE

UNIVERSITY
p.o. box 751

bortland, oregon
97207

503/229-4961

systems science
ph.d. program

August 20, 1975

Dr. Jay W. Forrester
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Massechusetts Institute of Technology
50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Professor Forrester:

Your address to the Summer Computer Simulation Conference in Houston, Texas,
July 10, 1974 entitled, "Understanding Social and Economic Change in the
United States," brings up many new and important issues in economics, policy-
making, and modeling. Hopefully, the modeling effort you describe will help
change the whole social-economic-ecological decision making processes in
America. I hope the following comments might help (in some small way)
your formulation of causal factors effecting inflation.

Mr. Joel Schutz, former director of the Oregon State Office of Energy
Research and Planning, attributes decreasing "net energy" as the prime
driving factor for inflation. He elaborates on this concept first
attributed to Prof. H. T. Odum in the enclosed paper (rather simplistic,
but the idea should be clear).

2 You state (correctly) on page 16: "Present inflation arises from
major imbalances in the economy. Some two-thirds of employment is
outside of agriculture and direct production. This constitutes a very
high overhead in government, education, and the service industry. Two-
thirds of the working population in overhead is probably too great for
the economy.. "

Recently I encountered a specific example that strikingly supports this
claim. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is sponsoring
a program to rehabilitate (''recycle') houses in run-down urban areas. In
July 1975, a contractor (Mr. Philip Katscman, of Katsman Construction Company)
told me his firm was awarded a $15,000 contract for rehabilitating a pri-

vate house in Seattle, Washington. The administrative cost alone of this
project was about $16,000 (i.e., more than 6% greater than the cost of actu-
ally doing the work)! Further. the owner cot a subsidized 3%, 20 year loan



August 20, 1975
Dr. Jay W. Forrester
Page 2.

and the taxpayer picked up the remaining 6%. (Mr. Katsman added, "The
house will be in shambles before the loan is payed off.')

I have read most of Systems Dynamic/DYNAMO books and papers and used many
of them as texts in modeling and simulation courses. This fall and winter
[ will teach graduate level courses in modeling and simulation to Urban
Studies and Systems Science students at Portland State University. In
addition, I am working with Dr. Dennis Meadows, and others, to develop a
curriculum in System Dynamics. You mentioned on page 28 that a "widening
circle of participants should become involved in a progression of dis-
cussions, model modifications, and publications on structure, behavior,
and implications." I would gladly, and diligently, critique your current
work. Kindly let me know on this at your earliest convenience.

Very best regards,

PoY UC
Richard Duncan, Ph.D
Assistant Professor
of Systems Science

RD:kt
Encls

P.S. Is the DYNAMO III translator available for distribution? If go,
please send particulars including cost, memory requirements, etc.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

System Dynamics Group
Building E40-253

MEMO: D-2226

TO

FROM:

National Modeling Project Staff

Prof. Nathaniel J. Mass
Mr. Alan K. Graham
Mr. Peter M. Senge

Visit with Willis Harman at Stanford

DATE: August 11, 1975

On July 21, 1975, we met for slightly over three hours with

Willis Harman and other members of the staff of the Center for Social

Policy at Stanford Research Institute. Members of the Center's staff

in attendance included O. W. ("Mark") Markley, Duane Elgin, Tom Mandel,

Egils Milbergs, David MacMichael, and Normal McEachron. The purpose

of the meeting was to acquaint the Center's staff with the current

National Modeling Project in the System Dynamics Group and to ascertain

whether or not there might be some significant overlaps between the

National Modeling Project and past work done at the Center on social

value change. The meeting revealed that we are in fact interested in

many of the same national issues, Much of the discussion focused on

whether or not system dynamics, as a quantitative approach, in in fact

capable of dealing with the less tangible social phenomena, such as

changing perceptions, attitudes, and values. We feel that members of

che Center's staff ecained some feel for how such variables can be dealt



D-2226

with in a dynamic model. The following paragraphs outline some of the

principal points covered in our discussion.

(1) Description of the National Model

We gave a brief presentation of the National Model, focusing

on the social variables and attitudes that are included, or that we

hope to include, in the model. The purpose of this presentation was,

first, to apprise Harman's group of our current activities and inter-

ests; second, to solicit their comments on the range of social variables

encompassed by the model; and third, to form a basis for the succeeding

discussion about the representation of social variables in system dynamics

models (see points (2) and (3) below).

(2) Representing Social Variables

Four general issues arose pertaining to the representation

of social variables in system dynamics models. These issues are sum-

marized briefly below.

(a) Representation of "soft" variables. Several members of

Harman's group were doubtful that we could capture in a quantitative

model many "soft" variables and factors of the kind that they deal with

in their work. We responded that the primary source of structure and

parameters for a system dynamics model is general knowledge and descrip-

tive information of the kind that they would utilize, In particular, we

argued that any concept which they could state precisely and unambiguously

could be captures in a svstem dvnamics model. In representing such factors,
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we would initially place more emphasis on precision--stating precisely

the hypothesized linkages between variables--than on obtaining extreme

accuracy in the measurement of all variables. Once a model were devel-

oped, dynamic tests could be conducted to assess the sensitivity of

model behavior to specific numerical assumptions. If model behavior

were found sensitive to a particular assumption, and if it were expected

that the real system also exhibited such sensitivity, then a leverage

point in the system would have been identified. Alternatively, if the

sensitivity seemed spurious--not reflective of what occurs in real

social systems--more precise measurements might be attempted and/or

the model might be revised.

(b) "Discontinuous" changes in social structure. Several mem-

bers of Harman's staff felt that many social movements represented a

"discontinuous" break with the past, and, therefore, could not be cap-

tured or anticipated in a model. We argued, and by the end of the meet-

ing some consensus seemed to have been reached, that such movements do

not arise spontaneously or without motivation, and that the pressures

that give rise to a particular social attitude usually develop in a

continuous ‘and cumulative manner. We also discussed how if structure of

a social system were defined broadly enough, as we would in a system

dynamics model, changing social attitudes would represent a shift in the

mode of behavior of the social system with the underlying social system

structure unchanged.
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(c) Procedures for Representing Social Responses. We outlined

two procedures for incorporating social responses and attitudes in a

system dynamics model. The first procedure is to identify the pres-

sures that underlie the social response and build those into the model

as endogenous elements; this procedure would be applied wherever possible.

A second procedure would be to test in the model the effects of social

response taken as an exogenous variable. Testing of this kind would

address questions of the form: "Suppose this social response occurred.

What would be its impact?" Such testing could be helpful in identifying

social attitudes of social responses which are sufficiently important to

motivate building them endogenously into the model.

(d) Relation between Physical and Social Variables. At the

meeting we offered the proposition that a useful perspective for under-

standing social attitude changes is to analyze how conditions in the

physical environment condition changes in the social realm. For example,

declining birth rates and family sizes seem to be caused, to a large

extent, by factors such as rising per capita incomes, and concerns about

crowding and environmental deterioration. Harman's group generally

agreed that this was a useful perspective for understanding social

change. In fact, many of the attitude changes identified in their

Changing Images of Man study appear to rise from the declining contribu-

tion of material standard of living to well-being, concerns about the

environment. and other "physical" causes.
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(3) Central focus of the National Model Apparently on "Productive,"
rather than "Human," Elements

Several members of the SRI group felt that a significant dif-

ference in viewpoint and approach between their and our work was that

their work centers primarily around "human" factors whereas our National

Model appears to center about "productive" elements. We stated that

the central "productive" core of the model provides a framework within

which other elements could be incorporated, and the framework in no

way implies an exclusion or subordination of social variables. In the

model, such variables would interface with the model at the point where

they affect the productive system. For example, in the model, attitudes

toward pollution control would affect the allocation of capital equip-

ment by the various industrial sectors to pollution control. Analogously,

attitudes toward public support of individuals would affect the well-

being of unemployed workers in the labor sector of the model, thereby

influencing labor flows between sectors and willingness to work.

Overall, the central "productive" core of the model appears to provide

a mechanism, which is largely missing in Harman's work, for assessing

the implications of a particular social change and judging whether or

not a particular social or attitude change is likely.to have important

impacts on major policy concerns such as inflation rate and the rate

of unemployment. For example, we tend to regard attitudes toward public

support as an important factor to include in the National Model because

of its likely impact of labor mobility, wage settlements, and the rate

of inflation. Such issues about procedures for assessing the importance
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of a given social variable merit further discussion between the two

groups.

To summarize the thrust of our meeting with Harman and his

staff, there appear to be many issues of common interest between the

two groups, and a good basis for mutual interchange. Harman, and others

like him, should be very helpful in identifying important social factors

to be included in the National Model and in reviewing and commenting on

specific formulations of social variables. Likewise, Harman's group

seems to have come out of the meeting with a better appreciation of the

system dynamics modeling process and how modeling might contribute to

their own work.

NJM.AKG,PMS/mt
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

March 31, 1975
Jay W. Forrester

Cermeshausen Professor

Mr. Michael P. Hansen, Director
Science Computer Center
Department of Engineering
College of Marin
Kentfield, California 94904

Dear Mr. Hansen:

In response to your letter of March 7, I am enclosing
two brochures. The Pugh-Roberts data will answer your questions on
DYNAMO; The Wright-Allen Press Catalogue will bring you up-to-date on
the system dynamics publications of the MIT and Dartmouth College
Groups.

The two papers accompanying this letter give an overview
of our current study, the national socio-economic model.

At present no member of our Group plans to be on the West
Coast before end of the academic year. Dr. John Stanley-Miller, who
did his doctoral work with me, is on the faculty of USC. While I do
not know whether it would be possible for him to schedule a trip to
Kentfield, you may wish to contact him at the following address:

Professor John Stanley-Miller
Environmental Engineering Programs
School of Engineering
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, California 9C007

Best wishes in your endeavors.

Sincerely yours,

WY Forse
eac

Encls: "DYNAMO II &amp; III"
System Dynamics Publications, Spring 1975
"The National Socio-Economic Model--An Overview of Structure"

by Gilbert W. Low
"Understanding Social and Economic Change in the United States"

by Jay W. Forrester



COLLEGE OF MARIN

March 7, 1975

Professor Jay W. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02142

Dear Professor Forester:

I am the one member of our four-man engineering department at
the College of Marin (the community college serving the county
at the "other end”of the Golden Gate Bridge) who has become our
computer science "specialist" (as differentiated from data pro-
cessing, offered by our business department.) I teach a limited
variety of introductory lower-division courses for science, math
engineering, and technology majors, and manage a totally "hands-
on" type center which features an IBM 1130 (due for replacement)
and several analog computers, the largest of which is an EAI
PACE 221R. We have limited access also to the IBM 370/135 used
by data processing and for administrative production.

Although we are one of the older California community colleges,
we have managed to be fairly innovative in some respects. One
example is a course originated six years ago in our communications
department called "Inventing the Future", which has been such a
success that an entire futures-oriented program was developed last
year, reorganizing the several courses that the original had be-
come, and adding a variety of "follow-on" courses, which feature
special topics pursued in depth from a futures perspective.
(Descriptive materials are attached.)

I participate as a member of the volunteer committee which guides
the overall development of that program, and as a member of the
team which teaches the course I developed, Computer Science 21,
"Computers in Our Futures". It is that course, currently in
progress, for which I seek your help. If you will read the course
description now, you will see why. (Wt back of th Jeter)

(Pause)

As you see, the project selected for the first offering of the
course is the Dynamic World Model you published in 1971. That
book is the "text" for the course, supplemented by "Limits to
Growth" and "Prophets of Doom". The faculty members who volun-
teered to teach it with me are both economists from our business

department, one primarily interested in the social aspects of the
model and in its eventual adaptability to national systems, and

KENTFIELD

CALIFORNIA 94904

TEL (415) 454-3962



Professor Jay W. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

March 7, 1975
College of Marin

the other interested in natural resources aspects and the out-
moded status of growth concepts in prevailing economics doctrine.
My bias is the belief that computers are an indispensable tool
for the informed, intelligent decisions that must be understood
and supported by the world's citizenry to minimize future catas-
trophes ("maximize future prospects?"). It is my first experience
with interdisciplinary team-teaching (a time-consuming but worth-
while arrangement), and with imparting functional computer skills
to students without the usual background (conclusion pending.)

It is our good fortune that the analog computer program for your
model published by Lee and Adams in the October, 1973 issue of
COED (attached) fits neatly on our big old EAI, which has a large
x-y plotter for output. I'm an analog enthusiast to start with,
especially for continuous interactive programs of this nature.
Thus, I am emphasizing most the concepts and skills necessary for
programming and operating the analog computer version of the model

I realize that there{advantages to the digital version also, and
we intend to use one. We have the analog "simulation languages"
of CSMP and LEANS for our IBM 1130, but I know we will not have
time to become proficient enough with them to squeeze this large
nodel into our smallish system. Therefore, we will need to use
the IBM 370/135 on campus. Now, the question is: 1) whether
DYNAMO is compatible with the 370 [who owns it, how much would
it cost, and how quickly can it be acquired and made operational]
so that we can use your programs directly; or, should we buy the
"ZRTRAN version of it from the University of Pittsburgh? That's
ny first question to you.

Now that I've started the questions, I could unleash dozens that
rave arisen in class discussions alone, but I'll try to restrict
them to essentials.

2) We are basing our work on the three books cited above, published
around 1970 with their references, etc. What has been published
since, that we should know about? [Aside from periodicals, which we
are reviewing]. In particular, where will we find the most recent
full status report on the Club of Rome project?

3) Has a successful U.S. national version of your model been
developed? If so, where can we get all the necessary information
ro do the same?



Professor Jay W. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

March 7, 1975
College of Marin

4) Are you aware of, in communication with, etc., anywhere
else in Northern California where your model is being used, or
a project like ours is underway? Has an interest group developed,
formal or informal, in which we might participate?

5) Have you or any of your colleagues embarked on speaking tours
Or other appearances, which might bring any of you into the Bay
Area between now and June, so that we might impose on you during
this semester? Who might we lobby for, to be included in next
year's guest speaker program of the college? As you can see, it
is our intention to provide ourselves and the results of this
semester's work (the functioning models, analog and digital) as
community-wide resources next year. Might it be possible to en-
hance that with the appearance of a qualified expert or two?

6) Finally, the usual kind of request. What more, lying so
easily at your fingertips, might you send us or tell us, to
eliminate our floundering about and give us the shortcut to
instant expertise? Seriously, though, we will be grateful for
anything more you might provide or suggest. While we all, staff
and students, are quite enthusiastic and ambitious, our experience
and resources are quite meager. We want to do this as competently
as we possibly can. We know we are five years late at starting
this, but that puts us many years ahead of most. Your help would
greatly improve the quality of our results. We already appreciate
what your work has done for all of us.

Sincerely yours
COLLEGE OF MARI

MICHAEL HANSEN, Director
Science Computer Center
Department of Engineering
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COLLEGE OF MARIN

AP sation for a [X New Course
[ ] Change of Course

Initiated py Mike Hansen 12/1973
 Tm Te

Approved by—— mim
y !

Intended Date of Implementation: Spring '75“To be submitted to Office of Instruction)

NEW COURSE:4 Cours NT and Number:

zomp. Sci. 21

Course Title:

Computers end Our Futures

Office of Instruction
Code No:

Units far Students: -  —— LectureHrsWk:_ ¿3 Laboratory Hrs./Wk:_ CRE

Teaching Units: 3 Prerequisite: IFEP Core Course (Futures Perspectives)
and elementary algebra.——...

Will be Offered in: Fall. sSpring_X Summer — AnticipatedWSCH/FTE:300
Max. Class Size Anticipated —. (hrs./wk. x no. students X 15 —
At Registration: —22 Enrollment: 20 Co number teaching units)

Grading System: A,B,C.NC — CR,NC _X Both — —
Budget implications, in terms of salary, equipment, supplies, and other expenses, both for initiating the course

and for continued operations (Attach extra sheet if necessary) Equitable distribution ofthreeteachingunitsbetweenthetwoormore instructorsto be _
resolved (equitably by IFEP Committee),
EquipmentandsupplycostscanbeabsorbedwithintheScience

ComputerCenter (Engineering Department) budget. Nonew equipmentrequired,Asacreative course with content dependent on adopte
applications, and an objective being to produce documentation ,
facil Ein subsequent use of results an unusual amount o upli
satiny Supp les an services may a &gt; . ES , Sold

* documenta Which, 256 Breducad Mah Lserger De so
ls a lower division ain at other institutions [ Willpe part of the COM vocational program in
Will be accepted toward the major at U.C. campuses —

Will be accepted toward the major at State colleges [ 1 Has been recommended by the N_—
Nill be accepted as an elective at U.C. campuses ————— ‘advisory committee (if itis a

Will be accepted as an elective at State colleges vocational course

Will satisfy a state college general education [ 1 Replaces the following COM course_
requirement in — _—_ Ñ—“=— zknYYi1inO
Nill satisfy COM graduation requirement in _

cl
See 1
notes 1
below a

[2]
[ 3] [X] Is described on attached COM form

ma ——]—

NOTE: A listing of other institutions at which similar courses are offered and at what level, articulation agreements,
svidence of need, and additional comments, if any, should be attached. See next page.

II. CHANGE OF COURSE:
Tname and number)

List desired changes:.

[ ] Revised course description attached. What are the budget implications of this proposed change?

ACTION:

Jate -

Date -

InstructionalCouncil Date—
l. Too new to be an undergraduate major, except in rare cases.

2. To be formally explored through the Office of Instruction
3. Recommended to Curriculum Committee to satisfy Basic Subject, GroupB

requirement

Curriculum Comm.

Dean of Instruction

College Cabinet — —

Board of Trustees



Offerings at Other Institutions

Future Studies Programs are appearing at many colleges. Many
Computer Science departments offer a general education intro-
ductory course which includes a presentation of prospective
roles for computers, etc; and also offer project courses.

But we are not aware of any college which integrates all of
-hese into a single course like this one.

Articulation Agreements

Articulation agreements with UC and CSCU are to be formally
processed through the Office of Instruction for acceptance as
an elective toward general education requirements (Group B,
Basic Subject) or in satisfaction of specific lower division
courses with similar basic content.

Evidence of Need

(See IFEPC Prospectus, pgs. 1 through 6)

Additional Comments

A fuller understanding of the origins of this proposal can be
gained by a careful reading of the IFEPC Program Development
Prospectus. It is an integral part of what has surely been

the most produchive interdisciplinary educational effort in
COM history. In'* PEfents and teachers with various backgrounds
are to be brought together for purposes including on-going
curriculum development with a distinct "futures perspective",
to have continuing value to themselves and the college overall.



COLLEGE OF MARIN — COURSE DESCRIPTION

Comp. Sci. 21
COURSE NAME &amp; NUMBER

Computers and Our Futures
COURSE TITLE

CATALOG DESCRIPTION: (Attached - see Next Page)

bp) UNE'

Mike Hansen
EN

SUBMITTED BY
— A en

APPROVED BY DEPART. CHAIRMAN DATE

PLEASE ANSWER THOSE QUESTIONS WHICH APPLY TO THIS COURSE, ATTA o
EXTRA SHEETS IF NECESSARY. — TACHING

A. What are the objectives or purposes of the course in terms of:

subject matter to be covered by the instructor? t 75% retention
of such information as computer hardware and Saltucre .
fundamentals, thelr capabilities, Information processing,

alementary programming, documentation, input coding, process
design, and flow charting as are require or e pa cular

application development project adopted for the current
LLL AZ EZEEE O
semester.

mental skills to be developed by the student? (e.g. reasoning, problem solving, writingmemory, creativity, analysis, synthesis of ideas.) Impr oved abi ity to cop
with large, complex problems by systematically analyzing
their parts and their interrelationships, gradually compre-
hending an integrated whole, which involves all of the
A WE a a aaa aaa I. - —V—|

examples above. In addition, it will be necessary to suc-

cessfully quantify variables and to formulate abstract or

physical analogies of relationships in order to "computerize"
solutions. a

attitudes to be developed by the student? (e.g., interpersonal, emotional, aesthetic)
Strengthened appreciations of:
a) Potential of computers as servants of mankind.

b) Importance of the role of average citizensindeciding
— howcomputers should beused- responsibiitties: —
Cc) Willingness to make the necessary efforts to become

qualified to participate in such uses.



Comp. Sci. 21 ;
COURSE NAME AND NUMBER

physical skills to be developed by the student? (e.g., mechanical, speech, athletic,
recreational) Minimal kevpunch operation and such operational
skills as are required to become "hands-on" users of all
computer equipment used in the course. Each student is

to be able to perform every operation from data prepara-

tion 4 trol of th \ (5) duri E
programs.

other objectives or purpose? TO develop experienced, highly motivated
individual h di E ve . nt

of significant computer applications, who may then volunteer
to assist in the work of introducing such applications in

appropriate ways throughout the college program.

3

~
Lo.

9}

How, in terms of teaching methods, instructional materials, assignments, etc., will the
course objectives or purposes be realized?  1)Lecture/Demonstration, pre-

assigned reading, reference lists, etc. 2) Guided group
process, using the development project as vehicle. 3) Focus
throughout the course - class to prepare a "position statement"

4) Explanation &amp; Demonstration followed by assigned indivi-

dual uses. 5) Organized voluntary program, coordinated by the
instructors. = _ a

How will it be determined whether the course objectives or purposes have been met?
Measured by: 1) Objective testing I a
2) Completion of successful application project. .
3) Beginning vs Ending attitudinal survey.
4) Individual performanceofalloperations.
5) Extent of successful subsequent use elsewhere in college

— onrogram. a |

Please attach outline of major topics, with an indication of the approximate time to be
spent on each, (next page)



Course Outline
1

Comp. Sci. 21 Computers X our FutureS Jan, 1974

As the course is built around a particular project each time, the
content and sequence will vary accordingly. Nonetheless, most of
the formal instructional content will be required for any major
project, so that it will always resemble the structure below,
which is designed to facilitate the first project, operational
World Systems Simulation Models on both analog and digital
computers.

Week 1 hr. 2 hrs.
— Beginningattitudinal*survey.Preséntationofprojectand

course goals. Familiarization with resources. Adoption of
tentative program. Organization of information gathering.

(General
instruction,

including
testing)

(Analog
Computer
Funda-
mentals)

3 hrs.

(Group
Project
Development
Process

including
topical
instruction)

0

11

12

| 3

 4

(Position
Statement
Development

&amp;

Adoption)

(Subsequent
ase planning
and
conferences)

(CSMP
digital computer

program)

LS

ha

L7 Final Exam



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE NEXT FRONTIER OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR?

IS THE WORLD'S FUTURE WORTH ONE AFTERNOON A WEEK OF YOUR TIME?

“COMPUTERS IN [IR FLITLIRES **
Ee . LLN 1” SiLl 21 -
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WEDNESDAYS, 2 pm until 5 pm ( 3 units ) a,

sa

e
 ot
o

Combine the greatest strengths of the human mind with the strengths of the
computer YW Construct a computer model of our dynamic social systems YW Examine
the unexpected consequences of our most popular social and political policies
Prerequisite: High School Algebra
Recommended: Futures Education Program Core Course (Inventihg the Future

or Futures Perspectives)
For further information call: College of Marin, 454-3962, Extensions

Extensions 385. 394. 271
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COMMUNICATIONS 2A Dunstan

L see this course as primarily
a Futures Consciousness Raising
effort, that is, an exposure
te ideas and notions which
encompass alternative futures
for peorle and not the same
future for everyone, This
involves people in new modes of
thinking, new ways of looking
at old proolems, and a willing-
ness to be open to at least
entertain some rather outrageous
proposals. My role is to
stimulate, facilitate, ani act
as a rescurce person, After all,
the future you invent will be
your own!

COMMUNICATIONS 2B Dunstan
Preregquisite:Com,BeSc,SocSci,2A

This semester we will explore
the future of work and any
ramifications that exploration
might have on our personal and
collective lives.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 2A Holmlund

Inventing the Future. An
interdisziplinary look at the
future and various concepts
related to the future - time,
change, values,prediction,
Several paperbacks will be used
dealing with varicus aspects
of the future. The main focus
of the course will be an
individual project dealing with
A particular topic and examin-
ing current trends and future

cont. above



BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 2A cont,

predictions and then inventing
creative alternatives to these
current predictions. Many classes
will consist of student progress
reports on the projects; many
films will be shown dealing with
the future, ani occasionally
there will be guest speakers,
Evaluation will be based on
class participation and the
individual projects,

I hope that in addition to
gaining an understanding of
various aspects of the future,
everyone in the class will
actively experiment with change
and examine the consequences,

Y
Tr

T

COMP, SCI. 21
Prerequisite: Com,BeSc,SocSc,2A

Three hours weekly, plus
additional use of Science Com-
puter Center facilities,

A fully operational World
Systems Simulation Model ( Jay
Forrester's Dynamic World Model
will be set un in this course,
and will subsequently be avail-
able for use throughout the
college,

Three instructors will be
involved, one from Computer
Science and two Economists, one
of whom has a social and psycho-
logical orientation, and the
other a resource conservation

and natural science background,
One of the course objectives

will be to demonstrate the roles
that the layman can and should

cont, above

Y

4



COMP. SCI. 21 cont.

have in deciding the extent
of future use of computers
as "servants of mankind."

Students will learn to
operate all equipment them-
selves, involving both
analog and digital computer
systems, and will become
resource persons to assist
in the subsequent use of
the course results in any
way that they may he of
service to the college
community,

BIOLOGY / COMMUNICATIONS 41
"A Wilderness Experience "

Interested in learning about
the wilderness by being there?

Investigate "A wilderness
Experience" -Bin/Comm.41, for
the coming spring semester,
We'll he camping out at Pt.
Reyes, studying its history
and geology, as well as
exploring tidepools, fresh-
water ponds, sand dunes and
forests,

This is an integrated bio-
logy - communication class
in which the studv of emo-
systems is viewed from a
futures perspective, Journals
are required, in order to
express the awareness one
gains from experiences in the
field.

Pick un an apnlication {rom
Science Center 137,Harian
Center 116, or any counselor,

cont, next nage



BIOLOGY / COMMUNICATIONS 41
"A Wilderness Experience"

Applications must be completed
and returned to the Science
Secretary in SC 137 by
December 1.

We're interested in a class
of diverse ages and comple-
mentary interests. Join us!
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Wanted: 2020
alternatives

&amp;

Find Your
‘Place in
the Sun’
in the

Supersun
Want Ads

\

By Drew Mendelson

The need for alternatives in education, often
ascribed to a mere rebelliousness directed at the status
quo, is getting meat on its bones. As the information
explosion begins to foster interest in putting more and
more of these data masses in some kind of order, new
ways to approach learning appear increasingly im-
perative.

A new course at the College of Marin, for instance,
is aimed at harnessing the digestive capacity of the
computer to problems that education — and many
other of our institutions — has paid not nearly enough
attention to. Chief among those problems, perhaps, is
a national attitude toward growth and its inevitability
that is contradicted by nearly every social and
zconomic indicator we can consult.

Professor Jay W. Forrester of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology might be called a 20th century
computer oracle. Forrester has constructed a model of
¿he earth's economic and social systems and, using the
MIT computer, has taken his world model through
the next century of human history.

Orthodox economists may not be pleased at the
result, for it challenges that basic tenet of economics:
growth. The concept in economics, as in biology, is
that growth is synonymous with life. Any economic
system which does not grow (its capitalization, its
Jutput, its consumption) is, it is felt, not ac-
romplishing one of its basic objectives.

Forrester, however, armed with his computer-
generated projections of the future, contends that
growth is not integral to an economic system. Further,
he says, the projections over the next century end in
social and economic collapse as long as growth is a

factor.
Population control will simply result in a higher

standard of living and greater food supply. In the
end the conditions which made population control
necessary and acceptable will diminish and
population will rise again.

Forrester’s work is available to the public in a book
titled World Dynamics, which explains both the
structure of his world model and the results he ob-
tained. World Dynamics does not just chart a land-
scape where all roads lead to hell; it also offers maps
of a different landscape in which the roads, though
they never quite climb to heaven, at least lead away
from that final plunge. Forrester says that we have
reached and perhaps left the peak of our quality of
life. Nowhere, he says, will we achieve a level of
existence offering us more; if anything, the law of
diminishing returns has set in. Equilibrium, Forrester
contends, is the state we must strive for, not growth.

We cannot increase industrial output but only
maintain it, we cannot increase population but only
maintain or preferably diminish it. Our resources are
finite. Eventually, no matter how frugal we are, the
earth will run out of those resources required to
sustain life. Currently, Forrester says, we are using
them up at an exceptional rate, faster each year than
the year before. In the beginning the increase was
hardly noticeable, but it has begun to rise fantastically
until, according to the computer models, the end is in
sight. It comes sometime in the next century, perhaps
as early as 2020.

Perhaps the most valuable portion of Forrester’s
work is not the prediction of future catastrophy, nor
even the world model he constructed. The greatest
value might be the integration of diverse disciplines
into one single method of future prediction. Other
computer centers throughout the country can and are
juplicating the Forrester World Model. 2

The computer science center at the College of
Marin is one such facility, The structure for use of the
computer-generated predictions already exists at the
College,intheCollege's Interdepartmental Futures
Education Program. The classes in the program use
the techniques of different disciplines to investigate
possible courses for the world in the next decades.
Among the courses already in the program are In-
venting the Future, Wilderness Experience, and
Future Physics. Instructors from the departments of
communications, social science, behavioral science,J

E
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phenomena, mystical knowledge and
spiritual development. Instructor will be
Pascal Kaplan, a Ph.D. candidate at
Harvard. Fee is $65. Information: 457-4440

WEIGHT
The Marin County Heart Association is
sponsoring a 12-week class in weight control
beginning Wednesday, January 22 at Novato
General Hospital. Classes will be from 7:30
to 8:30 p.m. Fee $5. Register in advance
through the Heart Association, 456-9222.

er

KEEPING FIT
Bodies in Motion is the name of th class

raught by Sylvia Boorstein at the Marin
Jewish Community Center, starting
Monday. January 20. Call 479-2000.

WEIGHT CONTROL
The Marin County Heart Association is
sponsoring a 12 week class beginning
january 22 at ‘Novato General Hospital,
Wednesdays from 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Registration is $5 in advance. Call 456-9222.

BODY AWARENESS
Six Thurs. mornings in Mill Valley, Jan. 16-
Feb. 20, 10-12 noon.- Breath. awareness,
stretching &amp; polarity yoga as a means of
relaxing &amp; integrating the body. Instructor,
Gilda Meyers, M.A. $35. For info call 383-
7567. Ovenings still available. —

CHILDREN’S DRAMA
Classes forming now in the Magic Circle for
children 6 to 15. Creative study in groups,
culminating in performance with Marion
Hayes Caine, 70 Monterey Ave., San An-
selmo. 453-7882.

Work
shops
FOOD, BODY, BALANCE .

Food consciousness workshop with Billie
Hobart, 1-5 p.m., Saturday, January 25 at
the Marin Center of Parapsychology and
Metaphysics, 1029 Fourth St., San Rafael
(above Modern Eve). $10. For information.
call 456-0955. —

FOR OVEREATERS -

Two free introductory sessions begin the
1975 sessions of Overeaters Workshops. 10
a.m. Friday, January 17 and 8 p.m. Monday,
January 20; both at the San Rafael YMCA,
1618 Mission Ave. Featured is a non-diet,
psychological approach. Information: 388-
0560.

AUDIO-VISUAL
The Mill Valley Public Library is sponsoring
an open house on the operation of audio-

Fred Astaire 8

visual equipm
Saturday, Janu
cover casette ra

reel tape recorc
projectors, slid
copy machin
librarians and 1

TRANSACTI(
Family Focu
YMCA progra
16 and continu
Call the Y 2

PSYCHOSYNTHESIS GROUPS
An ongoing process of Self-discovery &amp;
creativity, Wednesdays 7:30 p.m. and
Thursdays 9:30 a.m.; $26 per month. For
info call 383-6489 or 383-3801.

“REALNESS”
A weekend workshop, Jan. 17-19, involving
guided fantasy, writing, art &amp; movement to
help us get in touch with our real selves. $30.
~all 383-6489.

VIDEOGRAPHY
Marin Community Video has access to cable
I.V.in Marin, only a few of us, however, use
this powerful communications medium.
More videographers means more com-

munity programming and more alternatives
for T.V. viewing. For beginners, limited to 6
people, $25. For advanced, limited to 4, $60.
For info call Burt Arnowitz, producer/-
director Marin Video Magazine. 383-3515.

Week of January



biology and physics participate. I
The program has added a new class and a

department which, once Forrester’s work is un-
derstood, is logically part of the curriculum. The
department is computer science. The new class is
titled Computer Science 21: Computers in Our
Futures. It is scheduled to be taught at the college
starting with the spring semester next week. Three
different instructorsareinvolved,Mike Hansen of
computer science, math and engineering, Laura
Willson, an economist dealing with social and
psychological areas, and Katherine King, an
economist whose background is in natural science and
resource conservation.

The College of Marin has two computer systems
capable of handling a Forrester-type world model.
The first is an analog computer in the Science
Computer Center, which, being student operated,
would more directly allow students to see the total
operation of the model. Theother is the large digital
computer at the Data Processing Center in the New
Library, which is used by the business department for
data processing courses, and for the district ad-
ministration, record-keeping purposes.

By using the larger digital system, students would
not be able to follow the actual process, being able
only to submit data to be processed and pick up the
results. The analog computer is ideal, capable of
handling a model as complex as Forrester's, yet
without the demands of the larger system. ©

The strength of the analog computer, Hansen says,
is that it handles continuous interactive situations
simultaneously, the way they arise on the earth. The
change of one factor in the computer not only alters
that factor’s relationship to other, it alters the nature
of the other factors as well in what Forrester terms a
feedback loop. The strength of the human mind is
that it can perceive the problem. The mind’s weakness
is that it cannot handle at once more than two in-

teracting factors.
‘It puts the model into an examinable and

unambiguous form,” Hansen states. What this means
is that a student can tell the computer to change —
hypothetically — the rate at which earth’s population
is expanding and see what the earth will be like in fifty
years because of such a change.

Computer Science 21 is perhaps a victim of its
name. There is room in the class for 18 students and
enrollment is far short of that to date. It is a rigorous
course requiring at least a knowledge of high school
algebra, and it will involve concepts from other
disciplines — economics, social science, com-
munications and behavioral science. But it is not just,
or even primarily, a course in computer operation.

The concept of the course is to offer students some
evidence of workable economic systems not based
upon the present commitment to continuous growth.
A course objective will be to show students the
capabilities and limitations of computers, and
demonstrate the roles the students may take in
determining the future of computer use. Students will
learn to operate the computers and help to pass on the
information gained through their course work.

Katherine King suggests that one of the greatest
benefits of the course will be placing the students in a
“better position to survive probable future changes
psychologically, and, possibly, physically.”

The earth seems to be at the brink of a depression
which is approaching in spite of the most determined
efforts of the world’s economists. The solutions which
pulled the world out of depression in the thirties are
inadequate to prevent the oncoming situation, as
Alvin Toffler says in the current issue of Esquire. The
fact that none of the current solutions seem to apply
should add credibility to the Forrester model.
Students will, through the computer, be examining
solutions which the legion of economists employed by
the Ford administration are unable to use because

those economists are taking a piecemeal approach.
There are phone numbers which will provide more

information to students who would like to take the
course. The College number is 454-3962, with
Hansen's extension 384: King’s 325 and Willson’s
347.

At any rate, the course was about a year in the
planning, and there are no known colleges, certainly
not two-year community colleges, offering anything
comparable on the West Coast.



Man, his symbols
and the media

By Sue Vaughn
Ever wonder why a Zulu warrior dances before

the hunt? How a Yaqui sorcerer communicates with
the spirits? How Madison Avenue gets its message to
the people?

The answers to these and other questions about
communications will be explored this spring semester
at Indian Valley Colleges in a six-and-a-half unit
coordinated studies course which-will focus on the
media.

Total media consumption per person in America
averages some SO hours per week (exceeding every
other activity except sleeping). The Media: Man and
His Symbols focuses on the media as it relates to the
consumer and will stress the importance of its in-
Juence on daily life.

The purpose of the course, according to the in-
structors, is to analyze the media and to help students
to become more aware, more discriminating, and
more sensitive to the bombardment of their senses.

The course will be team taught by IVC instructors
lean Hartley and Leah Shelleda, and will combine
Social Science 240, Speech 240, and English 100, a
half-unit English skills course which offers students
help with vocabulary, research techniques, and
preparation of course materials.

According to the instructors, the new media course
will use Marshall McLuhan's phrase, “the medium is
the message,” as a reference point. From that point,
students will explore the form and content of
.elevision, film, radio, newspaper, magazines, books,
comics and graffiti.

The class will visit radio and television stations as
well as newspaper offices, and will be able to create its
own video tapes and films. Guests from various media
fields will be invited to participate in class discussions.
Each student is expected to originate and develop a
creative project through which he or she can explore a
selected communication form.

Registration is now open at Indian Valley Colleges
and. spring semester classes start February 3. More
information may be obtained by calling the Ad-
missions Office at 883-5921. Entrance exams are not
required.

Records
continued from page 5
wholesomeness, this might interest you. Riordan
recently co-produced with Pat Gleeson a very classy
Christmas in San Francisco LP for Embarcadero
Center’s Living Arts program.

...

If you saw the movie Death Wish you know what a
killer (no pun intended) it was, and listening to Herbie
Hancock’s soundtrack is an excellent insight into how
the moods of the movie were created and into
Hancock’s wide-ranging capabilities as a composer
and conductor. Hancock, of course, was one of last
year’s biggest local stories — the jazz artist who broke
big commercially. Even this LP is up on the soul
charts, just ten spots below Herbie's new (non-
soundtrack) 7hrust.

Kicking Mule Records, an operation run jointly by
Blue Bear Waltzer Ed Denson from his Oakland
home and guitarist Stefan Grossman, who spends
most of his time in Europe tracking down good
acoustic guitarists, has just issued its twelfth release:
Fingerpicking Guitar Techniques, subtitled Stefan
Grossman’s Study into Blues and Ragtime Guitar.

This record, like an earlier Grossman package,
How to Play the Blues (and like some more KM
records to be released soon) comes with a tablature
book, so if you play guitar and want to learn some
mellow picking techniques, the albums are a double
deal. Even if you don't play, all the Mule records —
which include work by Rev. Gary Davis, Mark
Spoelstra, and some interesting Europeans in addition
to Grossman — are things of beauty.

Price per disc is about $6; the more you order the
cheaper it gets. Catalog and info available from Box
3233, Berkeley 94703.



WITH GRIM RESULTS

Computer Looks
At Man's Future

By LEW CODDINGTON
How much longer can man

«ind carry on with its present
sopulation growth, industriali-
zation, pollution and consump-
on of natural resources?

Some eloquent answers to
‘hese and other difficult ques
dons are being supplied by a
mute informant — a College of

Marin computer hooked up to 2
graph machine, tracing inky
curves to show man’s fate 50.
100 or 200 years hence.

For the most part, the an
swers are grim, tending to con
firm bleak predictions which
started coming in the 1960s
from “zero population growth”
advocates and ecologists. But it
is better to know the worst
while there.is still time to do
something, say Michael P. Han-
sen and Katherine King, two
instructors involved in- the
aroject.

What the computer can do.
¿hey say, is be much more
specific and accurate about
what will happen than humans
can. Feed a bewildering variety
of data and assumptiions into
the computer, and the answer
will flash in lights or be traced
across the graph.

The different factors interact
:n so many ways that the hu
man mind cannot possibly keep
rack, but according to Mrs.
Xing and Hansen the computer
easily can do so.

Suppose, for example, the
world's population increases by
1 per cent a year while the
'evels of pollution, industrializa-
ion and resource consumption
remain the same.

Slowly, the red pen moved
across the graph paper, began
a sweeping curve as the popula-
tion increased fourfold in 5€
years, then leaped off the graph
before the end of a century.
Pollution also soared off the
jraph. Natural resources plum
meted to one-third their current
amount.

Had thev wanted the instruc-

ors could have poured in more
lata, and a more sophisticated,
'ealistic graph would have re-
ulted — with population dip-
ing as pollution increased or
vith pollution decreasing as
«atural resources were used up,
:nd so on. .

Much of their work is based
»n research by Jay W. Forres-
er, a professor at the Massa-
'husetts Institute of Technolo-
fy. It is being used as a basis
‘or a new course taught by
Jansen, Mrs. King and Laura
Villson. Called “Computers and
Jur Futures,” the class com-
ines economics and computer
:cience.

Unlike the computer, human
reings do not have the ability to
‘emember and correlate the
lozens of factors at once, and
hat is a source of their prob-
ems now, Hansen and Mrs.
ting said.

Instead, we have come up
with simple-minded, “intuitive
solutions” which may be good
:nough to solve short-term
roblems, but often produce
ong-term disaster, according to
he teachers.

One example, Hansen said, is
he creation of suburbs, really
10t a deliberate decision at all.
3uilding on available, open
and once seemed like a good
vay to solve housing problems,
out it becomes morecostly and
ess efficient to maintain sub-
irbs as they sprawl across the
‘ountryside away from popula
ion centers.
Mrs. King said, another ex-

imple, may be President
"ord's proposed tax cut. By
itimulating consumption, - it
ould lead to scarcity of re-
iources, and drive up prices of
joods made from those re
‘ources.

Mankind has complicated the
yroblem, Hansen and Mrs. King
aid, by failing to understand
he full meaning of what mathe-
naticians call “exponential
stowth.” If a nonulátion dou-

PLOTTING THE FUTURE —

Katherine King (left) and Michael
P. Hansen, professors at College
of Marin, pore over graphs and
charts generated by a computer
while student John Pierce feeds

in more data. Mrs. King and
Hansen use the computer to pre-
dict what will happen in the
future if various population,pol-
lution and economic trends pre-
val

“Photo by Bob Hax

sles every generation, for ex- example, technology could
ample, it will take millions of solve the problem of too few
years to become large, but only trees by creating substitutes
a century or two more to go but only by adding to the pollu
irom large to catastrophically tion problem and or depleting
overcrowded, he explained. other resources. |

| | , - Going from a growth mentali-

Like population, pollution and ty to an equilibrum mentality
resource consumption also nresents all sorts of nrahlems
snowball, finally reaching lim
ts imposed by nature, the:
aid.
But even before that happens

‘he. consequences are disas
TOUS.

In light of this, Mrs. King
said mankind must reexamine
he very idea of unlimited
growth, an idea which went
*hallenged for so long.

“In the past, the human race
always has solved its problem:
hy. expansion,” she said. “Cre
ate jobs by expanding the econ
omy. Or go to the New World.
But that era is ending.

“We need to reach an equilib
rium level, where we live with
in our resources. We should use

10 more trees than we can

grow.”
“For us to be encouraging

underdeveloped nations to be
come industrialized may not be
doing them any service,’ Han
sen added. “They may be clos
or to a satisfactory equilibrium
‘han we are.”

Both agree the world has tc
se viewed as a whole and said
art of our problems stem from
ler tanking at tha narte Da

and may involve giving up th
~urrent standard of living, Har
en said. o

How bad will it be? Finc
nough accurate data to feec
nto that computer at College o
Marin, and the answer may hv
-ead between the lines of th
franh



THE FAMILY CIRCUS

 NEVER THOUGHT YOU
ZOULD BE SO HARD

HEARTED WITH A
POOR HELPLESS LITTLE

BABY'SHE ISN'T
. EVEN SLEEDV!

T

,
HAVEcEE"

YOU'RE TOO SOFT WITH
HER'YOU'RESPOILING HER
WHEN WILL SHE BE HOME”
SHE NEEDS HER SLEEP! I

TRUST YOU'RE WAITING
UP FOR HER! HMPH!
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“Daddy’s right! Inflation is really bad.
Bubble gum’s TWO cents now!”

— HOWTOPLAY

WINNING BRIDGE
By ALFRED SHEINWOLD

*

If You Can't Trust Your
Partner, Who Can You Trust?

vr

BUT, PHOEBE -
IT'S FOR YO'IR
OWN GOOD!

—-

“m

Life is full of confusing ad:
vice. “A penny saved is a
senny earned,” you are told on
one side. “Don’t be stingy,” you
are told on another side. How
lo you know whom to believe?

"hp answer is very simple for

he assumes that there must be
1 reason for West's strange
slay at the fourth trick.

If East trusts his partner, he
snows this is the time to act.
He squanders that king of
haarte nn the fourth club
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COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION DIVISION OF ASE

ransactions
"INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE

UNDERGRADUATE BIOLOGY STUDENT
“BY

NARREN GUY, DEPARTMENTOFELECTRICALENGINEERING
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA —

“AND

BERNARD FRIED, DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY:
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA

A DYNAMIC WORLD MODEL

RY
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 DEREK H.BROWNLEE —
GENERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION

AND
— WILLIAMS. ADAMS

SENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
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A DYNAMIC WORLD MODEL

by

Derek H. Brownlee
General Electric Corporation

and

William S. Adams
Pennsylvania State University

Jay W. Forrester, in his recent book, “World Dynamics,”
srovided a popular presentation of his work in digital
computer simulation of world systems. He portrayed
various possible futures for humanity in the form of
computer printouts. Most of these futures were grim,
conveying the message that none of the popular
solutions to world problems were adequate.

Forrester made little claim to accuracy in his model. His
squations were somewhat simplistic. He is trying to
inspire people to make better models for
decision-making than the intuitive ones they carry
around in their heads.

What follows is one such model using an EAI 680

Analog Computer. It is limited by the equipment and
time available, but it goes a little further than
Forrester’s. There is scope for much further
development and analysis within the structure of this
basic model and equipment.

The model was run and found to be stable, indicating a

crowded. hungry, polluted future for mankind.

Performance indices were added to the model to

evaluate incremental economic changes that could be
applied in an attempt to improve matters. No major
improvements resulted from such changes.

A major nuclear war was programmed and was found to
promise a much more optimistic future for the
survivors. It resulted in an alternative stable state in
which economic control could be exercised. Without a
nuclear war the only way to attain this alternative stable
state is through a halving of the birth rate.

[n the meantime, each additional child imposes costs of
the order of $50.000 on the future.

&lt;a



LIST OF SYMBOLS AND SCALING INFORMATION

Stands for 1 machine unit =
I Symbol

BR Birth rate % of P per annum

Capital
Death rate

Effective pollution

Capital in food production

Investment in food production

Food ratio

Gross product
Growth rate

[nvestment

Material standard of living

Natural resources consumption

Net product
Natural resources

Population

10% per annum

3 units of NP

10 per annum

Same as POL

4 units of NP

Same as NP

3000 kcal/person-day
Same as NP

10% per annum

Same asNP
2.5 times 1970 level

0.12 units of NR

50 times 1970 level

10/9 of 1970 level
20 times 1970 level 5ue

= 72,000,000,000 people
Same as NP |

Same as NP

45.45 times 1970 level

Same as POL

2.5 times 1970 level

DR

EP

FC

FI

FR

GP

GR

MSL

NC

NP

NR

1

PC

PI

POL

PP
r

Capital in pollution control
Investment in pollution control

Pollution level

Pollution prevention

Oualitv of life

ASSUMPTIONS AND REALIZATION
NATURAL RESOURCES LOOP *

Assumptions will be stated in the form of an analog
circuit diagram, broken down into components or small
blocks. These assumptions have been checked roughly
against 1970 and 1900 data, where available, and
examined for various times in the future for possible
anomalies. They have been tailored somewhat to the
capabilities of the analog machine.

— -.900

| 120
|

_

3D

Initial conditions ar = t,. The time constant

for all integrators is 1 second machine time, representing

one year world time.
Figure 1. Natural Resources Loop

SA



NR = .900 in 1970, corresponding to approximately 1.0
n the distant past. (Text follows equations in all cases,
p. 6-18, 21,22.) |

NR = 0.900 — J (0.120*NC)dt
to

NC = NR*GP

GP = 0.600*C + 0.030*P + 0.400*NC

NP = GP — I — FI — PI — 0.050*POL

MATERIAL STANDARD OF LIVING »

NP. em  oH =H
CAPITAL GENERATION ~~

Figure 4. Material Standard of Living

fs Viel
he

 025

| 025,
O I &gt; „2333VI

Figure 2. Capital Generation

[ = 0.200*NP

C=0.025+ [(0.333*1 —0.025*C)dt

SRGSS AND NET PRODUCT +

(2
N

‚600 |

C Too]p ‚030
.400

NC em!

Figure 3. Gross and Net Produc.

The C input represents the productivity of capital and
labor combined. The P input represents the residual
abor product with zero capital, as in an undeveloped
sconomy. The NC input completes a loop whose gain,
1/(1-0 .4NR) provides most of the stimulus for
sconomic expansion as long as natural resources are

plentiful. Subtracted from GP are all the investments, as
well as a spoilage or wastage input associated with
sollution. to vield net product NP

VISL = NP/P

POLLUTION LOOP *

-.022 A.

£7 dim * 8soh
bar L EE

-GP

Dr

JY

Figure 5. Pollution Loop

Pollution generation is assumed. proportional to gross
product; dissipation, which may take from a few hours
to a few centuries depending on the pollution involved,
is assumed to take one year on the average. A limit is

placed on this dissipation, however, representing the
maximum rate at which pollution products may be

absorbed.

POL =0.022+ [(GP—PP—POL)Yt  POL&lt; 0.050
to

=0,022+ f(GP—PP-—0.050)de POL&gt;0.050
ta

POLLUTION CONTROL EFFORT ¢

0005

.025 7 ,

Pi "5

X 1.0
POL

FL

Son PH * |
u.

i.

ras

Figure 6. Pollution Control Effort



Pollution control effort is assumed to be in the nature of
an investment rather than immediate action. This

represents both actual investment in pollution control
equipment and the inertia associated with any human
andeavor.

PI = NP* (0.500*POL + EP)

PC = 0.0005 + f (0.25*PI —0.025*PC)dt
to

Basic food production is production by primitive
nethods, with labor and land inputs only. Neglecting
sollution, this will provide only 1200 kcal per
person-day, subject to a limit imposed by finite land area
of feeding no more than twice the 1970 population at
this level.

Pollution is assumed to reduce yield and/or food value

by about 5% in 1970.

&gt;OLLUTION CONTROL EFFECTS *

POaf

201

jo p &lt; 0.100

0.100 p &gt; 0.100

FR = F/P — 2.00*POL

Figure 7. Pollution Control Effects

INVESTMENT IN FOOD PRODUCTION

Pollution control is subject to diminishing returns. Some
an be achieved cheaply and easily, but it gets harder
soth as the proportion removed increases, and as the
gross product increases relative to fixed ultimate
absorption facilities.

Note that the single term PP can represent both

prevention and cleanup, thanks to the form of the
assumptions. It can also be used to lessen the impact of
pollution (artificial environments) on the individual,
giving rise to a new variableEP.

PP = 0.200 y PC

EP = POL — PP

BASIC FOOD PRODUCTION

T+ 0 , -POL

Lim - 100 -

. 12.00

=&gt; -F =&gt; .400J

.010

.025

.00 FR-1 FI] 250 |

FR X 7

Figure 9. Investment in Food Production

Investment in food production (FI) is assumed
proportional to food shortage (1 — FR). The
accumulated capital is scaled above in such a way that
FC will reach 1.000 when the whole world is producing
‘ts maximum possible output of conventional crops. The
next stage, algae framing, which is even more
capital-intensive, was not required in the range of
possible futures examined.

FI = 0.300*NP8(FR — 1)

FC=0.010+ f(0.250*FI — 0.025*FC)dt

Figure 8. Basic Food Production
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Figure 10. Augmented Food Production

The two preceding diagrams are here combined in fixed
proportions. The 1970 parameters and initial conditions
are such that basic food production is doubled by the
addition of capital.
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Figure 12. Death Rate

A basic death rate of 1.4% is assumed (DR =0.14) which
is increased if MSL or FR depart from one (in the
negative direction). The MSL effect per diagram above is
also displayed in the form of a graph below, for FR = 1.
These relations fulfill the requirements for population
growth 1900-1970, providing a current growth rate of
'.9% per annum.

BIRTH RATE .
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DR = (0.400 —, (MSL)) * 0.350/FR + 0.200*EP
Figure 11. Birth Rate

Figure 13. Dr vs. MSL Relationship

BR = 480 (birth rate of 4.8% per annum) is the
situation that obtains in undeveloped societies. It is
reduced at present, principally by the standard-of-living
effect, to about .400. Population and pollution effects,
at present insignificant, represent government action to
reduce fertility.

BR = 0.48 — 0.200*MSL — 0.100*EP — 0.100*P

0.040 &lt; BR &lt; 0.48

POPULATION LOOP «
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Figure 14. Population Loop



GR=BR — DR

P=0050+ J (0.100*P*GR)dt
tp

WORLD PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

A model can be used not only for predicting the
probable future, but for evaluating changes that we may
make in investment rates, fertility, etc. Evaluation
requires a performance criterion so that we can decide
whether or not the changes are worthwhile,

Selection of a performance criterion falls into two parts.
First, selection of a measure of quality of life. This is
surprisingly easy, as it is possible to come up with a
fairly accurate consensus of what people want in the
way of food, material standard of living, freedom from
crowding and pollution, etc. Such an index is formulated
in the section “Quality of Life.”

The second part is determining how this index should be

integrated.

If we consider the world from an Industrial Engineering

point of view, the output of the “plant” is Q times P,
quality times quantity, or population, In considering the
future output of the plant, we would discount future
years” “production” at an appropriate rate of interest.

In the case of real-world decision-makers in politics and
industry this appropriate rate of interest can be very
steep, of the order of 20% per annum. They are judged
by their short-run performance and rarely look beyond
‘he next election of the next promotion.

This performance index can thus be written:

) det2(t—15| opeoJ
19

The above expression represents the most logical and
reasonable: form of performance index from the
technical point of view, but it will not satisfy all political
or religious viewpoints. It is, in fact, a mathematical
expression of the dictum, “the greatest good for the
greatest number,” which appeals to humanitarian and
socialist sentiments. It is satisfied by large P and small Q

just as well as by small P and large Q. Most people would
prefer to maximize Q, quality of life, and let population
fall where it may. They would strike P out of the

expression above:

“Y Qexp(—.02(t — t,))dt
"a

Most political decisions of the future are likely to favor
this modified performance index.

A third view-point, corresponding to the official policy
of the Catholic Church, holds that each individual sould
has infinite worth, and any unnatural limitation of
population is wrong. This would put Q equal to ein the
IP index. The question of whether P should now be
maximized becomes moot, since °° multiplied by any
positive integer is unchanged. No performance index can
be specified for this viewpoint, but it is undeniable that
it has a significant effect on fertility

PERFORMANCE INDICES

1,00 -Q

=] ) ‚050 10

.500 IQP

a

Figure 15. Performance Indices

The two principal performance indices discussed in the
preceding section are generated as above. IQ is the
integral of Q over time and IQP is the integral of QP
overtime. The scale factors exist only to keep IQ and
[QP below1mu.

1Q= f* (0.050*Q*(exp(—.02(t — t,))dt
to

IQP= /(0.500*Q*P*exp(—.02(t — t,)))dt
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QUALITY OF LIFE
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Figure 16. Quality of Life

Death rate is the principal determinant of quality of life,
since if reflects lack of food and material goods such as
housing and medical care. Additional inputs shown have
a minor effect. Q is scaled to be approximately zero in
undeveloped societies where BR and DR are at a
maximum and equal to each other, and the other terms
are near zero. It is also scaled, like MSL, to yield .400 in

1970.

Whereas the relative weight given to the inputs is a
matter of personal preference, the effect on Q is minor,
since the factors are closely: inter-related. An
improvement in one is generally associated with
improvements in the others.

Q= 0.640 — 1.40*DR — 0.500*P — 0.300*EP

+0.200*MSL
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Potentiometers were set per table below.

N Units
a

0

+ &gt; o / 8 y

0250 0250 4000 6600 (SO 3333

0250 0100 0250

1069

SOCO1220

0250 0005 2000 0250 2000

1000 0500 0300

4000 3500 0100 0400 1000 0200 0100 5000

5000 0100 0200 0S00 6400 1400

0500

0440 07

02: 1200, QO7: 179;

Limiters: LAI: +0 - .05

L71: +0 1.0)

PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

Some of the parameters of the world model come under
our control, notably the amount of investment and its
distribution between food, pollution control and
material production.

The ratio I/NP was scanned and found to maximize both
ndices near the value .13. This solution is graphed
below.

309 = „13

IQ = .587

[QP = ,460

THE NEXT THREE HUNDRED YEARS

Population (P), pollution (POL), material standard of
iving (MSL), natural resources (NR), food ratio (FR),
ind quality of life (Q) over the next three hundred years
is displayed by the model are graphed below. Since the
solution was stable. the steady state is also shown.

~~ .19

- 119

-.. ,040

IQ = .4937
QP = ‚3398

ero

-.060

mmm |— w- —————Rpte
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Figure 19. Parameter Optimization
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Figure 18. The Next Three Hundred Years

The above solution is an improvement mainly because it
removes the pollution crisis of 2040. The long-term
situation is disimproved, however. This is an example of
how even medium-term soulution can produce long-term
ill effects. |

it might be more accurate to say that parameter
optimization involves finding a function rather than a.
new constant value. This is referred to in the section,
“Areas for Further Work.”

Within the scope of this brief approach to optimization,
several other parameters were altered as follows:
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Investment in pollution control (PI) and in food
sroduction (FI) were separately changed and found to
nave little effect on either performance index if
increased. Decrease in either investment had a negative
affect.

A 20% reduction in the initial value of C was found to
aave negligible effect on either index.

A shift of the same amount of capital from C to FC
sroduced a 2% improvement in both indices.

A shift of the same amount of capital from C to PC

produced a 5% improvement in both indices.

A 20% increase in the initial value of P changed IQ to
3954 and IQP to .3030. The purpose of this change was
0 evaluate the impact of each additional child born
'oday. A rough dollar value can be put on this as
‘ollows. Estimate MSL at $400 per person per annum.
The MSL effect on Q, or dQ/dMSL, is .2. Units of MSL
are thus $1000 and of Q, $5000. IQ is scaled down by a
factor of 20 from Q, therefore its units are $100,000.
The change in IQ, —.0983, represents a decline of $9830
per person. Now multiply by P/AP to obtain the global
impact of a single additional child as measured by the IQ
criterion: $49,150! It might be a good idea to introduce
this staggering figure into the present abortion
controversy. This is what a birth costs. if not to us, then

*O Our SUCCESSOTIS.

STABILITY

The basic world model as described above is stable with

a steady state condition of high birth and death rate, low
food ratio, high pollution level, low standard of living
and three times as many people as at present.

Modifying investment parameters will adjust pollution
and material standards up or down somewhat. The only
her steady state condition of interest is the case where
capital investment is allowed to decline until the world
:eturns to a largely non-industrialized state, supporting a

population about 50% larger than at present.

Stable states in this range all display miserable world
performance, with Q index in the neighborhood of zero,
or no better than in the distant past.

Another stable state, or range of states, characterized by
sigh standard of living and low population, seems to be
at least theoretically possible, even if it cannot be
reached by modifying the parameters of the world
model, given initial conditions as of now. In this stable
state the MSL effect on fertility would hold births down
to replacement level; with stability maintained by mild
&gt;conomic controls and incentives. — |

This state was observed when different initial conditions
were programmed. (See “After an Atomic War”)

AFTER AN ATOMIC WAR

Ly
a

 ui
7,

A very similar effect results from prolonging life,
towards which efforts are continually being made. So
far, even with perfect diet and medical care, the death
-ate has refused to budge below 1.4% (71.4 years life
expectancy). But a break-through in the form of some
treatment to retard aging could occur at any time.

An increase of maximum life expectancy to 91 years was
orogrammed by changing P65 to .07. The effect on both
indices was predictably negative. 1Q became 4213 and
¡QP .2861. These effects are nevertheless small, since
Jeath rates will reach high levels in the future and few
seople will be able to take advantage of such treatment.
Those who do will increase their personal IQ at the
2xpense of their contemporaries and successors.

The only: means presently at hand for substantially
tering mankind’s future consist of nuclear weapons.
These are in plentiful supply and come complete with
fast delivery systems for dissemination throughout the
globe. The probability of employment, whether
1ccidentally or on purpose, has been estimated as high as
10% per annum. This is significant enough to warrant
»pecial programming and a graph to complement to
standard solution presented in “The Next Three-hundred
Years.”

A fatality rate of 90% is assumed, and initial conditions
are set up as listed below to represent the aftermath of
the war, when death rate and pollution levels have
returned within the range that can be handled by the

model.

~



POST-WAR INITIAL CONDITIONS

Population P (P45)

Pollution POL (P35)

Capital C (POS)

Food Capital FC (P16)

‚005

‚300

‚002

‚001

Other conditions unchanged.

This small list of changes still leaves the initial time as
‘970. The solution is graphed below

NC

The POL input to NP had to be
unpatched and some feedback had to
be applied to the MPC function to
obtain this solution

The postwar situation features rapid recovery (MSL and
Q return to prewar levels in 10 years) followed by rapid
growth. High pollution stops the growth, and a 600-year
period of stability ensues, with high MSL, high pollution
and population about at the 1950 level. No doubt this

A
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Figure 20. After an Atomic War
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period could be used to establish a true stability through
suitable economic controls, but falling MSL brought the
model back to the lower stable state in the 3000’.

Thus the world model ‘offers some support to the view,
surprisingly common in this country, that an atomic war
offers the only solution to our problems. The IQ index
for the postwar period is certainly improved. But if the
war years are also included IQ falls to .486, or about the
same as without a war. And the IQ index is based on an

altruistic view. If we regress to the personal or political
viewpoint a 10% chance of surviving to see this
alternative future does not have much to recomment it.

However, the button-pushers in their deep shelters will
be spared both the trauma and the death and may see
things in terms of the post-war graph alone. 10,000 to

AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK

The one major goal that emerges from all world
modeling attempts is the achievement of the alternative
stable state without the trauma and uncertainties of

going through an atomic war.

Since birth rate modification is so crucial, research into
the effects and mechanisms of public policies in
sterilization, contraception, and abortion must precede
further optimization attempts. These mechanisms must
be programmed into the model with parameters
representing rates of expenditure, effort or commitment
to birth control. If, at some feasible level of control,
birth rate comes even close to the required value, then

optimization can proceed. A strategy to maximize the
[Q index with control effort costs factored in is called
for. —-

Hybrid operation would be required for the
optimization process, both to handle the more complex
function that would replace the constant parameters and
to scan the very large number of solutions necessary.
Not only is an optimum strategy needed, but a
continuum of suboptimal strategies to apply in the case
of failure to implement the optimal strategy.

REFERENCE

. J. W. Forrester, World Dynamics, Wright-Allen

Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1969.
The key to this is a reduction of birth rate by half or
more, to return to the 1950 population level, which was
seen in the atomic war solution to be marginally

unstable.
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ABSTRACT

The Limits to Growth, by D. L. Meadows, et al, is a book which describes a possible
future for the world and the people on it through a digital computer WORLD3 model.
Using this book as a text and a University of Pittsburgh interactive version of the
WORLD3 model, a 7 1/2 week course module was offered to second term freshman

2ngineers who had a module in their first term on computer programming. The

&gt;ducational objectives of the module included the reinforcement and extension of
knowledge of computer programming and the use of computers for modeling and
simulating social as well as physical processes. Student evaluation at the end of the course
indicated not only that these objectives were met, but that students became personally
involved in the study.
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INTRODUCTION

Fhe Freshman Engineering Program of the School of
Engineering of the University of Pittsburgh has a group
of 7 1/2 week courses called Modules some of which are

required and some of which are elective. The required
modules provide basic information and tools such as

computer programming. The elective modules provide,
among other things, breadth of knowledge of
&gt;ngineering areas and reinforcement of basic skills
learned in the required modules and elsewhere.

Global Modeling was an elective module specifically
prepared to introduce the students to the concepts of
modeling and simulation with particular demonstrations
being in the general area of socio-economic systems. The
2ducational objectives of the module were:

to reinforce and extend knowledge of
computer programming and utilization of the
digital computer;

ro reinforce and extend the communication

skills involved in the presentation of graphical
information;

to serve as an introduction to the modeling of

complex systems;

ro serve as an introduction to and utilization of

he digital computer as a tool for modeling and
simulating social as well as physical processes;

to introduce certain new concepts in

interesting ways, including positive and
negative feedback and the effects that these
have on both physical and nonphysical
systems; .

tO introduce the concept of the use of
modeling and simulation as a tool to disclose

ilternative futures and to evaluate policies
which lead to these alternative futures.

The format for the module was to be three one hour

ectures per week with one three hour

aboratory-recitation period. The remainder of this paper
deals with the implementation and results of the course
nodule. Global Modeling.

THE SUBJECT MATTER

One of the past difficulties encountered in teaching and
reinforcing engineering skills and methodologies in the
reshman year has been the lack of familiarity with any
particular engineering discipline. Thus, many of the
traditional vehicles of teaching were either
»versimplified or else they required an inordinate
amount of time for definition and introduction. The

lack of experience and familiarity with the subject
matter frequently resulted in little appreciation of the
mportance of, as well as the subtleties of, what was

seing presented.

[he book, The Limits to Growth, is a topical
resentation of subject materials which are of concern to

all people as well as being representative of an emerging
area of applications frequently termed socio-economics,
societal engineering, etc. The subjects of population,
-esources, capital, etc. are familiar at least in the

conceptual sense and, in most cases, in a substantive
sense to college freshman.

I'he WORLD3 Model provides a basis for national
liscussion of the complex interactions of a number of
mportant variables of our world system. This position
loes not imply acceptance of any particular conclusions
-egarding the predicament of mankind or those drawn in
‘he book. However, the model does provide an
inderstandable and relatively easy to follow model
which is at least plausible although it may not be
ntirely accurate.

On the basis of the model and the corresponding
coverage, the book, The Limits to Growth was chosen as
the text for the module.

The computer program, written in DYNAMO, which was
the basis for the examples and the experiments of the
Limits Book is to be included as a part of the final

-eport under preparation for the Club of Rome.(3 A
oreliminary copy of the final technical report was
»btained from Professor Meadows early in 1973, lt was
elt that the computer simulation program would
xrovide the opportunity for students to vary constants,
ables and initial conditions as well as to perform certain

structural modifications. Because of the computer
configuration and method of operation of the
computing system at the University of Pittsburgh, it was
decided that it would be expedient to have the



WORLD3 computer program converted to FORTRAN.
The program was converted from DYNAMO to
FORTRAN and made available in two modes — time

sharing and batch.*

The resulting FORTRAN Program representing the PITT
Interactive Version of the WORLD3 model is entitled

LIMITS. The FORTRAN Program LIMITS requires 12 K
or core as opposed to 48 K for the original DYNAMO
version. The PITT Interactive WORLD3 Model can be

accessed in both the time sharing and batch modes.

AN EXAMPLE

As an example of the interactive nature of the model

ind the options available, the following exerpt illustrates
the changes possible for constants, initial conditions and
certain parameters through the above Option No. 1.

Constants and initial conditions as well as ceitain other

parameters can be changed by inputting this data
through Option No. 1. The following material taken
from the terminal input-output of the interactive mode,
is self-explanatory. User inputs are underlined.

THE TIME SHARING MODE

The time sharing mode, conducted at a remote terminal,
has interactive, operationally descriptive features printed
at the terminal which allow complete familiarization
with the details of data input, program execution, and,
in addition, allows experimental determination of
desired parameter values to take palce before extensive
data is produced. When the user gains confidence in his
ability to supply the proper data input required, it is
possible to suppress the detailed explanations and
&gt;xamples given on the teletype by pressing an
appropriate control key at the start of the explanatory
paragraphs. The user then supplies the necessary input
data in the required format.

THE BATCH MODE

Access in the batch mode is provided through a set of
control cards. This access becomes especially convenient
when full familiarization with the program has been
obtained. Except for the interactive and descriptive
features, and the availability of remote plotting, all
program options can be specified in either mode.

OPTIONS

As an example of what can be specified by the user, the
list of the eight basic options available to the user of the
ITT Interactive  WORLD3 Model is provided. The
options are: 1) Change in built in data, 2) Output of
initial conditions, 3) Output of final conditions, 4)
Creation of a modified data file, 5) Creation ofadata
file at the end of a run, 6) Use of a data file previously

created, 7) Plotting of simulation output, and 8) Printing
of simulation output.

OPTION (1) CHANGE OF BUILT IN INITIAL CONDITIONS AND TABLES
fA) TO CHANGE INITIAL CONDITIONS AND CONSTANTS/

ENTER “$$INIT” FOLLOWED BY ANY CONSTANT, SEPARATED
BY COMMAS, END THE FINAL LINE BY “$”

‘OR EXAMPLE: SSINIT [ET= 3500
NRI =.5E12 $

1F NO CHANGE IS DESIRED ENTER “S$INIT$”

‘B) TO CHANGE TABLES/
ENTER “$$TABLE"” FOLLOWED BY ANY TABLE VARIABLE “=”
THE NEW VALUES DESIRED, SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
END THE FINAL LINE BY “$”

“OR EXAMPLE: SSTART.E MIT = .04,.06,
LMFT =0.1,095 ~

F NO CHANGE IS DESIRED ENTER “S$TABLES”

SSINIT ZPGT = 1975,

LET = 1990,
1OPCD = 350

NRUF2 = 25,

PPGF2 = 25

ALIC2 = 21,

ALSC2=30 §

3 STABLE ISPC2T = 60, 450, 960, 1500, 1830, 2175, 2475, 2700, 3000,

IFPC2T=345,720, 1035, 1275, 1455. 1605, 1725, 1815, 1875 3

[f no changes are made, the standard run is conducted.

THE METHOD OF APPROACH

The module is based on The Limits to Growth as a text

used for the lecture and on the LIMITS Program (PITT
[nteractive WORLD3 Model) which was used to provide
an experimental tool as a supplement to the lecture

material and as an introduction to the more general

topics of modeling, simulation, large scale systems and
simulation languages. The built in plotting routines
provided the students with graphical output while
lowing them to select scales, variables to be plotted,
ength of simulation time, etc. Thus, the students could
use the graphical output both for the technical aspects
of experimentation, in data presentation, and also to
substantiate any theories or conclusions regarding the
WORLD3 Model.

*The FORTRAN Program of the WORLD3 Model may be purchased at cost from William G. Vogt. Electrical
Engineering Department, 348 BEH. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261
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The lecture followed the text providing an

understanding of the components of the WORLD3
Model while at the same time putting into perspective
the field of socio-economics as one field of application

of engineering tools and methodologies. Visual aids were
used to facilitate the presentation of the material in a
sufficiently short amount of time to allow for

axperimentation, with the WORLD3 Model after all
basic components had been covered in lecture within the
overall 7 1/2 week time period.

The empahsis was to be on experimentation rather than
theory, and as such, only one quiz was given while the
students were given two projects and a series of
aomework problems in the laboratory session.

The lecture met three times a week. The following is a

ist of the topics covered with each topic representing
oughly one lecture hour: Introduction; Levels, Rates,
Auxiliary Variables, etc.; The Nature of Exponential
Growth, World Population; World Economic Growth:
The Limits to Exponential Growth, Food;
Nonrenewabie Resources; Pollution; Growth in the
World System; The WORLD3 Model; The Usefulness of
‘he World Model; The PITT Interactive WORLD3 Model;
Technology and the LIMITS to Growth; Technology in
he Real World; The State of Global Equilibrium, and
The Equilibrium State. Finally, at the end of the course,
rebuttal and additional references were included. Some
3f these are listed in the references.

[he following paragraphs are exerpts from the first
ecture.

‘... There are many possible forms which the definition
of an engineer could take. One form would be the
denotative or dictionary definition, i.e..

“1. A designer or constructor of engines. 2. Mil
Naval. One of a corps of men who perform

engineering work, as in building forts, bridges, etc.
3. One versed in, or who follows as a calling, any

oranch of engineering. 4. One who operates an
:ngine. 5. Colloq. One who skillfully carries through
some enterprise ”*

In order to explain what an engineer does within the
above definition, one possibility would be to list the job
description for each type of engineer. Each person could
then try to relate the information into some type of a

mental picture or model of what an engineer does.
Obviously, such a mental picture will vary from
individual to individual based on personal experiences

values. motivation. etc.

Actually, the activities in which engineers engage are
extremely broad in scope. Engineers have practical,
professionally oriented backgrounds which allow them
to interact with others and with institutions at any level

commensurate with their individual abilities. Thus, we

have engineers acting as salesmen, researchers, teachers,
foremen, presidents of industrial concerns, leaders of
consumer groups, politicians, consultants, civil servants,
armed forces, etc. This, notwithstanding, there are
certain traditional areas in which most engineers are

active. For purposes of illustration, this could be
graphically shown in Figure 1. Two groups of
occupations are indicated in this simplistic figure. The
first is normally termed the technologies and includes
such occupations as mechanics, electricians, draftsmen,
technicians, carpenters, bricklayers, etc. The second is
the physical and life sciences including persons such as
mathematicians, physicists, chemists. biochemists.
biologists. etc.

Separating the two groups, the technologies and the
physical sciences, is an area with two boundaries (which
will be discussed later in more detail) which indicate the

relationship of engineering to the technologies and the
physical sciences as well as a nonexclusive spectrum of

activities engineers are involved in.

[t is important at this time to expand somewhat on the
two related areas, the technologies and the physical
sciences, in order to more lucidly define and illustrate
engineering and the engineer. The physical scientist is
normally concerned with the systemization of
knowledge derived from study, observation
experimentation, etc. which, in their final forms, may o1
may not bear any resemblence to physical or social

problems or concerns. This is not meant as a criticism of

the physical sciences. This role is an absolute necessity
to science and society.

—]——LILTALAILLIAEEE

“Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary



Mechanics
Electricians
Draftsmen
Technicians —

Mathematicians
Physicists
Chemists

. . The title of Figure 1 indicates a traditional view

which has been taken of engineering. As with any other

occupation, engineering is constantly undergoing change.
Today a broadened concept, although it actually
represents only a new problem set, has been applied to
angineering. This broadened concept will now be
discussed with reference to Figure 2.

Figure 1. Traditional View of Engineering

Mechanics
Electricians
Iraftsmen
Technicians

Social Workers
Businessmen
2oliticions
Zity and Regional Planners

. —

Mathematicians
Physicists
Chemists

in Figure 2, the broadened concept of engineering is
described in relation to two new areas which have been

added in the figure. The first is what might properly be
termed the social technologies including social workers,
susinessmen, politicians, city and regional planners, etc.
These are persons concerned with the practical and
averyday working and implementing of political, social
and ecomomic developments

The second area introduced is the traditional social

sciences. The persons in this area are concerned with the

more abstract and theoretical developments in
economics. sociology, political science. etc.

The concern of the engineer is also one of bridging the
two new boundaries which have been introduced in the

model of Figure 2.

%

Economists
Sociologists
Political Scientists
Shilosophers

Figure 2. Current View of Engineering

The technologist is concerned with the everyday
manufacture, operation and maintenance of the various
tools, devices, etc. which are a part of industry, home,
iransportation, health, etc. The theoretical concerns
must of necessity be secondary to the technologist and
to the practical operational problems which are
encountered in real-world situations. The language and
mathematics of the technologies is, of necessity,
normally neither abstract nor theoretical as might be
found in the physical sciences, but rather definitive and
practical in an everyday sense. For example, a
metallurgist may be concerned with the molecular
structure and electron arrangement of an alloy which

could eventually be used to resist the high temperatures
in an automotive muffler clamp while the technologist
might be concerned with the setting up ofalathe to cut
SAE or nonstandard threads on the bolt for the muffler

clamp...

While at first this current model may appear to be a

departure from traditional engineering, it is in fact only
1 broadening of the areas to which engineers direct their
&gt;fforts. For many years, engineers have been concerned
with the social impacts and economic factors of their
work in bridging the physical sciences and technologies.
The concern for the factors involving the social sciences
and social technologies has now been expanded to
include an active role in the bridging of the two

indicated areas.

The discussion to this point has been descriptive and
makes particular use of the models of Figures 1 and 2.
Thus far we see the engineer as a builder who is able to

bridge the theoretical-practical gap...

_. Traditionally, the engineer has been able to take a

theoretical development in the physical sciences and
apply it to practical situations through engineering
developments and technology. Now, engineering has
come of age, and it is up to us to begin to engineer the

social changes which must be accomplished if our
society, national or international, is to be a viable one.

We will begin by considering an international, in fact, a
world problem regarding the “Predicament of Mankind.”



THE LABORATORY — RECITATION

The Laboratory — Recitation sections met once a week

for three hours. Thus, within the time period of the
course. each section met seven times.

The first meeting was primarily an introduction with
emphasis on the use of the computing facilities at the

University of Pittsburgh. While the students had already
taken a required module on computer programming and
had some familiarity with using a computer, the present
module required more use of computer peripherals and
consequently, some additional introduction was

-equired. FORTRAN Programming was reviewed as it
-elates to the PITT Interactive WORLD3 Model.

The second meeting was a follow-up of the initial
introduction with the first assignment on a modeling and
simulation problem involving bank account interest and
dollar value depreciation. The program was written in
FORTRAN showing some of the basics of simulation

programming languages to provide the basis for a
transition into the DYNAMO language.

The third meeting was an introduction to DYNAMO

with particular applications to: Aspects of Population
ind Exponential Growth; Birth Rate, Death Rate;
Simple Feedback Model of Population Growth:
Similarity to the Homework of the Previous Session; and
the Dependency of Birth Rate and Death Rate on both

Exogenous and Endogenous Variables. A homework
problem involving graphical data on birth rate and death
rate with the goal of predicting future population was
issigned. The students were required to write a

simulation program both in FORTRAN and in
DYNAMO to predict future population trends

The fourth meeting was a follow-up on the use of
DYNAMO and the introduction to the PITT Interactive

WORLD3 Model. A homework problem on Modeling
ind Simulation of resources to be written in FORTRAN

was assigned. The students were also assigned the task of
exercising the PITT model so as to introduce them to

the mechanics of how to run the program and to
participate in the interactive mode.

The remaining three sessions were devoted to the use of

the PITT model with homework assignments involving
rarious scenarios in the WORLD3 Model.

STUDENT PERFORMANCE

As a whole the performance was as expected. The

students enjoyed working with the computer and their
interest was heightened considerably by the relevancy of
the subject matter of the module. From a technical

standpoint, the topic into which they probably gained
the most insight was that of the appreciation of the
operation of a complex or large scale system. A
significant result was the student’s understanding of the
operation of a digital computer system and in particular
the organization and use of computer peripherals such as
the disk, printer, card reader, etc.

STUDENT REACTIONS

As is normally done with any new course, the student
ceaction is obtained from a number of different sources.

In particular, two sources in the case of the module were

the oral comments of the students and the responses to a

questionnaire which was distributed. The questionnaire
results will be discussed first.

A summary statement with reference to other modules.

the students had taken in the Freshman Engineering
Program is that the Global Modeling Module was more
difficult with more work and contributed more to their

knowledge and was felt to be more important than the
nther modules the students had taken.

{%

The question of including more theory or more

computer programming resulted in somewhat mixed
-eactions with perhaps an inclination of the students
:oward suggesting more computer programming. Thus, it
s felt that a relatively good balance had been achieved in
‘he module development.

The students felt that DYNAMO was an easier language

with which to write simulation programs and they felt

‘hey would be able to model small systems. The ability
:0 use another computer language was felt to be one of
‘he snccessful aceomnlichments of the machte

[he students felt they had a fair understanding of the
LIMITS Model. Questions regarding how they felt the
model should be modified as a part of the course, i.e.
constants and tables vs. structural modifications showed

no clear response.-



The general comments cited too much work required as
the major fault of the module.

The oral comments were quite complimentry with the

students indicating they felt they had learned a
considerable amount of relevant material which would
be useful in their careers.

STUDENT PROJECTS

As mentioned earlier, the students were assigned projects
which allowed a considerable amount of flexibility. The
‘erm project was essentially to determine a set of

variations of the WORLD3 Model which wereof interest
to the student and to exercise the model to determine

how these variations affected the outcome and to write a

detailed report. The quality of these reports were
average to superior. Excerpts from one of the superior
-eports(31) is presented below.

In addition, the students decided they would like te
exercise another model rather than have a final exam.

Therefore, the Natural Resources Model by William
Behrens III?) was made available. The students

exercised this Model for various natural resources with

‘he result being that either, new major finds must be
nade which will delay depletion for only a relatively
short time, rate of use must be decreased or, the most

effective way was to drastically increase prices. This last
showed up most often in an examination of oil

resources, which was brought about by the recent crises.

The overall results of these projects were much better
than we had expected. We were amazed on the one hand

by some of the sophisticated thinking and experimenting
which went into the reports and on occasion perplexed
about obviously, wrong ideas which crept into some of
the reports.

Excerpt from (31)

‘. . . Despite all the scientific, agricultural, industrial,

and technological advances and improvements made in
the most optimistic view of the future, none of the
adjustments tend to stabilize the complex problem:
particularly the ominous exponential growth and then
collapse of population. How then should we approach
the future? What is man’s next move in this daring game
of equilibrium where the stakes are no less than his life?
Shall we introduce widespread sterilization to reduce the

nopulation by abrupt, drastic measures? In addition we
sould cut the reproductive lifetime — RLT — in half;

replace RLT = 30 with RLT = 15. Set the population

equilibrium time — PET — equal to 1990 instead of PET

= 4000. These drastic measures in order to be effective

must be immediately enforced. Cut the maximum total
fertility normal in half; replace MTFN = 12, with MTFN
= 6. If life expectancy increases then we must also

reduce the fecundity multiplier — FM, in effect reversing
the old table given: FMT = 0/ .2/ .4/ .6/ .8)
.9/1/1.05/1.1. Replace the old table given with FMT =
0/1.1/1.05/1/.9/.8/.6/.4/.2. Make ZPGT-(the time when
the desired family size equals two children) equal to
1990 instead of it being as far off in the future as 4000.
“amily response to the social norm — FRSN, must

ipproach 100% cooperation. Change FRSN = 82 to
“RSN = 99 and FRSNT = .5/.6/.7/.85/1 to FRSNT -

89/.91/.95/.98. Social family size norm — SFSN, must

be on the rapid decline. Therefore, change SFSNT =
'.25/1/.9/.8/.75 to SFSNT = 2/1.5/1/.5/0. All this must

ake place in a phenomenally short time so that
SAD-social adjustment delay is cut from SAD = 20 to
SAD = 10. People are coerced into accepting and

idapting to such radical, bizarre, freedom robbing
demands. If this rash program is adopted then the
population will be leveled off after an inevitable rise.
‘Refer to Figure 13) Is this a price which we're all
willing to pay for stable equilibrium? I claim adamantly
NO! We must arrive at an equilibrium position without
simultaneously stripping man of his fundamental
humanistic privileges. I do not have the ultimate solution
on hand; it is not one to be easily found. Possible some

time in the near future, hopefully, man in his wisdom
will come to grips with the intricate problem and save us

all from the frightening “Future Shock” of destruction!”
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CONCLUSIONS

The authors feel that the module was a success. The

goals and educational objectives which were set were
achieved. In fact, there were a number of additional

benefits such as student appreciation of the workings of
complex or large scale systems, and almost total
involvement on the part of some students in the project.
The student comments concerning what they felt was a
considerable amount of work were to be expected in
light of the expected benefits of the module.

The use of a socio-economic vehicle such as the

WORLD3 Model is an excellent method to teach

engineering tools and methodologies to freshman while
providing additional benefits in relevant problems and
current engineering applications, as well as assuring
personal and emotional involvement in the course.
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Professor J. W. FORRESTER

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE, Mass, 02139

U.S. A,

Dear Jay,

Mr. KARSKY who is my successor as leader of the working
group on System Dynamics of A, F, C. E, T. (french correspondant of
I. F. A.C.) and I wish to inform you of a two days seminar on System

Dynamics.

That seminar will be held June 20 and 21 at the oil refinery

of ELF in Solaize near Lyon in France. (People from Belgium, Italy and
Spain are expected).

That seminar, like the one held in Grenoble last year, will

be limited to participants actively engaged in System Dynamics. That is
why we would welcome someone from your group. For him it would provide
a first hand acquaintance with European workers in System Dynamics. How-
ever to fully participate he should understand french, although he might ask
questions and/or deliver a presentation in english.

You will find hereto enclosed a list of the topics which we in-
tend to cover

Yours sincerely,

M. Karsky

 e» ÉLa

Jean D. Lebel

Association Francaise pour la Cybernétique Economique et Technique. 1566 boulevard Pereire, 75017 Paris - BP 571 - 75826 Paris Cedex 17 - Tél. 766.24.19. 766.24.23, 766.24.27

8x 27901623 code 24K - CCP Paris 25 281-765 - INSEF 945756117 00729 B - SIRFT 784671280 0009729 - Aecenriatinn dariareae CONtormémaenta la Lo da 1 Juillet 100
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AUTOMATIQUE

INFORMATIQUE

MATHEMATIQUES APPLIQUEES

RECHERCHE OPERATIONNELLE

Paris, le 24 Mars 1977

DYNAMIQUE DES SYSTEMES

Prochaine Réunion du Groupe
NEa,

date: Vendredi 22 Avril 1977 4 14 heures

lieu: ALF. C.E. T., 156 Bd. Péreire, 75017 Paris

~ - EXPOSE de Monsieur WILMES, Président de 1' I A G, Université Catholique
de Louvain:

Application de la Dynamique des Systemes a 1'étude

des systemes d'information,

! - Préparation du séminaire de Solaize,

Rappelons que ce séminaire aura lieu au Centre de Recherche de
ELF a Solaize (Banlieue de Lyon) les 20 et 21 Juin 1977.

La participation est gratuite, les déjeuners seront pris sur place
(cantine) et codteront environ 13 Fr. par repas.

Les themes retenus sont:

Applications Industrielles

Responsable : M. BOURGEOIS, 4 Rue Gilbert de Guingand,
78000 Versailles - tél, 950 45 75

Etudes Economiques et Sncin-4&amp;conomiques

Responsables: M. BRETON, U, E.R. MIAGE, Université de Rennes |]
35000 Rennes

M., KARSKY, ELF - ERAP, 4 Rue Léon Jost,

75017 Paris - tél. 755 97 80 poste 121

Méthodologie
Responsable: M, ADAMO, Université Claude Bernard, MIAGE

43, Bd. du ll Novembre 1918, 69621 Villeurbanne
ssacation Francaise pour la Cyvherndtiaue Leononnague ot Techn +61. (78) DA 01 „04 win PO ste ' 3 05 0. TONAL 766 0G 7566 024.27 75:

"3 99, TED VN WE EEN OIR 117 PAJA NR NA mae



- Etudes Agro-Alimentaires

Responsable: M. KARSKY, ELF - ERAP

Enseigne ment

Responsable: M, LEBEL, Haute Bruyere, 78690 Les Essarts
tél, 487 81 08 ou 878 93 50

De méme qu'a Grenoble 1l'an passé, ce séminaire est destiné 3

permettre d'une part un échange d'idées (exposés succints suivis de ques-
tions, sans limite de temps), d'autre part de faire - ou refaire - connais-

sance entre personnes intéressées par la Dynamique des Systemes.

D'ores et déja, un certain nombre d'exposés sont prévus dans
les domaines suivants:

Gestion financiere : M. BLASCO (Grenoble)

Contróle de Production : M. BOURGEOIS (Paris)

Théorie de la firme (croissance) : M, DEBAR (Namur)

Agro-Alimentaire :

Prix : M. GUILLON (Paris)

Production : M, KARSKY (Paris)

Modeles d'Entreprise : M, WILMES (Louvain)

Méthodologie : Dynamique des Systemes et Ensembles Flous :
une application

( M. ADAMO (Lyon)
Q M. KARSKY (Paris)

Ensembles Flous et analyse multicritere

M. ADAMO (Lyon)

Dynamique des Systemes et Econométrie :

(2 confirmer) M. FASSINE (Frankfort)
- Enseignement : M. LEBEL et al

Nous espérons avoir d'autres propositions d'exposés, en particu-
lier dans les domaines des Etudes Economiques, de la méthodologie et de
l'enseignement, et venant de plusieurs pays (Allemagne, Belgique. Espagne
Italie),

Il n'y aura pas de possibilité de traduction simultanée, mais
compte tenu de l'expérience des participants, les exposés pourront étre
faits en Francais ou en Anglais,



Pour que nous puissions connaitre assez tot le nombre de parti-

cipants au séminaire, il est demandé a chacun de faire parvenir des que
possible a

M. KARSKY , ELF

4, Rue Léon Jost
75017 PARIS

ane déclaration d'intention. de participation.

Les feuilles ci-jointes (lettre de H., Weinblatt et réponse de
Forrester) sont tirées de la revue du M. I. T. : Technology Review (Juillet-
Aott 1976). Celle-ci étant assez peu connue, nous avons pensé que la ré-

ocnse de Forrester intéresserait certains d'entre vous, en particulier les

spécialistes de Dynamique Urbaine,
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

February 18, 1976
Jay W. Forrester

Cermeshausen Professor

Dr. Jan Klabbers
Social Systems Research Group
Psychologisch Laboratorium

der Katholieke Universiteit
Erasmuslaan 16

Nijmegen, THE NETHERLANDS

Dear Jan:

Thank you for your letter of February 29. Unfortunately, I
have plans for this summer that will make it impossible to attend your
summer course.

Regarding the matter of values, I tried to construct a model
that reflects the decision-making processes and values represented by
the persons, groups, or societies that are being modeled. In other
words, the model should represent the policies that are governing the
system under its actual operating circumstances. One can then use a
model to examine alternative policies. Alternative policies imply
alternative outcomes, and the choice of alternative futures does
constitute a value judgment. However, such value judgment is probably
best made explicit by showing the alternative computer runs in which
a different policy must be adopted to lead to some different and de-
sired future. Others are then brought into the discussion of whether
or not the alternative policy can be implemented and whether or not the
resulting direction of system change is desirable.

Sincerely yours,

JWF*eac
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PSYCHOLOGISCH LABORATORIUM DER KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT

NIJMEGEN, February 9, 1976.
Erasmuslaan 16

Tel. x8%41 80-512562
our ref.no. WSS. 76.682.

Professor Jay W. Forrester
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. 02139
U.S.A.

Dear Jay,

One of the many activities of the Netherlands Society For Systems

Research is to organize a summer course each year.

Last years topic was "Simulation and Systems". This year we are

planning to have a summer course focussing on future oriented research

and modelbuilding.
As you are one of the pioneers in this field, I, with great pleasure,

would like to invite you to give a lecture during the course, which

will be held either from August 18 to 20, or from August 25 to 27.

Travelexpenses and costs of your stay in the Netherlands will be taken

care of by the organizing committee. .

If it is convenient to you, we prefer to have your lecture on friday

morning August 20; will otherwise friday August 27 be convenient ?

We very mich look forward to discuss with you your current research

and hopefully you are willing to make it the subject of your talk.

Hopefully your answer will be positive.

I also like to ask you a personal question. While teaching a course

on principles of systems every year for graduate students in the social

sciences and discussing your book "World dynamics", many times students
ask me from what vision related to society and the individual in society

you have developed your model, what values are concerned and in which

direction you hope society and the individual human being has to or



will change. From reading your publications I am hoping to be able

to make a fairly good interpretation but I lack an explicite and

precise answer to this very difficult question.

Do you have any paper concerning this issue, which might be of help

discussing the philosophy of systems dynamics from society point of
view ?

Looking forward to hearing soc from you

sincerely yours,

Ai

 E . van Klabbers,

Social Systems Research Group.
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February 3, 1976

Professor Javier Aracil
Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros

Industriales de Sevilla
Avda. Reina Mercedes s/n
Sevilla, SPAIN

Dear Professor Aracil:

In reply to your letter of January 22, you have my agreement to
publication of "Common Foundations Underlying Engineering and Management"
and "System Analysis as a Tool for Urban Planning."

Sincerely yours,

JWF/ndb
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ESCUELA TECNICA SUPERIOR
DE

INGENIEROS INDUSTRIALES
DE SEVILLA

Profesores

Prof. J. Aracil

 sc. Téc.Sup. Ing.Industriales
Avda. Reina Mercedes, s/n
Sevilla — 12 SPAIN )

AVDA. REINA MERCEDES, S/N.

TELS. 61 11 50-61 11 54 -61 1158
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SEVILLA, January 22, 1976

[ Destinatario:

Prof. Jay W. Forrester
M.I.T.

Alfred P, Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

U.S.A.

Jear Prof. Forrester,

The Instituto de Estudios de Planificación (Insti
sute of Planification Studies) is a consultating organization for -

the realization of socioeconomic studies for the spanish Goverment .

This Institute has a publications section which publishes books of

nethodological interest within its scope.

The Instituto de Estudios de Planificación is in
terested in the publication of a book which would include a series

of papers on System Dynamics. This Institute has given me the work

IF editing such a book.

I am interested in the inclusion in the mentioned

cook of your papers, " COMMON FOUNDATIONS UNDERLYING ENGINEERING AND

MANAGEMENT " which apeared in the review IEEE Spectrum, September -

1964, and " SYSTEM ANALYSIS AS A TOOL FOR URBAN PLANNING", which -

apeared in the review IFEE Spectrum, January 1971.

In order to obtain the licence of publication, I

vrote to the editors of the journal that agree in the inclusion in our

590k through they sugest, as a matter of courtesy, for me to contact

you to confirm that permission.

Thanking you very much for all your help.

Yours sincerely.

ao] A —

A — vr
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January 7, 1976

Professor Javier Aracil
Escuela Tecnica Superior de

Ingenieros Industriales de Sevilia
Avda. Reina Mercedes s/n
Sevilla, SPAIN

Dear Professor Aracil:

In response to your request of December 9, Professor
Forrester has asked me to send you the papers you mentioned.

Sincerely,

(Miss) Emaline Cornett
Secretary to Professor Forrester

gac

Encls: (4)
"Confidence in Models of Social Rehavior--with Fmphasis on System

Dynamics Models" by Jay W. Forrester (D-1967)
"The National Socio-Economic Model--An Overview of Structure" by

Gilbert W. Low (D-2123)
"Issues Underlying the Representation of Social Variables in System

Dynamics Models" by Dale Runge (D-2167)
"Testing Estimation Techniques for Social Models" by Peter M. Senge

(D-2199-4)
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thSEVILLA, 9 December 1975

[ Destinatario:

Professor Jay W. FORRESTER

M.I.T.
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

U.S.A.

Dear Prof. Forrester,

i

Nu
N y

th
Thank you very much for your letter dated on October 27

In the number of August of the Simulation review I have seen a

short resume of a summer course on System Dynamics that was organized in

June by your group. In this short paper a list of references that we think

are of great interested apears, these are :

Forrester J.W.
"Confidence in Models of Social Behavior -with Emphasis on System Dyna

mics Models"

Low, G.W.
"The National Economics Model - an Overview of Structure"

Runge, D.
"Issues Underlying the Representation of Social Variables in System Dyna
mic Model" ©2161

Senge, P.M.
"An Experimental Evaluation of Generalized Least Squares Estimation" D-71499-
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I would be very gratefull if you could send us an example

of each of the mentioned memoranda.

If it was possible to photocopy them could you please indi
sate me where.

To get bibliografic material as the mentioned above is of

great interested for isolated groups as ours,

Sincerely.

.
m





SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT INTER-OFFICE

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY CORRESPONDENCE

TO Jay W. Forrester

~rom__Nathaniel J. Mass

suBJEcT Francois Rechenmann

oate_2/23/73
FOLLOW-UP

FILE

[ spoke last week for approximately one hour with Francois Rechenmann.

He is part of a research group of seven individuals in Grenoble, interested

in sytem dynamics modeling as well as in Mesarovic's work on hierarchical systems.

The group is currently trying to define an appropriate research area but seemsparticularly

interested in national economic modeling and in the application of the Urban Dynamics

model to French cities. They are currently assembling a team of economists and computer

scientists to begin construction of a national economic model of France. I expect that

we will hear more from them in the near future.

ORIGINATOR REMOVES THE DUPLICATE (YELLOW COPY). SENDING THE ORIGINAL AND TRIPLICATE

ro CORRESPONDENT WHO RETURNS THE ORIGINAL WITH COMMENT AND RETAINS THE PINK TRIPLICATE COPY.

HANSON PRINTING COMPANY, iNC,—HANSON NO-CARBS—BROCKTON, MASS.
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August 13, 1973

Mr. Francois Rechenmann
Ingenieur de 1'Ecole
Natíonale Superieure d Informatique

et de Mathematiques Appliquees
de Grenoble

Buresu C 206
Boite Postale 53
38041 GRENOBLE, FRANCE

Dear Mr. Rechenmenn:

| Thank you for your letter of August 6 telling us of your plans
to be in Boston September 15 through October 15 to work on economics.
When you arrive, please telephone to Miss Cornett at 253-1571 or to
Miss Evans at 253-2653. If Professor Forrester happens to be away on a
trip, we will make arrangements for you to meet with a member of his

System Dynamics Group.

Since you are going to Boston University to study, we believe
you should write as soon as possible to your sponsor, or the Housing
Dffice at Boston University, to let them know you will need lodging
end board for thirty days.

We shall expect to hear from you after September

Sincerely yours,

15.

(Miss) Isabella S. Evans
Secretary to Professor Jay W. Forrester

IR



mathématiques appliquées - informatique
UNIVERSITE SCIENTIFIQUE et MEDICALE de GRENOBLE
BOITE POSTALE 53 | 38041 GRENOBLE Cédex

TELEPHONE (76)87.45.61/87.93.71
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LETTRE DE RECOMMANDATION

J

UNIVERSITE DE GRENOBLE

BOURSE DE MISSIONS ECONOMIQUES

Monsieur..FrancoisREGHILENSANNoo.
Né le ..29 mai. .LOSL......X .. METZ Mosele): .....c.c00...e.

Etudiant &amp; ..L'.Ecole Nationale Supérieure .d'.Lnf.ormatique..
. et. de Mathématiques. Appliquées de Grenoble «(de Année) -
a obtenu une bourse de Missions Ecomomiques "Université-

Industrie" de Grenoble.

L'objet de cette bourse est de permettre A cet étudiant, qui

a fait la preuve qu'il possédait les connaissanrces économiqu

et les qualités humaines nécessaires, de contribuer á l'in-

tensification des échanges entre les peuples, afin de créer

ou de” développer entre eux une bonne compréhension et des
relations confiantes.

La présente lettre lui est délivrée pour servir d'introducti

et de recomrandation.

Le Recteur de 1'Académie de Grenobl
3

 Ea Cs.
 Ww

Fait 3 Grenoble, le 8 ayril 1973



January 7, 1976

Professor Javier Aracil
Escuela Tecnica Superior de

Ingenieros Industriales de Sevilha
Avda, Reina Mercedes g/n
Sevilla, SPAIN

Dear Professor Aracil:

In response to your request of December 9, Professor
Forrester has asked me to send you the papers you mentioned.

Sincerely,

(Miss) Emaline Cornett
Secretary to Professor Forrester

eac

Encla: (4)
"Confidence in Models of Social Behavior--with Emphasis on System

Dynamics Models" by Jay W. Forrester (D-1967)
“The National Socio-Economic Model--An Overview of Structure" by

Gilbert W. Low (D-2123) :
"Issues Underlying the Representation of Social Variables in System

Dynamics Models” by Dale Runge (D-2167)
"Testing Estimation Techniques for Social Models" by Peter M. Senge

(D-2199-4)



ESCUELA TECNICA SUPERIOR
DE

INGENIEROS INDUSTRIALES
DE SEVILLA

AVDA. REINA MERCEDES, S/N.

TELS. 6111 50-61 11 54 - 61 11 58

SEVILLA, ge December 1975

[Destinatario:
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Profesores

Prof, J. Aracil

Esc.Téc.Sup.Ing.Industriales
Avda. Reina Mercedes, s/n
Sevilla - 12 ( SPAIN)

WH
9 A 0,57 oo y -A,

or I

A

')

Professor Jay W. FORRESTER
M.I.T.
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

U.S.A.

Dear Prof. Forrester,

th
Thank you very much for your letter dated on October 27

E

A

In the number of August of the Simulation review I have seen a

short resume of a summer course on System Dynamics that was organized in

June by your group. In this short paper a list of references that we think

| are of great interested apears, these are :

Forrester J.W.
Confidence in Models of Social Behavior —with Emphasis on System Dyna

mics Models"

Low, G.W.
"The National Economics Model - an Overview of Structure"

Runge, D.
"Issues Underlying the Representation of Social Variables in System Dyna
mic Model" D-ZIG|1

Senge, P.M.
"An Experimental Evaluation of Generalized Least Sauares Estimation" D-199-
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I would be very gratefull if you could send us an example

of each of the mentioned memoranda.

If it was possible to photocopy them could you please indi

cate me where.

To get bibliografic material as the mentioned above is of

great interested for isolated groups as ours.

Sincerely,



MODELLING THE DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT OF A NEW FACTORY

- e

Javier ARACIL and José M2 BUENO

Dept. of Automatic Control

Esc. Téc, Sup, ing, Industriales
Jniversity of Seville
Sevilla Spain )

The paper developes a Dynamic Model of the Demographic evolu

tion of a non industrialized area “here a big and important factory —

is built to industrialize the zone. The time horizon is the year 2000

The dynamic model has sixty four variables wich represents a very de-

segregated model of its kind. The model studies different classes of

population ( ages, Sex, jobs, ... ) and projects them, and their intere

lations, for the period, The modelling methodollogy used has been the

Forrester systems dynamics. The model has been actualy applied to fo-

recast the demographic evolution os a small town in the Spanish medite

rranzan coast where a big siderurgy is now going to be built.

Submitted to the " Third Internaticnal Congress of Cybernetics an” Sys-

— Bucharest { Romenia J. August 1975



1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to present a dynamic model which will enable

us to simulate the impact produced by the setting up of a new facto

ry on the demography of a certain area. The work is motivated by -

the need of availing ourselves of a device that will permit us “to

Foretell the demographic evolution of a certain area when it under-

goes an important change as a result of the establishment of a new

factory which will sensibly alter the work positions in that area.

This will determine, for example, a strong inmigration for which a

suitable social infrastructure ( schools, housings, - services, etc, |}
is to be scheduled. The model presented here intends to carry out

a projection of this nature.

The methodology used in the development of the model is Forrester' s

System Dynamics 15139, as it is believed that this methodology is

specially suitable for a job of this nature. One of the reasons for

having selected this methodology has been its suitability for the in

tegration of opinions from experts of varied training. Along the sa

me lines we can point out the accessbility of the model to manager —

(decision making ) and planners who have used it as an aid ta their

decision-taking duties,

The work has been arranged in a progressive manner from the first —

working hypothesis and first causal diagram to the strongly disaggre

gated final model, which comprises 64 levels. The work will be accom

plished in four steps, by establishing four models of increasing com

ple ity designated as S 1,52, 53 and &amp;4.



2, BASIC HYPOTHESIS,

In the demogranohic area there are three fundsmental variables

Jirths, deaths and migration. Regarding migration it is assumed

that the establisment of the new factory will give rise to the —

sreation of a great number of work positions that will require —

autside labor migrating from other areas to settle in the area -

involved, It is estimated that there is a nation-wide migrating

sotential towards the area involved and that, therefore, a de —

mand for jobs (work positions) exceeding the supply (active popu

lation) will always be satisfied,

Regarding:theemploymentarea in the initial models industrial

jobs have been separated from jobs involved in serving the popu-

lation, The more elaborate models define a third area which is

that of employment in construction, especially housing, due to —

che relative importance of this area.

As stated above; four models have been worked out that can be con

sidered to differ from each other even though each comprises the

yrevious one and develops greater accuracy in dealing with cer —-

tein areas. The first three models deal with an aggregate form -

vhilst the last one deals with a disaggregate form.

2. Two-level model S 1

The object aimed at in setti-7 un this elementary model is —

-he establishment of a first model that will define the beha

vior of the system with a “iew to oreparing the lester phases



of the study. Thus, the causal diagram shown in figure 1 wass

obtained and is self-explanatory.

Of the variables appearing on this diagram only the population

and employment are cumulative ad, in consequence, are shown —

as levels, The variables births, deaths and emigration, which

act on the population level, ere flows, Likewise, the net

annual growth of work positions will also be a flow. The re —

mainder of variables are shown as auxiliary variables. On the

basis of these considerations we obtain the applicable DYNAMO

diagram shown in figure 2,

Model S 1 represents the system, although in an excessively sim

nlified manner. One of the first insufficiencies that was noti

ced in connection with model S 1 was the treatment of the em —

ployment strain when the labor force (supply of employment) wes

greater than the demand for employment. In accordance with the

model, emigration would take place in an automatic manner.It is

believed, on the contrary, that the worker is reluctant to go

away even when he is out of a job and at any rate a certain pe-

riod of time. slapses between the moment he becomes unemployed

and the moment he emigrates to other areas, Thus, it becomes -

necessary for the causal diagram to include a new loop which —-

will act when the employment is negative, i.e. when the labor -

Force is greater than the employment. Figure 3 shows the new

causal diagram resulting from this modification. It includes ea

ew exogenous variable wich is the rate of absorption of unem -

nloyment and therefore represents the HL percentage of

unemployed that the system is capable of absorbing. Figure

shows the DYNAYO diagram corresnonding to this modification.



Two conclusions are drawn from an analysis of this first mo-

del. On the one side, in view of the high increase of the —

System during the first years it becomes necessary to speci-

Ffically deal with the employment in the construction of hou-

sing, which was not dealt with under model S 1, as temporary

employment was considered to be implied in industrial cons -

truction only, On the other hand, there arises the problem

of accurately defining the absorption rate of unemployment —

in an exogenous manner. It is considered more necessary to

define this variable in an endogenous manner, precisely as a

function of a new area : the infrastructure area,

Model S 2, with five levels, was developed having regard

of these remarks.

&gt; Five-level model § 2

In accordance with the consideration stated above, we are fa-

ced with the need of dealing with the infrastructure area.

It is of primary importance within this area to consider the

need for the construction of housing. The construction of ser

vices ( hospitals, cinemas, markets, schools, etc.) was dis -

regarded at first but the demand for them was included in fur—

Eher elsborations,

The consideration of the infrastructure level permits us to —

elaborate a function defining the rate of absorption of unem—

ployment in an endogenous manner. It can be estimated that —

the motivation for leaving the municipality due to shortage of



of work is checked by the existence of a suitable infrastruc-

ture therein, A table (Figure 5) is defined which gives the

rate of absorption of unemployment in accordance with the new

variable measuring the degree of utilization of the existing

infrastructure.

In sccordance with these consideration and starting from mo -

del S 1 we obtain model S 2 whose causal and DYNAMO dia —

grams are shown in figures 6 and 7 respectively,

A close relation between positive and negative loops is still

observed in the causal diagram. With this, the type of growth

of the system will continue to be essentially alike even thougt

it differs punctually on the basis of the new considerations -

made in connection with this model, This is demonstrated in -

the various simulations to which the model was subjected,

¢... Eight-level model © 3

Two consideration led to the need for elaborating a model more

sophisticated than model $52, "First, the need for dealing se-

narately with housing and services in order that the final le -

vel of housing built included housing only and precluded the in

troduction of errors in the employment absorption table. Secon

dly, there becomes evident the existence of two different types

of employment, permanent and temporary, which involve different

sociological characteristics. It is necessary to deal separate

 vy with these two different types of emoloyment,



These considerations modify model S 2 and thus we obtain mo-

del S 3 whose causal and DYNAMO diagrams are shown in figu-

res 8, 9,1 and 9.2 respectively.

Z.+. Disaggregated model $54

Model S 3 is considered satisfactory enough as far as its le-

vel is aggregation is concerned. However, applications expec-

ted from this model lead to the need of availing ourselves of

a disaggregated form of same which ill permit us to study, for

example, the structure of the age of the population with a -

view to defining in a more precise manner the needs that will

arise at the various levels, It can be readily seen, for exam

ple, that initially the system has a pyramidal structure whilst

emigration tends to strengthen the intermediate age groups. -

hus, the resulting system will have a lower death-rate and -

Jerhaps a higher birth-rate. On the other hand, the active po

Julation area will increase. These considerations give rise ~

to the requirement for separating the population in groups of

different ages so that all rate applicable to each class can -

se defined in this way and that the adjustment can continue to

be acceptable. This differentiation in categories of age affects

oth types of population, permanent and temporary.

On the other hand, although in principle differentiation by se

xes seems unnecessary within each category, this differentia -

rion does become necessary due to considerations similar to -

-hose stated above. It is relevant to know the potential acti



vity of females and especially the way in which the employ-

ment saturation effects will be produced and the different

manner in which they will act on males and females. In prin

ciple, if a woman becomes unemployed she will not tend to

emigrate, althought a man will, In eddition, the man will

cerry his family “ith him in either direction of emigration

Therefore, each of the age groups defined above is divided

into two parts, males and females, and the parameters refer

to each of these categories.

In order to evaluate the employment strains in both channels,

masculine and feminine, the demand for employment is separa-

ted into two levels, one regarding the demand for male employ

ment (for men only) and one relating to indistinct employment

{for men or women), according to the situation of the labor -

market at the time,

In accordance with the above considerations, model S 3 was di

saggregated and model 5 4 was thus obtained. For disaggrega

ting the population levels use was made of the diagram shown

in figure 10, The age groups established are included in —

table I,. Thus, model S 4 was obtained and includes 64 le-

vels,

Ackno./ledgment

Discussiens with Mr, Eugenio Galdon, Mr. Juan R. de la Rua and

Miss Carmela Martin of PREYSER, are aratefully ackno-wlecdged,
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APRENDIX A : TWO-LEVEL MODEL. o.1T — VARIABLE DEFINITION

NAME

AEEN

DEFINITION

AUXILIARY ECUATION FOR EFECTIVE NEED ( PERSONS/YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT ( PERSONS )

EMPLOYMENT INITIAL ( PERSONS)

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY BUILDING ( PERSON/ YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY BUILDING TABLE ( PERSON/ YEAR )

EFECTIVE NEED FOR LABOR FORCE ( PERSONS / YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT IN POPULATION SERVICES ( PERSONS / YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICES RATE NORMAL ( PERSONS/PERSONS-YEAR )

FAMILLY DIMENSION PER MIGRANT ( DIMENSIONLESS )

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY ( PERSONS / YEAR )

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY TABLE ( PERS / YEAR )

INCREASING POPULATION FROM LAST YEAR ( PERSONS )

LABOR FORCE ( PERSONS )

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION FRACTION ( DIMENSIONLESS )

LAST YEAR POPULATION ( PERSONS )

NET BIRTH RATE ( BIRTHS / PERSONS — YEAR

NET BIRTHS PER YEAR( PERSONS / YEAR )

NET DEATH RATE ( DEATHS/PERSON-YEAR )

NET DEATHS PER YEAR ( PERSON / YEAR )

NET EMPLOYMENTS PER YEAR ( PERSONS/ YEAR

NET&gt; FOR LABOR FORCE ( PERSONS / YEAR)

NET MIGRANTS PER YEAR ( PERSONS / YEAR )

POPULATION ( PERSONS )

TIME AVERAGE POPULATION DELAY ( YEARS)

UNEXPLOYED LAJOR FORCE ( PERSONS / YEAR

UNENPLOYED POPULATION RATE f DINENSIONLESS )

El

ENFB

ENFBT

ENLF

EPS

ESRN

FMD

FENF

FENFT

IPLY

LF

LFPF

LYP

NBR

NBY

NDR

DY

NEY

NLF

A

 RAY

TAN

IPA "
1



APPENDIX B : FIVE — LEVEL MODEL J.2 — VARIABLE DEFINITICN

NAME

AFEN

DEFINITION

AUXILIARY ECUACTON FOR EFECTIVE NEED (PERSONS/YEARS)

EMPLOYMENT (PERSONS)

EMPLOYMENT INITIAL (PERSONS)

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY BUILDING (PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTCRY BUILDING TABLE (PER /YEAR)

EFECTIVE NEED FOR LABOR FORCE (PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN POPULATION SERVICES (PERSONS /YEAR)
EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICES RATE NCRMAL (PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAR)
FAMILY DIMENSION PER MIGRANT (DIMENSIONLESS)

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY (PERSONS/YEAR)

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY TABLE (PERS, /YEARS)

HOUSEHOLDS ( HOUSEHOLDS ) |

HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION(HOUSEHOLDS)
INCREASING FOR HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION FROM LAST YEAR (HOUSEHT

INCREASING POPULATION FROM LAST YEAR (PERSONS)

LABOR FORCE (PERSONS)

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS)

LIFE TIME FOR HOUSEHOLDS (YEARS)

LAST YEAR HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION (HOUSEHOLDS)

LAST YEAR POPULATION (PERSONS)

NET BUILDING EMPLOYMENT PER YEAR (PERSONS/YEAR)

NET BUILDING EMPLOYMENT RATE ( PERSONS /HOUSEHOLDS-YEAR)

NET BIRTH RATE ( BIRTHS/PERSONS-YEAR)

NET BIRTHS PER YEAR ( PERSONS/YEAR )

NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION (HOUSEHOLDS)

NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

NET DEATH RATE (DEATHS/PERSONS-YEAR)

NET DEATHS PER YEAR (PERSONS /YEAR)

FI

ENFB

ENFBT

ENLF

EPS

ESAN

FDM

FENF

FENFT

A

H

HUC

IHCLY

IPLY A

LF

LFFE

LTH

LYHUC

YP

NS EY A

NBER

\BR

NBY

\C

NCY

NDR

INY



NAME

NEY

NHCR

NHPY

NHAR

NLF

NMY

NPHA

NAY

o)

TACD

TALYC

TAPD

TC

UF

ULF

HP“

 Fr

—

2

DEFINITION

NET EMPLOYMENTS PER YEAR (PERSONS /YEAR)

NEED FOR HOUSEHOLD CONSTRUCTION RATE (HOUSEHOLD /PERSONS YEAR)

NET HOUSEHOLDS PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

NEED FOR HOUSEHOLD RENOVATION RATE (HOUSEHOLD /PFRSONS-YEAR)

NEED FOR LABOR FORCE (PERSONS /YEAR)

NET MIGRANTS PER YEAR (PERSONS/YEAR)

NORMAL PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD RATE ( PERSONS /HOUSEHOLD )
NEED FOR RENOVATION PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

POPULATION (PERSONS)

TIME AVERAGE FOR CONSTRUCTION DELAY (YEARS)

TIME AVERAGE FOR LAST YEAR CONSTRUCTION (YEARS )

TIME AVERAGE POPULATION DELAY (YEARS)

TIME UNDER CONSTRUCTION

UN-HABITABLE HOJSEHOLDS PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

UNEMPLOYED LABOR FORCE (PERSONS/YEAR)

UNEMPLOYED POPULATION RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)



APPENDIX C : EIGHT - LEVEL MOOEL 5.3 — VARIABLE DEFINITION

3ER

3EY

INRFP

BRM

BRMT

BRNP

BYFP

BYNP F

CFR

CNR

DNRFP

DRM

DRMT

DRNP
DYFP
DYNP

EFPS +

EFSNR N

ENLF A

FNPSR N

ENPS A

ESAM A

ESARMT

DFP

DNP

FE

FET

FENF

FENET

BUILDING EMPLOYMENT RATE (PERSONS/HOJSEHOLD-YEAR)

BUILDING EMPLOYMENT PER YEAR ( PERSONS/YEAR)

BIRTH NORMAL RATE OF FIXED POPULATION( PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAA)

BIRTH RATE MULTIPLIER (DIMENSTONLESS)
BIRTH RATE MULTIPLIER TABLE ( DIMENSIONLESS )

BIRTH RATE NON-PERMANENT POPULATION ( PERSONS/ PERSONS-YEAR)

BIRTHS PER YEAR OF FIXED POPULATION (PERSONS/YEAR)

BIRTHS PER YEAR NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (PERSONS/YEAR)

CONSTRUCTION TO FIXED POPULATION RATE (HOUSEHOLDS /PERSON-YEAR)

CONSTRUCTION TO NO-PERMANENT POPULATION RATE (HOUSEHOLDS /PERSON-Y

DEATH NORMAL RATE OF FIXED POPULATION ( PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAR)

DEATH RATE MULTIPLIER (DIMENSIONLESS)

DEATH RATE MULTIPLIER TABLE (DIMENSIONLESS)

DEATH RATE NON-PERMANENT PONTE ( PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAR)DEATHS PER YEAR FIXED POPULATION (PERSONS/YEAR)
DFATHS PFR YEAR NON-PERMANENT POPULATION ( PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN FIXED POPULATION SERVICES( PERSONS YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN FIXED POPULATION SERVICES NORMAL RATE (DIMENSIONLESS

EFECTIVENEEDFORLABORFORCE(PERSONS/YEAR)
EMPLOYMENT IN NON-PERMANENT POPULATION SERVICES RATE(DIMENSIONLESS

EMPLOYMENT IN NON-PERMANENT POPULATION SERVICES (PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES RATE MULTIPLIER(DIMENSTONLESS)

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES RATE MULTIPLIER TASLE (DIMENSIONLESS)

FAMILY DIMENSION AT FIXED POPULATION (DIMENSIONLESS)

FAMILY DIMENSION NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (DIMENSTONLESS)

FIXED EMPLOYMENT (PERSONS)
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TABLEI

POPULATION

AGED

LIMITS

J

3 —. 9

10—- 14

15 — 19

20 — 24

25 — 29

30 - M

35—29

40 — 44

45 — 49

50 — 54

55 — 59

60 — 64

nC

MALE

PMA

FPMB

“PMG

“PVD

PME

FPME

“PMG

“PMH

EPMT

-PMJ

FPMK

“PML

-PMM

“PMN

FIXED

lL

FEMALE

“PFA

=PFB

FPFC

PFD

PFE

"PFE

PEG

FPFH

“PET

PF]

“PFK

SPFL

“PFM |
FPEN

MALE

NPMA

NPMB

NPMC

NPMD

NPME

NPVF

NPN

NPVH

NPMI

NPMJ

NPMK

NPM!

NPMM

NPMN

NON PERMANET

|
FEMALE

NPFA

NPFB

NPFC

NPFD

NPFE

NPEE

NPF

NPFH

NPET

NPFJ

NPFK

NPFL

NPFM

NPEN
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Figure 2.—

Figure 3.—
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Figure 6,—
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Figure 9.—

“igure 10.-

Causal diagram of first version of the model S 1

DYNAMO diagram of the first version of the model 3 1

Causal diagram of the model 1

DYNAMO diagram of the model o

Rate of absorption of unemployment vs degree of infras —

tructure utilization.

Causal diagram of model § 2

DYNAMO diagram of model g 2

Causal diagram of model 3 3.

DYNAMO diagram of model
-

o 3

Simplified DYNAMO diagram of the desagregation methodology.
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October 27, 1975

Professor J. Aracil
Escuela Tecnica Superior De

Ingenieros Industriales De Sevilla
Avda. Reina Mercedes S/N
Sevilla (Spaid)

Dear Professor Aracil:

Thank you very much for your letter of Aggust 16 and the enclosed
paper. I am sorry to be so late in acknowledging it but I have been away
from the office much of the time.

I have looked at it with interest and will pasa it along to those
in the group here more actively interested in regional development.

Sincerely yours,
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MODELLING THE DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT OF A NEW FACTORY

Javier ARACIL and José M2 BUENO

Dept, of Automatic Control

Esc. Téc, Sup, Inc, Industriales
University of Sevilla
Sevilla Spain )

The paper developes a Dynamic Model of the Demographic evolu

tion of a non industrialized erea “here a big and important Factory —

is built to industrializethezone,The time horizon is the yesr 2000.

The dynamic model has sixty four variables wich represents a very de-

segregated model of its kind, The model studies different classes of

population ( ages, sex, jobs,... ) and projects them, and their intere

lations, for the period, The modelling methodollogy used has been the

“orrester systems dynamics, The model has been actualy applied to fo-

recast the demographic evolution os a small town in the Spanish medite

rranzan coast where a big siderurgy is now going to be built.

Submitted to the " Third International Congress of Cybernetics an” Sys

ems " Bucharest [ Romenia j, August 197%



1, INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to present a dynamic model which will enable

us to simulate the impact produced by the setting up of a new facto

ry on the demography of a certain area. The work is motivated by —

the need of availing ourselves of a device that will permit us to

foretell the demographic evolution of a certain area when it under—

goes an important change as a result of the establishment of a new

Factory which will sensibly alter the work positions in that area,

This will determine, for example, a strong inmigration for which a

suitable social infrastructure ( schools, housings, services, etc, )

is to be scheduled. The model presented here intends to carry out

a projection of this nature,

The methodology used in the development of the model is Forrester' s

System Dynamics he, 3,4, as it is believed that this methodology is

specially suitable for a job of this nature. One of the reasons for

raving selected this methodology has been its suitability for the in

tegration of opinions from experts of varied training. Along the sa

me lines we can point out the accessbility of the model to manager —

(decision making ) and planners who have used it as an aid to their

decision-takinog duties.

The work has been arranged in a progressive manner from the first —

working hypothesis and first causal diagram to the strongly disaggre

gated final model, which comprises 64 levels. The work will be accom

plished in four steps, by establishing four models of increasing com

plexity designated sas S 1, 52.853 and 84.



2. BASIC HYPOTHESIS

In the demograohic area there are three fundamental variables

births, deaths and migration. Regarding migration it is assumed

that the establisment of the new factory will give rise to the -

creation of e great number of work positions that will require —

outside lebor migrating from other areas to settle in the area —

involved, It is estimated that there is a nation-wide migrating

potential towards the area involved and that, therefore, a de -

mand for jobs (work positions) exceeding the supply (active popu

lation) will always be satisfied,

Regarding:theemploymentareain the initial models industrial

jobs have been separated from jobs involved in serving the popu-

lation. The more elaborate models define a third area which is

that of employment in construction, especially housing, due to —

the relative importance of this area.

As stated above, four models have been worked out that can be con

sidered to differ from each other even though each comprises the

previous one and develops greater accurscy in dealing with cer -

tain areas, The first three models deal with an aggregate form —

whilst the last one deals with a disaggregate form.

2.1. Two-level model S 1

Tre object aimed at in setti-q uo this elementery model is —

the establishment of a first model that will define the beha

vior of the svstem with a ie“ to prenarino the later phases



of the study. Thus, the causal diagram shown in figure 1 wass

obtained and is self-explanatory.

Of the variables appearing on this diagram only the population

and employment are cumulative ad, in consequence, are shown —

as levels, The variables births, deaths and emigration, which

act on the population level, ere flows, Likewise, the net -—

annual growth of work positions will also be a flow. The re —

mainder of variables are shown as auxiliary variables. Cn the

basis of these considerations we obtain the applicable DYNAMO

diagram shown in figure 2.

Model S 1 represents the system, although in an excessively sim

plified manner. One of the first insufficiencies that was noti

ced in connection with model S 1 was the treatment of the em -

ployment strain when the labor force (supply of employment) WSS

greater thanthedemandforemployment,Inaccordancewiththe

model, emigration would take place in an automatic manner.Itis

believed, on the contrary, that the worker is reluctant to go

away even when he is out of a job and at any rate a certain pe-

riod of time. elapses between the moment he becomes unemployed

and the moment he emigrates to other areas. Thus, it becomes -

wecessary for the ceusal diagram to include a new loop which —-

will act when the employment is negative, i.e. when the labor -

force is greater than the emoloyment. Figure 3 shows the new

causal diagram resulting from this modification. It includes a

new exajendus variable wich is the rate of absorptionofunem—

ployment end therefore represents the maximum percentage of

Jnemployed that the system is capable of absorbing. Figure

shows the DYNAYO diagram corresoonding to this modification.



Two conclusions are drawn from an analysis of this first mo-

del. On the one side, in view of the high increase of the —

system during the first years it becomes necessary to speci-

Fically deal with the employment in the construction of hou-

sirg, which was not dealt with under model S 1, as temporary

employment was considered to be implied in industrial cons —

truction only. On the other band, there arises the problem

of accurately defining the absorption rate of unemployment —

in an exogenous manner. It is considered more necessary to

define this variable in an endogenous manner, precisely as a

function of a new area : the infrastructure area.

Model S 2, with five levels, was developed having regard

If these remarks.

&amp; . Five-level model § 2

In accordance with the consideration stated above, we are fa-

ced with the need of dealing with the infrastructure area.

It is of primary importance within this area to consider “the

need for the construction of housing. The construction of ser

vices ( hospitals, cinemas, markets, schools, etc.) was dis —

regarded at first but the demand for them was included in fur—

ther elaborations.

The consideration of the infrastructure level permits us to

elaborate a function defining the rate of absorption of unem—

ployment in an endogenous manner. It can be estimated that —

the motivation for leaving the municipality due to shortete of



of work is checked by the existence of a suitable infrastruc-

ture therein, A table (figure 5) is defined which gives the

rate of absorption of unemployment in accordance with the new

variable measuring the degree of utilization of the existing

infrastructure.

In sccordance with these consideration and starting from mo -

del S 1 we obtain model S 2 whose causal and DYNAMO dia —

grams are shown in figures 6 and 7 respectively,

A close relation between positive and negative loops is still

observed in the causal diagram. With this, the type of growth

of the system will continue to be essentially alike even thougt

it differs punctually on the basis of the new considerations -

made in connection with this model, This is demonstrated in —

the various simulations to which the model was subjected,

2,0. Eight-level model 5 3

Two consideration led to the need for elaborating a model more

sophisticated than model S 2, First, the need for dealing se-

Jarately with housing and services in order that the final le —

vel of housing built included housing only and precluded the in

troduction of errors in the employment «bsorptión table. Secon

dly, there becomes evident the existence of two different types

of employment, permanent and temporary, which involve different

sociological characteristics, It is necessary to deal seperate

ly with these two different types of employment.



These considerations modify model S 2 and thus we obtain mo-

del S 3 whose causal and DYNAMO diagrams are shown in figu-

res 8, 9.1 and 9.2 respectively,

2.4, Disaggregated model &amp; 4

Model S 3 is considered satisfactory enough as far as its le-

vel is aggregation is concerned, However, applications expec-

ted from this model lead to the need of availing ourselves of

a disaggregated form of same which ill permit us to study, for

example, the structure of the age of the population with a -

view to defining in a more precise manner the needs that will

srise at the various levels, It can be readily seen, for exam

Sle, that initially the system has a pyramidal structure whilst

emigration tends to strengthen the intermediate age groups. —-

Thus, the resulting system will have a lower death-rate and —

serhaps a higher birth-rate. On the other hand, the active po

pulation area will increase, These considerations give rise —

to the requirement for separating the population in groups of

different ages so that all rate applicabletoeachclass can -

be defined in this way and that the adjustment can continue to

be acceptable, This differentiation in categories of age affects

Hoth types of population, permanent and temporary.

On the other hand, although in principle differentiation by sg

xes seems unnecessary within each category, this differentia—

tion does become necessery due to considerations similar to -

hose stated above. It is relevant to know the potential acti



vity of females and especially the way in which the employ-

ment saturation effects will be produced and the different

manner in which they will act on males and females, In prin

ciple, if a woman becomes unemployed she will not tend to

emigrate, althought a man will, In addition, the man will

cerry his family ith him in either direction of emigration

Therefore, each of the age groups defined above is divided

into two parts, males and females, and the parameters refer

to each of these categories.

In order to evaluate the employment strains in both channels,

masculine and feminine, the demand for employment is separa-

ted into two levels, one regarding the demand for male employ

ment (For men only) and one relating to indistinct employment

(For men or women), according to the situation of the labor —

market at the time,

In accordance with the above considerations, model 5 3 was di

saggregated and model S 4 was thus obtained. For disaggrega

ting the population levels use was made of the diagram shown

in figure 10, The age groups established are included in —

table I. Thus, model S 4 was obtained and includes 64 le-

vels.
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APPENDIX A 0 TWO-LEVEL MODEL. 8.1 — VARIABLE DEFINITION

NAME

AEEN

EI

ENFB

ENFBT

ENLF

EPS

ESAN

FMD

FENF

FENFT

IPLY

LF

LFPF

LYP

NBR

NBY

NDR

NDY

NEY

NA

NAY

3

APO

¡E

a}

DEFINITION
AUXILIARY ECUATION FOR EFECTIVE NEED ( PERSONS/YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT ( PERSONS)

EMPLOYMENT INITIAL ( PERSONS)

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY BUILDING ( PERSON/ YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY BUILDING TABLE ( PERSON/ YEAR )

EFECTIVE NEED FOR LABOR FORCE ( PERSONS / YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT IN POPULATION SERVICES ( PERSONS / YEAR )

EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICES RATE NORMAL ( PERSONS/PERSONS-YEAR )

FAMILLY DIMENSION PER MIGRANT ( DIMENSIONLESS )

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY ( PERSONS / YEAR)

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY TABLE ( PERS / YEAR )

INCREASING POPULATION FROM LAST YEAR ( PERSONS )

LABOR FORCE ( PERSONS )

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION FRACTION ( DIMENSIONLESS )

LAST YEAR POPULATION ( PERSONS )

NET BIRTH RATE (* BIRTHS / PERSONS — YEAR

NET BIRTHS PER YEAR(PERSONS / YEAR )

NET DEATH RATE ( DEATHS/PERSON-YEAR )

NET DEATHS PER YEAR ( PERSON / YEAR )

NET EMPLOYMENTS PER YEAR ( PERSONS/ YEAR |

NET2 FOR LABOR FORCE ( PERSO:S / YEAR)

NET MIGRANTS PER YEAR ( PERSONS / YEAR)

PCPULATION ( PERSONS )

TIVE AVERAGE POPULATION DELAY ( YEARS )

UNENPLOYED LAZOA FOSCE ( PERSONS / YEMA

UNEN PLOYED POPULATION RATE f DINENSIONLESS )



APPENDIX B : FIVE — LEVEL MODEL S.2 — VARIABLE DEFINITICN

NAME

AFEN

E

EL

ENFB

ENFBT

ENLF

EPS

ESAN

FDM

FENF

FENFT

-

uc

THOLY

IPLY
LF

LFEF

LTH

LYHUC

LYP

NBEY

NBER

NER

\N3Y

e

NCY

NDA

-

r

R

N

DEFINITION
AUXILIARY ECUACION FOR EFECTIVE NEED (PERSONS /YEARS)

EMPLOYMENT (PERSONS)
EMPLOYMENT INITIAL (PERSONS)

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTCRY BUILDING (PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTCAY BUILDING TABLE (PER /YEAR)

EFECTIVE NEED FOR LABOR FORCE (PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN POPULATION SERVICES (PERSONS /YEAR)
EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICES RATE NORMAL (PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAR)

FAMILY DIMENSION PER MIGRANT (DIMENSIONLESS)

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY (PERSONS/YEAR)

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY TABLE (PERS. /YEARS)

HOUSEHOLDS(HOUSEHOLDS)
HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION ( HOUSEHOLDS )

INCREASING FOR HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION FROM LAST YEAR (HOUSES

INCREASING POPULATION FROM LAST YEAR (PERSONS)

LABOR FORCE (PERSONS)
LABCR FORCE PARTICIPATION FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS)

LIFE TIME FOR HOUSEHOLDS (YEARS)

LAST YEAR HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION (HOUSEHOLDS)

LAST YEAR POPULATION (PERSONS)

NET BUILDING EMPLOYMENT PER YEAR (PERSONS/YEAR)

NET BUILDING EMPLOYMENT RATE ( PERSONS /HOUSEHOLDS-YEAR)

NET BIRTH RATE ( BIRTHS /PERSONS-YEAR)

NET BIRTHS PEN YEAR ( PERSONS/YEAR )

NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION (HCUSEHOLDS)

NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

NET DEATH RATE (DEATHS /PERSONG-YEAR)
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NAME

NEY

NHCR

NHPY

NHRR

NLF

NMY

NPHR

NRY

&gt;

TACD

TALYC

TAPD

TC

UHHY

ULF

PR

DEFINITION

NET EMPLOYMENTSPERYEAR(PERSONS/YEAR)
NEED FOR HOUSEHOLD CONSTRUCTION RATE {HOUSEHOLD /PERSONS YEAR)

NET HOUSEHOLDS PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS /YEAR)

NEED FOR HOUSEHOLD RENOVATION RATE (HOUSEHOLD /PERSONS-YEAR)

NEED FOR LABOR FORCE (PERSONS /YEAR)
NET MIGRANTS PER YEAR (PERSONS/YEAR)

NORMAL PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD RATE ( PERSONS HOUSEHOLD )

NEED FOR RENOVATION PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

POPULATION (PERSONS)

TIME AVERAGE FOR CONSTRUCTION DELAY (YEARS)

TIME AVERAGE FOR LAST YEAR CONSTRUCTION (YEAAS )

TIME AVERAGE POPULATION DELAY (YEARS)

TIME UNDER CONSTRUCTION

UN-HASTTABLE HOUSEHOLDS PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS /YEAR)

UNEMPLOYED LABOR FORCE (PERSONS/YEAR)

UNEMPLOYED POPULATION RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)



APPENDIX C : EIGHT — LEVEL MODEL 5,3 — VARIABLE DEFINITION

3ER

BEY

BNRFP

BRM

BRMT

BRNP

BYFP

BYNP

CFR

CNR

DNRFP

DRM

DRMT

DRNP
DYFP
DYNP

EFPS
EFSNA

ENLF

ENPSR

ENPS

ESAM

ESAMT

FDFP

FDNP

FE

FET

FENF A

EFNET T

BUILDING EMPLOYMENT RATE (PERSONS /HOJSEHOLD-YEAR)

BUILDING EMPLOYMENT PER YEAR ( PERSONS/YEAR)

BIRTH NCRMAL RATE OF FIXED POPULATION({PERSONS/PERSONS-YEAR)
BIRTH RATE MULTIPLIER (DIMENSIONLESS)

BIRTH RATE MULTIPLIER TABLE ( DIMENSTONLESS )

BIRTH RATE NON-PERMANENT POPULATION ( PERSONS/ PERSONS-YEAR)

BIRTHS PER YEAR OF FIXED POPULATION ( PERSONS/YEAR)

BIRTHS PER YEAR NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (PERSONS /YEAR)

CONSTRUCTION TO FIXED POPULATION RATE (HOJSEHOLDS/PERSON-YEAA)

CONSTRUCTION TO NO-PERMANENT POPULATION RATE (HOUSEHOLDS /PERSOMN-"

DEATH NORMAL RATE OF FIXED POPULATION (PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAR)

DEATH RATE MULTIPLIER (DIMENSIONLESS) |

DEATH RATE MULTIPLIER TABLE (DIMENSIONLESS)

DEATH RATE NON-PERMANENT POSTA ( PERSONS /PERSONS-YEAR)JEATHS PER YEAR FIXED POPULATION {PERSONS /YEAR)
DEATHS PER YEAR NON-PERMANENT POPULATION ( PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT IN FIXED POPULATION SERVICES( PERSONS YEAR)
EMPLOYMENT IN FIXED POPULATION SERVICES NORMAL RATE (DIMENSTONLESS

EFECTIVENEEDFORLABORFORCE(PERSONS/YEAR)
EMPLOYMENT IN NON-PERMANENT POPULATION SERVICES RATE(DIMENSIONLESS

EMPLOYMENT IN NON-PERMANENT POPULATION SERVICES (PERSONS/YEAR)

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES RATE MULTIPLIER(DIMENSTONLESS)

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES RATE MULTIPLIER TASLE (DIMENSIONLESS)

FAMILY DIMENSION AT FIXED POPULATION (DIMENSIONLESS)

FAMILY DIMENSION NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (DINENSIONLESS)

FIXED EMPLOYEENT (PERSONS )

FIXED EMPLOYMENT INITIAL ( PERSONS )

FIXED EMPLOY:ENT IN THE NEY FACTORY ( PERSONS/ YEAR )

FIXED EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY TASLE (PERSONS /YEAR)



FEY

FP

FPI

1

AI

HP

“PD

HPT

HPY

HSA

HSUC

HSUCI

ICLY

LFP

INP

LF

LFPNA

LAM

LAMT

LTH

LTS

LYFP

LYHSC

LYNP

MYFP

MY MP

NC

NOT

NOFP

\NCNP

C

&gt;.

FIXED EMPLOYMENTS PER YEAR (PERSONS /YEAR)

FIXED POPULATION ( PERSONS )

FIXED POPULATION INITIAL (PERSONS)

HOUSEHOLDS(HOUSEHOLDS)
HOUSEHOLDSINITIAL(HOUSEHOLDS)
HOUSEHOLD POLICY ( HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR )

HOUSEHOLD POLICY DELAY (HOUSEHOLDS /YEAR)

HOUSEHOLD POLICY TABLE (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

HOUSEHOLD POLICY PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)
HOUSEHOLDS VS SERVICES RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)

HOUSEHOLDS AND SERVICES UNDER CONSTRUCTION (HOUSEHOLDS)

HOUSEHOLDS AND SERVICES UNDER CONSTRUCTION INITIAL (HOUSEHOLDS)

INCREASING FOR CONSTRUCTION FROM LAST YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS)

INCREASING FIXED POPULATION (PERSONS)

INCREASING NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (PERSONS)

LABOR FORCE (PERSONS) |

LABOR FCACE PARTICIPATION NCRIAL RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)

LABOR RATE WULTIPLIER (DIMENSIONLESS)

LABOR RATE MULTIPLIER TASLE (DIMENSIONLESS)
LIFE-TIME FOR HOUSEHOLDS (YEARS)

LIFE-TIME FOR SERVICES (YEARS)

LAST YEAR FIXED POPULATION (PERSONS)

LAST YEAR HOUSEHCLDS AND SERVICES UNDER CONSTRUCTION (HOUSEHOLDS!

LAST YEAR NON-PER:ANENT POPULATION (PERSONS)

MIGRATION PER YEAR TO FIXED PCPULATION (PERSONS/YEAR)

MIGRATIONS PER YEAR TO NON-PERUVANENT POPULATION (PERSONS /YEAR)

NEED FOR CONSTRUGTTON(HOUSEHOLDS)
NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION INITIAL (HCGUSEHOLDS)

NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION TO FIXED POPULATION (HOUSEHOLDS NEAR)

NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION TO NON-PER:NANENT POPULATION HOISENOLOS/YCAR)

NON-DURABLE EMPLOYMENT (PERSONS)



NENF

NENFT

NEY

NHY

NLF

NNLF

NP

NRY

NSHP

NSM

NSY

PHNR

RAH

335

3

SHR

SI

TACD

TAFP
TAHPD

TAHSC

TANP

TCH

TCS

UHHY
UHSY

ULF

JPA

PRT

NON-DURABLE EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY (PERSONS/YEAR)

NON-DURABLE EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW FACTORY TASLE (PERSONS /YEAR)

NON-DURABLE EMPLOYMENT PER YEAR (PERSONS/YEAR)

NET HOUSEHOLDSPERYEAR(HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)
NEED FOR LABOR FORCE (PERSONS /YEAR)

NEED FOR NON-PERMANENT LASCR FORCE (PERSONS/YEAR)

NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (PERSONS)

NEED FOR RENOVATION PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS-YEAA)

NEED SATISFACTION FOR HOUSEHOLD POLICY (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

NEED SATISFACTION FOR MODEL (HOUSEHOLDS/YEARS)

NET SERVICES PER YEAR (HOJSEHOLDS/YEAR)
PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLDS NORMAL RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)

RENOVATION RATE FOR HOUSEHOLDS (YEARS)

RENOVATION RATE FOR SERVICES (YEARS)

SERVICES (HOUSEHOLDS)
SERVICES VS HOUSEHOLDS RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)

SERVICES INITIAL
TIME AVERAGE FOR CONSTRUCTION DELAY (YEARS )

TIME AVERAGE FIXED POPULATION (YEARS )

TIME AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD POLICY DELAY (HOUSEHOLD/YEAR)

TIME AVERAGE HOUSEHOLDS AND SERVICES UNDER CONSTRUCTION (YEARS)

TIME AVERAGE NON-PERMANENT POPULATION (PERSONS)

TINE UNDER CONSTRUCTION FOR HOUSEHOLDS (YEARS)

TIME UNDER CONSTRUCTION FOR SERVICES (YEARS)

UN-HASITABLE HOJSEHOLDS PER YEAR (HOJSEHOLDS/YEAR)

UN-HABITABLE SERVICES PER YEAR (HOUSEHOLDS/YEAR)

UN-EMPLOYMENT LABOR FORCE (PERSONS)

UN-EMPLOYMENT POPULATION RATE (DIMENSIONLESS)

UN-EMPLOYMENT POPULATION RATE TASLE (DIMENSTONLESS)



TABLE I

POPULATION

AGED

LIMITS

0

5°.

10 - 14

15 - 19

20 — 24

25 —
~

J

30 - ¥

35 — 39

40 — 44

45 — 49

50 — 54

55 — 59

50 — 64

3]

MALE

FPMA

FPMB

EPMC

“PND

FPME

FPME

-PMG

FPMH

FPMI

“PMU

CPM

“PL

=p

PMN

FIXED

| FEMALE

FPFA

CPEB

EPEC

FPFD

FPFE

FPFE

PEG

FPFH

CPFT

FPFJ

FPFK

FPFL

CPEM

CREM

MALE

NPMA

NPMB

NPMEC

NPMD

NPME

NPV

NPE

NPMH

NPMI

NPMJ

NPMIK

NPML

NPMM

NPMN

NON PERMANET

FEMALE

NPEA

NPFB

NPFC

NPFD

NPFE

NPFF

NPFG

NPFH

NPT

NPF J

NPFK

NPEL

NPE M

NDEN



Figure 1 .—

Figure 2.—

Figure 3.—-

Figure 4.-—

igure 5.—

Figure 6.—

Figure 7.—

-igure 8,—

Figure 9,—

Figure 10.—

Causal diagram of first version of the model §

DYNAMO diagram of the first version of the model 3

Causal diagram of the model 8 A

DYNAMO diagram of the model Ss n

Rate of absorption of unemployment vs degree of infras -

tructure utilization.

Causal diagram of model ©

DYNANMO diagram of model § 2

Causal diagram of model S 3.

DYNAMO diagram of model $53

Simplified DYNAMO diagram of the desagregation methodology.
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AVDA. REINA MERCEDES, S/N.

TELS. 61 1150-61 11 54 - 61 11 58
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ESCUELA TECNICA SUPERIOR

DE

INGENIEROS INDUSTRIALES
DE SEVILLA

SEVILLA, August 16, 1975

[Destinatario:

Profesores Professor Jay W. Forrester
M.I.T. System Dynamics Group
E40-253
50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Prof. J. Aracil
Esc. Tec. Sup. Ing. Industriales
Avda. Reina Mercedes s/n
Sevilla (Spain)

Dear Professor Forrester, |

I have been advised to write you by Mr. Jean D. Lebel,
who I met recently in France, and who, I believe, has written
you mentioning a model we have built.

As Mr. Lebel perhaps mentioned we have developed, using
Systems Dynamics, a model of the demographic impact of a new
factory in a underdeveloped area. This model has been actually
applied by urban planners to forecast the demographic evolution
of a small town in the Spanish mediterranean coast where a new
factory has been built.

I include herewith a copy of a paper, reporting the mo-
del, wikh shuold de presented to the III International Congress
on Cybernetics adn Systems to be held in Bucharest, Romania, next
weeks.

We shall appreciate very much any comment on our work.

| Yours faithfully,

| [
C Me WE

 &gt;»

P.S. I aknowledge receipt of your paper "Understanding Social
and Economic Change in the United States" witch seems to me
very challenging.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

July 15, 1974
Jay W. Forrester

Cermeshausen Professor

Professor Dr. Jan Tinbergen
Erasmus University
Wytemaweg 2A, P.B. 1738
Rotterdam

THE NETHERLANDS

Dear Professor Tinbergen:

As you may know, since the Project on my World Dynamics book
and The Club of Rome Project on The Limits to Growth, we have been
working on a much more extensive program in applying system dynamics to
social and economic change at the national. level.

Enclosed is a description written by three members of my
staff. If you find this of interest, we could send additional
information as it becomes available.

Although economists, especially in the United States, have
not looked favorably on our system dynamics approach, perhaps the un-
certainty about present national and international conditions justifies
a new look at economic behavior. I would be pleased to receive any
comments you care to make.

Sincerely yours,

JWF*eac 5
Encl: "The National Socio-Economic Model" by Gilbert W. Low, Nathaniel J.

Mass, and Peter M. Senge (D-2006-3)







July 1, 1975

Dr. Mihai Botez, Director
International Center of Methodology

for Future and Development Studies
3-5 Mihail Moxa
Bucharest, ROMAERIA

Dear Dr. BEotez:

When I returned to Cambridge after being unavoidably
detained, Professor Mass told me of his interesting visit with you.
I regret having missed the opportunity of talking with you Friday.
When your plans for returning in the fall are firmed up, please
let me know when you will be here, and I shall try to see you.

Sincerely yours,



} ALHUSE LIS aNSlilu.am Os 11CHNOLOUGY - fegistryolGuests,Room (-i4i

SCHEDULE OF APPOINTMENTS

NAME; Dr. Mihai BOTEZ DATEOFVISIT:6/2686/27/75

HOTEL: The Lenox

ESCORT-INTFRPRETER:
TITLE: Director of the International Center

of Methodology for Future and
Development Studies
Bucharest, ROMANIAADDRESS:

SPONSOR: IIE and BCIV

TO BE RECEIVED BY:

6/26/75

ROOM HOUR

Professor Eugene B. Skolnikoff
Director, Center for International Studies

E53-473 11:00 a. m.

Professor Nazli Choucri Field

Departmentof Political Science

6/27/75

53-493 12 noon

For Lunch

Professor Jay W. Forrester
Sloan School of Management

E53-454C 2:00 p.m.

DATE: 6/23/75
EXTENSION: 3-2851

Carolyn B. Cox, Director
Registry of Guests
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 a, Institute of International Education
HE Washington Office
A 1709 NEW YORK AVENUE N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
(202) 872 9060

Lf 24

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA: Dr. Mihai BOTEZ
Director of the International Center of
Methodology for Future and Development Studies
Bucharest, Romania

PROGRAM OFFICER: William Topolsky

Dr. Botez is a participant in the International Visitor Program,
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, U.S. Department of State.
Visiting the United States from May 26 to June 25, 1975.

PRESENT POSITIONS:

PAST POSITIONS:

TRAVELS ABROAD:

1. Director of the International Center of
Methodology for Future and Development
Studies

) Executive Secretary of the Romanian National
Commission for Future Studies

3. Professor of Mathematics, University of
Bucharest

1. Research Associate, Institute of Mathematics
Romanian Academy of Science (1963-64)

2. Research Associate, Center for Mathematical
Statistics, Romanian Academy of Science
(1964-67)

3 Chief, Department for Operations Research,
Mathematics in Management, Data Processing
(1967-70)

Study and research trips to France, West Germany,
Italy, U.S.S.R., Denmark, Poland, Bulgaria,
Belgium.

~-OVER- REGISTRY OF GUESTS
REC TOE

JUN 18 1975

REFER TO .—— aut

LE



BOTEZ

EDUCATION: L. Ph.D. in Mathematics, Institute for
Mathematics of the Romanian Academy of
Science (1966)

2. M.A., University of jBucharest (1963)

3. Training in Data Processing, Systems
Analysis, and Programming, IBM Belgium
Branch, Brussels (19%68)

KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH:

MARITAL STATUS:

ADDRESS:

DATE OF BIRTH:

1 Training in Operations Research, Institute
for Statistics, Free University of Brussels
1968)

5 Training.inEducationfor Data Processing,
IBM-ROECE, Vienna Branch (1970)

Good. Dr. Botez also speaks French and
Romanian.

Married.

3-5 Mihail Moxa, Bucharest.

November 18, 1940, Bucharest



PUBLICATICITS AND PAPERS

Selected List

a) FUTURE STUDIES

lo A Systems Aporoach to Operational Forecasting, paper submitted to European
Conference of Experts in Research &amp; Development, Paris 1970.

20 Future-Oriented Thinking, ConstructionandOverationsResearchon Possible
Futures, paper submitted to National Symposium "Future Research « Long-
Range Planning", Piatra-Neamt, Romania, 1971 (printed in the volume of
Symposium documents).

1
Modéles orerationels” - dans les recherches prospectives, paper submitted to
International Congress of Logic, Nethodology and Philosophy of Science,
Bucharest, 1971. =

4o An Introduction to Prospective Research, CIDSP - Publishing House, 1971,
89 pao

7do Sur la methodologie de la cróativité, paper submitted to International
Colloquin "Creativity in Futures Kesearch", Klagenfurt (Austria), 1971,

Persvectives des ordinateurs dans 1l'enseismement et dans la recherche
scientifique, paper presented at the International Congress "Science and
Technology of Year 2000", Paris 1971 (mimeographed).

Futures Research in an Operational Perspective, Viitorul Social, 2, 1972,
Pe 548-555.

Bo A Course in Prognosis (published under the care of Mihai C. Botez) co-authors
CIDSP - Publishing louse, Bucharest, 1972, 485 pag. |

Mathematical Mo thods in Futures Research, paper submitted to International
Seminar on Forecasting, Riniya, Poland, 1972.

Some ObgervationsonMan-SocietyInteractions, paper presented at the Homa
Special World Conference on Futures Research, 197%, printed in Conference
Documents "Human Needs, New Societies, Supportive Technologies", vol, 2.

10.

Mathematics for Forecasiing, University Press, Bucharest, 1974, 97 page

12, Prediction and Postdiction in Decision Making, paper submitted to Interna-
tional Seminar “Mathematical Approaches in International Relations",
Brasov, Romania, 1974.

13. A YethodoloricalStructure for Systems Design, Seminar on Systems Manage-
ment, Bucharest, 1974,

14, Forecasling - Onen Planning - Systems Design.
A book on forecasting methodology and designe
Italy (under print)

Problematique and Methodology.
320 pago IRADES, Rome,



15, The Methodology of Previsional Managementof Large Territorial Systems, paper
subniticd to International Seminar on Systems Thinking in Management,
Bucharest; 1974.

16, Forecasting and Conflicts, 330 page, Editura Militara, Bucharest, 1974
[c6-author)

17. The Dyiamics of Change, 280 pagos (MeCo Botez Editor), Editura Stiintifica,
Bucharest (under print)

b) OPERATION RESEARCH

18. Finite Extended Random Automata, International Congress of Data Processing,
Bucharest, 1967s

19. Random Discrete Models in Overations Reszarch, Congress of "Mathematiciens
d'expression latine", Bucharest, 1969. |

/ -

20. Sur un modeloderenarations de1'equinement, Cahiers du Centre d'Etude de
Recherche operationelle, Bruxelles, 11.11.1969, po69-740

21, A Course in Operations Research, Lecture Notes, Academy for Economic Studies
Press, 1970 (1st edition), 1971 (2nd edition).

22, Vater Reguirements and the Manacement of Water Ressources (co-author), 1972,
CIDSP - Publishing House, Bucharest, 1974.

23, .0il Crisis - A Methodological Struciure (co-author), CIDSP - Publishing House,
Bucharest, 1973. ] N

Elements of Describing International Situations, Modelling and Open Modelling,
in "Mathematical Approaches to International Relations" (2. halita editor),
Reidel Publishing House, Amsterdam, New York, (under print)

24

©) PROBABILITY THEORY
. \

25, Quelaques remarques sur la loi forte des grands nombres pour les s stemes a
liaisons comilcies, Bull. Math, de la Soc, Sci. Math, de la RSR, 8 56),
Noo 5-4, 1904.

s . \ . . : A \

26, Un theoreme limite a plusieurs dimensions pour les systemes aleatoires a
jialsons comnlaies (co-author), DAN SSSRy 192055 ;

27, On_the Frrolio.Behaviour of Discrete Random Processes (co-author), Rev,
Roum, Math, Pures et Appl., X, 7, 1965,
e . . / .

Sur la convermence des seriesdes variables uleatoires formantun ler nro-
cessus (co-author), C,H, ACaleoCl, Paris, 260 poy 19650



29% Sur quelques types des lois-limite, Bull.Math, de la Soc, Sci, Math. de la
© TSR, 10 (98), 5, 19660

.. 7 “ x

30, Theorie ersodigue pour les systemes e linisons comletes, Bull, Math, de la
Soc.Scioliath., de la RSE, 11 (59), 1, 19670

. x .

Lo Sur 1tergodicite des systimes a liaisons complstese Atti dell Rend. dei
Accado Nat, del Lincei, Clo SCio Figo Mate late, VIIg XLII; 64 1967,

326 On Some Properties in Quadratic lean (co-author). Paper presented at the
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GLOBAL MODELLING. A CRITICAL APPROACH
ETE ANNE AED FE ATT NED

K.C.Botez, M.Celsc, P.Dimitriu

1. Globsl modelling is a response of science in the Bth

decade of our century .to difficulties gonereted by:

(a) the increasing complexity of problems confronting society:
large dimensions, interconnexivns between soisntific~-tachnoloegical,
economía; social and buman aspects, a planstery character of soctel
resources and responsibilities. |

(b) the high social dynamics rates, due to the sclentific

and technical advance (the scientific and technical revolution),

to social mutations and to interactions between such revolutionary

processes: the ambivalent effects of mutations in science ang

technology, the increasing surprise elements owing to the summation

of such effects, the development imbalances, the problems of social

and human control over the world dynemica. |

(c) the need for rigour in investigating social dynamics

problems, to obtain really useful results for political decision

in a world in an accelerated interdependence snd motion.

The adjective global appeering in the expression globsl modole
Ling refera to the study of the whole world, in contrast to general

social, modelling.

Due to (a), global modelling is naturally fncluded in the

ecopa of the general eyetems theory; due to (b), in tha £ield of

procpactive resegrch and of prognesisy finelly, (¢) underlines tbe

rigorous compaes of developments which require gtruoturel quantile
tative nathods (masthematicsl and computer soience)e



Therefore, global modelling is at the crossrosd of systems

approach and of prospective approach, cultivated fn the perspective

of the structural-quentitstive modelling of werld dynamics. What do

such delimitstions imply? What results hava been obtained? Can we

talk of the dynamics of global modelling itself, to detact trends?

“hat ore the onen problema in this modern field of interdiso!pline-

ry concerns, of such a stringent importance and efficiency? These

are questions which the present notes try to answer.

2. Tho answer to the first of the sbove questions relstes to

the theoreticalandaxiomatiobackgroundsof globsl modelling.In
our opinion, rigour imposes two postulates, snslyzed below. :

The first postulste states that the world is a system (possib-

ly &amp; longo system, in the meaning sssigned in the literature)x)

The proposition la not unanimously accoptode Kany authors claim that

the world is pot a system, but rather a pre-system, a configurstion

vhich falls to follow a nníque objective and to operate = or to ba

adjusted « in a unitary menner. This may be true (elthough an unique

objective night be found, if wo tried herds survival, coexistence,

gooparation or development, while elements oxist in the world be=-
navlour, Justifying the ualty diversity). But a statement and its

discussion are meeningless without rigorously defining the systems

Soncapt.Inthisworkweghallmesnbysystema set of interdepen-

dont elements, their interrelationships Cor structure) being describe
3d vy information and decision concapts.) This definition may be

shown to include as particular cases the Principal definitions used

aowadeys in systems studies (such as gybornotics, referring to ln
x) 1. D.Nosarovlo, D.ldacko, YeTakshara, Theory of Hicrerchical Multt=

level Systems, Academic Press, New Yörk und Eondony 19797 ——
x) cf. d.D..enorovic Systems Concepts, UNESCO Project "Scientific

Thought", 1969. Se



puts, outputs, states, transfer functions, or pormative, fntro-

ducing a unifying objective eto.). Thus, in this general accept-

ation, the system outlook does not suppose a unique objective, a

unique management centre, a unitery response to. stimuli oraLule

form behaviour - elements which would actually Justify all the

coutions with regard to the systems character of the world es e

whole. Let us remember that, thus understood, the world isa

System; in practice, the letest developmenta melke definitely use

of explicitly sophisticated systems models, such as multi-object-

ives and-multilevel systems, multi-hierserchical, decentrelized |
systems, atc.

The second postulate states that the (world) systom may be

represented by a modal. A rigorous enelysis shows thet this pro-

position 1s not trivial, either. Modern developments of the theory

of represontetionshavepointedtothe fact that e model of an

object A 1s enother object AF which enables an observer (or model=

mokor) H to obtain, through A” the information considered as — |

pertinont with regard to A. Thus a model includes-an implicit

point of view = that of the modeller-observer. While almost up

important in natural sciences — where we can talk of a perfect

bbjectivity in the specific sense of neutrality end CONSENEUS =,

this. observation strongly merks, in my opinion, ths models of

social, and particularly of political processes. And the study of

the world system strongly highlights this espect. For, the world

System can evidently not be represented from outside, any desori=

ption of it involves (1deological, social, professional) cptions

of tna authors of modela. or of ths polnts of view which they rg=
presente A model constructed by Specialists belonzinc to tho



davelopod copitalist world will thus implioitely include its options

snd values projsoted over the world systomy a model constructed by

pclentiots alone ricks to cultivate a rationalistic~elito outlook

0.5.0. Naturally, not all epproximations from verlous points of view

sTe equivalent: from our marxist point of view on the regularíties

of social development and of progress, we shall specify that model-

ling from the stands of progressive forces is objective in prín-

¢iple (in the marxist meaning of the term) obviously without this

simple fsot certifyinginitselfthe value of approximation, or

spnaling up to total reduction the value of other models.

Apart from such limits in principle, the representationofthe

world eystem dynamics by a model faces a number of concrete diffic-

ulties pertaining to the study of results obtsined in modelling

techniques, to the collection end processing cepsbility snd to the

8bility of hendling large datas masses, assumptions end idess genar=

ated by world system, 8.5.0.0 The edventage of studying the model

(over tho experiment in the social political practice) consists in

tho gimplifications operated thsreby: but such simplifications moy

distort reality! What are the elements ef the present world system?

This is e problem ínvolving axiologícal essumptions: in the European

kiddle Ages, a hypothetícal world model would have cortainly includ=-

ad elements related to the religious value, considered to ba a

Ssiprora values other contexts would have obviously suggested altarn-
x) “his is why ve prefer a difiorent postulate to this global model

Ling; postulotesr the world ayatem may be represented not by a
model, but by a family of models, developed from different stands,
whlch neither "sum up", nor "reject" esch other automatically, but
are in a dislogue relation, in the mesning of "open multimodelling"
(Cf.li.C.Botoz, Some observations od man-society relationship,
papor rosd at the G6pecial World Conferenos for Futura Research ín
Ecz9 1973) published in ths proceedings of the Conference, Vol.2e.
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ste elemento, 8.8.0, The bourgeois revolution itgalf must "have

had", implicitely, a model of its values, of its soclety, of its

world and of 1ts dynamics. The number of examples can ba Lnoresced.

It is closr that the choice of parameters representing the world

tyatem is not inoidentsl, that a problem including ideological and

political aspects sppesrs here. And, by the way, this fact should

ba also mentioned ín the case of models rasorting only to economia

snd technological parameters. A classification of elements sats

again numerous difficulties of principle, It results from the

systems definition that the canonicsl model of a controllsble end

goal-senking system comprises on the one hand elements with ro=-

gularity-governed dynemica (a.0. exogenous) = desaribed by in-

formation concepts = and on the other band, decision end control

olements (a.G. endogenous) = described by decision conceptes the

former require explorative epproaches, the latter, predominantly

nermative approechaa, Social systems introduce then objectivos,
directly. The relationahips between elements defina the system's

structure. The study of the system's evolution, starting from

explorative hypothesas referring to the dynamics of ths elemsats

and of the structure, is celled exnlorative. Tha study of the

system's evolution starting from hypotheses referring to the

objectives pursued is called pormntive study. The definition shows

that both exploretive and normative studies st the level of the.

global system involve interdependent explorative and normativa

spproaches at the elements level, Tn practice, however, in the.

particular case of the world system too, such problems ere very
difficult. what are the roculor elements of the world gyston? Do
rosourcos, population, science aná technology develop according to
rogularities, bupported by own motives? La sn cge in which reeourassS



and their assiganent are continually chaonsing, 4n’ which the demo-

graphic policy proves to-be a componant of the development policy

ond in which solentific and technical advance is more and more

releted to social ardor, the answers are not easy to provide. They

often involva basic idoologícal ond political options. Thus, a marx=-

ist model of social evolution should evidence a series of regulari=

bios postulated by historical materislism, such as those referring

to tha dynamics of capitalism, to national end social liberation

movements and their role; to the role of privote ownership, etc.

such elements are certainly missing from models prepared by resear~

chers with other orientations. What would concretely be the decision

elements of the world system? Today; decisions ere known to ba made

at the state level; therefore, a world decision ls a vector with e

conporsnt number equaling the number of states. Yet, the possible

decision spaces of various states are highly differing from each

other and involve political especta (force, groups, etc.) as well

as social aspects: for instance, the possible decísion space ls large

er for a soverelga, independent state and increases Lf the latter

operates according to the principleofsocialistorder.) Global
models = at least models developed 80 far = are the result of

efforts mado by a number of scientists who do cortainly not repre=-

sent political decislon factors: for thís reoson the practica of

zlobal modelling includas suppositions with rogard to decisions -

built up according to general logic rulas, pleusibility principles,

otce Is it possible to claim thst no subjective factors, with a

x) Indeed, socialist ownorship of production mans, sn homogeneous
economic bose, unity of objactives and of political gotion =
charscuerístic «ff the socialist state—create conáltions for
s-0ific decision and action = and tha potential ézpanolon of
tine space of possiblo options ond decisions constitutes in our
opinion &amp; basic element o2 this specific festurew
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strong idaolosical and political impact interfore here? The answer

is obvious. Howovor, models advanced go far prefer an gperomnta

point of view instead of a local Study of the context and of

decisLono. The behaviour as a whole of the system is £ollowed, +

suaning up or mediating, at various levels, the elements of

various petures in relatively stable parameters. The perspasctive-

of such a behavioural study is prevallingly explorative. But how

can the gystem®s behaviour be concretely investigated? Are the

avallable intuitive mesas; whon snslysing the whole by components

and reconsiructing 1t, sufficiont to obtain lucid end’ operating -

picturesonthesystem's behaviour? Most comments focus precisely

on the need for new tools, expected to support intuition in this

undertaking. Linit ettitudes are not missing, either. For instance.

J.,W.,Forrester claims that "human logic" and intuition, formed and

doveloped on local Judgments and cultivating diract líncar causal

relations (cause-effect) are íncapoble of iínclucing nonlincar línke

Cof fogd=back type, for instance) which govern complex aystons

contexts=and this generates an inexplicable .and unprediotable
intuitioa-bosed behaviour, called by the American euthor anti-

intuitive, requiring the use of anslocicalelectronic simulation

models.» Even those who do not sccapt, hands down such extremo
theces emphasize tha particularrole’playedbytherethodological
instrumentetion in the study of systems operstion end behaviour.
in practica, now options appear for the study methodology and

implicitly, naw possibilities, for introducing subjective points
of viaw. Finally, fundomentol difficulties in global modelling stan

x) Cr.J.i.Fornoster, Counterintuitive” Behaviour of-BocialEystems,
in Simulstion,16,2,1971.
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from the dyn-onic character of the systom, in relation to the (pro

gcpoctive) tim2 horizon covered by resaurch. Do the systems ele-

meats, simplified es thoy appear in a model developed et a certain

monont, — keep their relevance over the considored prospective time

hoarizon? In tha aystems theory language, docs the state space resin

conatont? What about relationships between elements ar the struo-

ture? And if nsgative, what pow eloments appear? The history of

global modelling cautions agalnst such onissions.”? The world sys-

tem can therefore not be described by probloms, but by a problérige

ticue a constant generator of interdependent problem systemse This

calls for pew tools. Therefore, to shape and define problómatigne

cannot be separated from speclfylng the methodology used in the

study of the problematics end this offers im practiceafield of

options to asctusl modelling. .

Hence, let us rocall thet a global model implies a series of

thocrotical hypothcgeg which are the only to help overcoma diffi=-

culties. Such modelling hypothesss refer to problémotique (system's

dofinition) and to methodolazy, We are sctually facing some simpli=

fying reductions, TX) However, can we messure the approximation de-
CC A EA EE

x) Indoed H.Kshn's and A,Viener's publications regarding the world
of the year 2000, issued in the 60's do not include among the
3lenents, ecologic paramoters (rosources, pollution), or soma
political paranmsters (toe Arab world) etcCe; the Forrestoi-—
~00d0ow3 model has introduced ecological perenma tors and the lLig=-
burovic-testel model includes some poldt cal elements too. lio.vertasless, in coneral, tho ralevant character of an element is
drunmotically monifectod by crisis = such as the ecological ons
50, Viot con bea ssid sbout these latest now models? What do they
not includa? Violence, or democracy, or participation? D1L5Cu83-
Icns on the new world economic and al cal order may provides
5 GuCccestlons on possible elements, pcnitted from the world
dyconles study, so far. ‘
ONO riour requires to specify that such simplificstions do
not differ In principle from universally peceptod simplificationsLedley in tho proctice of pociol snd political sciencos, Comnonts,
pollifesl programs, idaolosícal discussions eto. pcially teeta]221215 too = yet construotéd in tho set of propositions (of a

SJE L320 language) they incliuda subjectiva elemanta, points of
vio, options, etc.; they implicitly TD reality - SimilarLO qUantifica cloval models. Howaover TV CULId be claimed that Che
»Drroach analysed in tho present work provides tho advantage of
a Lantired opproximation, or at lcsst of a potentially msogurablo
up oX{iotion, over the Classical epprosche-
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grea introduced? How? We shall elaborate on this problem below.

2e For the sske of simplification, we shsll further refer to

propositions regording the problematics generated by the evolution

of a system, os systems propositions. The systems definition shows

that thelr canonical form should refer to the set of elements, to

the set of links between elements, to the dynemics of elements end

of the structure and, in the cesa of social systems, to the set of

objectives and their dynamics. There results that the validity of

any statement including only some elements, structures or ebjeat=

ives is condi tionod by omittod elements. The statemnt.1is true &lt;f

wa refer to acknowledging systems propositions-concerning the

state of the system = to retrospective systems propositions, snd

41% can ba certainly extended to prospective systems propositions,

describing future evolutions of the system. Reduction means omic-

sion of the conditioning context. How should we interpret this?

It can be demonstrated that formally, to emit or neglect a class

of elements of 8 statement on the state or the evolution of a

social system ls equivelent to postulating the conservation of the

state end structure of the omitted elements and also thelr influen-

ces on the "remaining" system. Thus, in particular, propositiona

referring only to the dynamica of sclenca, technigus, economy,
population, resources, pollutíon eto., therefore neclecting ths
soclal-political or the ideological factor, eutomatically intro~

duce the hypothesis of conserving the structure of its influsncogy

therefore we ere not desling with omissions, buth with the implicit

introduction of a maintained context, at least through the prisa
pf the global influence on the "remsinder". . _
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The above observations evidently apply to propositions™ which

form a global mode). resulting from a global modelling process. As

a result of simplifications, they introduce the conditioning con-

text; onission ls equivalent to mainteíning or conserving this con-

toxt. A series of ¿ímnlic4t hypotheses srg hence added to explicit

working hypotheses of the model=which snybhow condition the pro-
positions forming it. Prospeotive propositions genereted by mans

of the global model introduce en additional conditioning: the con=-

ditionning by the methodology used in the. prospective study. For,

it is known that future does not exist as such, that it is built by

msans of a methodology and must certainly be evaluated by an 8de-

quate mothodology.
Let us thus recall thet the global modelling process intro-

duces explicit and implicit conditionings by declared working hypo-

thases and by lts simplifying omissions; propositions forming ths

global model have, in turn, validities or plansibilities conditlion=

ed by the set of all hypothese involved in the modelling processj

future=orlented propositions, hence prospective propositions gono=—

rated by means of the global model introduce in addition condition-

ings referring to the methodology of the study of the future system.

A complete statomant of such a proposition would have the following

form: if explicit hypotheses of the model ere true, as well as

the ímnl%cit ones introduced thereby = and if wethodology

is applied to the set of hypotheses, then (with probability

assortion will take plecd. ;

x) It can be demonstrated that any model can be imrersed into a set
of propositions in a certain language (formal = for mathematical
modols; natural = for social-political descriptive models; Lyric-
al = Zor models related to artistical rhetaricated representationg
etc.). Those aspocts are doveloped in the voluma MeC.Botez, M.Ca-

dsc, P.Dimitriu Door none Planning. Systems Design, IRADES.‘Ed.Futuribili, Roma, 1975 (ia presse
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Conditions result for the rigorous critical analysis of a

global model. It must include,asobserved,thaanalysisofhypo-
theses = explicit or implicit, dorived from the former, end tho

pnolyoig of the mothodolony whereby "propositions" Cor the content)

of the model are generated from hypotheses. Evidently, any errors

at the level of the hypothesis set entail errors in conclusions

likewise, errors at the level of the methodology, evidently gena-
rate errors ín conclusions. What does an error in hypothoses mean

here? A first variant is suggested by the logical incompatibility

of hypotheses considered a8 axloms; a second variant, by the 1omio=

al and functional incompletenoss of hypotheses. Any world system

nodel is certainly a simplification = yet the "world" included in

the model must function! The first group of errors is aessier to

reveals the second ons introduces much more difficult aspects,

related to the systen's representation, to points of view, to the

conditioning context, 8.8.0. It is interesting that, at least

until now, methodology "errors" have aroused few caments although

15 is here that one of the most important sources of spproximstions

may be hidden. Let us finally romark that the critical analysis of

propositíons-result, without considering hypotheses end methodolo-

SY, is at best incomplete. A proposition of a prospective scenario,

for instance, cannot have a validity or a value "per sa" outside

the scencrio including 1t: It will always be an element of a net

of judgmentoa constructod with a proper mesthodolozical spporatus

operating on a set of hypotheses. Evidently, we may possibly "check"

the veridiolty of acknowledging propositions referring to the pre-

sent; howover, to apply similar criteria to prospactive prepositions



is unrigorous end broaks the rules of tho anticipativae "game" gpd of

tho principlos of prospective logic,
However, the analysisofglobalmodels cannot be considered as

completed without referring to the purpose = whether ar not deolar-

od - of the modelling process. Tor, the representatlon of the dynem»

ica (and possibly of the future dynamics) or the world system may

follow several objocilves, in terms of which the modelling process

and its resulte acquire specific shapes.

A first possible objective is to represent the operation of the

world eystom and its behaviour. Models having such a charecter are

descriptive models and they differ according to the time horizon in

which the operation is followed (short-term, medium-term, long-term),

A second possible objective is to cautíon. The problem enswored

by the model is as follows: whet will be the evolution of the world

system, represented by the respective model if no intervention is

made in its dynamics (respectively if parameters, structures, etc.

are conserved). Based on the answer to the question "where shall ws

got if we "do" nothing to change our orientotions" - if this "where

shall we got" is undesired -, it is possible to establish strategies

enswering the derived question "what must we do today, to avold une

dosired possible futurs states". These models olearly esem partio.

larly important in the decision-making perspéotive. .

A third possible objeotiva is the prospective snd predictivo

ns. The problem answered by the model is "where can we get" and,

based on variante, “where do we yish to get" (objectives of the

action).

The reference to the objsctives of the modelling process is,

in our opinion, an important elomsat in the (critical) gnalysis of

the resultad model. Because 1t is certeínly meaninglenas to blam a
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model for something that it was not intended to bei For this

reason, it must be mentioned from the very beginning that operat-

ing ead coutioning aspects are more numerous than predictive ong”)

in the global models prepsred80fore |

To sum up, the analysis of a global model must include an ana=

lysis of hypotheses = whether or not explicit, and an analysis of

the methodology, in the perspective of the objective followedby

the modelling processe We shall apply these observations when---

presenting the map of global models developed so fer.

4, The history of global modellingisnoteasy to make up. In

fact, qualitative, descriptive models on an international situation

and its trends, met in various political programs or platform docu-

ments (of communist and workers movement,oftheUNO, etc.) may be

interpreted as concerns preceding those comprised today under the

name of "global modelling". A series of efforts for a quantitative

analysis of social dynamics? are also "steps" in the methodolo-

gic field, enabling modern developments, even if they have not set

88 an objective the world system.

But we feel wa are not wrong if we consider 88 the first

attempt closer to what we call today "global model", the studies

performed in the 60's at the Hudson Institute in USA and published
BEEEEE

x) Which, by the way, seems to be ignored by many comments.
xx) A special place in this porspective is hold by the advance of

conputer almulstion techniques for social and political proces-
588, Among the treated problems wa mention businces gomes (mang=
vement), the evolution of international relations (in the frame
of psaca researches); conflict simulstion (particularly in mi=
litary applications), simulation of political evolutions and
changes at a national level (such ss that developed by the
Stanford University where a revolutionary process wes also si=-
mulated, celled by. the suthors "soclelist™ and denominated
"Spartacus! de % -



under the name of the project managers - H.Kshn and A.Wiener - es

"The Year 2000. A Framework for Speoulation on the Next Thirty
Yoars" X) C

In the systems theory langusge, H.Kehn snd A.Wiener propose a

predictive handling of the world system evolution based on continu-

ity at the level of elements and thenos at the level of structures

snd objectives. In fuct, the approach to problems is purely ten-

dentiols a so called long-term basic multiple tendency ie identi-

10a) composed of 13 elements of verlous natures. This tendency

it than postulated to be conserved with possible small corrections,

during the next Jo years and on this base, scensrios are constructe

8d, on the most plausible foresesable evolution - towards the

"standerd world", as well ss varistions (celled canonical) around

this general world dynamic axis. Explicit hypotheses-regarding the

concrete components of long-term multiple tendencies -, and tha ime

plicit, derived ones, may be logically compatible, yet they prove

x) H.Xehn, A.Viener, The Year 2000. A Framework for Speculation on
the Text Thirty Years, New York, HKacliillen, 1967. :

xx) The components of this multiple tendency sre edifying for the
pgeregation and formalization degros of the modelt 1. increasing
“sensualist" culturos; 2. burgeoís bureaucratíio, meritocratic,
democratic elites; 3. accumulation of scientific and technical
knowledge; 4. lastitutionslization of the change (particularly
of rescsrch, innovation end their dissemination); 5. industrisle
zation and modernization on a world scale: 6. increasing opul=-
Snes and leisure timos 7. demographic growth; 8. urbanization
Je decline in the importance or primary and secondory vocations;
lo, training snd litterscy; ll. increased capacity of mass-
destruction means; 12. acceleration of change; l3e. more snd more
evident uanlversalization of such multiple tendencies. Tha attempt
is observed to find unitary motives snd objectives of world dy=-
namics and to build their lozicsl consequences. Rasults are
cortainly debatable: problems portaining to value and objectivas
are obviously placed under the angle of the "consumer society",
the sooclelist world with its own problematiosistotallylgnored,
8e9e0. Tho study of "omissions" = for instance the role of no-
tional ond social liberation movements = would be sufficient Lo
demonstrote, according to previous observations, the elits ang
incomplete nature of tho developments made by American suthwo,
actually postulating conservation and even sccentustion of "dys-
functions" in the contemporary world.
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to ba totally incomplato when analysing the world system operation,

particularly in the long run. Marxist research has emphasizad from

she beginning the gnissions of the H.Kshn-A.Wiener model at the

level of values and of objectives, es well as its political and

ideological load; tims has supplemented these theoretical criti-

cisms with new ergumants releted to the neglect of certaín problems

which appear to be fundamental at the time being and which have

deeply affected the "tendancy" supposadly discovered by American

suthors (pollution - ecological crisis, 0il, and in general energy

snd raw materials shortages - the problemstics- of development and

the problems of the new world economic and political order etce)e
This attempt has however provided tie main methodological result =

the method of prospective scensrio writing - as well es the effort

to use exploratíve econometrical techniques, particularly vectorial

axtrapolation (with corrections) end correletional procedures.
The first global model, in the proper meaning of the word -

relates to modera advances in the systems theory end in the ‘study
methodology of their dynamics. In contrast to the tendentíal * "-

approsch based on continuities at.the level of the system's elo-
ments, we shall meet here global approaches heving a markedly

structural character. Yet, ws shall have to recognizo again G

continuity Cand even conservation) postulate: not et the level of

elements though, but at the level of ‘the world system structure
and of objectives (as well as of velued)e - I 5

Tha "first approximation" of world dynemics in this perspsotive
ases simulation techniques of systems dynamics developed in USA at

Massachusetts Instituto of Tochnology under the leadership of Prof.

= Pr"rumagr- tara .a TU AT GR ofa Ma ———
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J W.Forrester.X) Ia the evolution of 8 system, this method brings

to the foreground rolotiong batween elements which globally defirs

the behaviour, rather than elements with their %endencies. It is

true, the hypothesis on the conservation of variation trends of

each element included in the aystem is abandoned; but in turn, it

is postulated that rolstiong = or "the architecture of the system's

structure" = are maintained according to a standard logic, through=

out the research interval of the system's dynamics. Used in the stu=

dy of local industrial or urban development problems, the method

known today 88 "Je.W.Forrester's method" was first spplied to world

dynamics in 1971 with the appearance of the volume "World Dynamics",
The fundsmentals of this spprosch were resumed in numerous variants:

wa shall therefore present it in broad lines.

The model by which J.WeForrester represents the world system

includes five elements: population, resources, capital investments
(indirectly measuring the industrial development and the economic

level), capital investment ín agricultura (indirectly measuring
food and the leval of foodstuffs) and pollution, XT? These parame-

ters intervene in the model by world means or expectationse That

characterizes the evolution of the system is the fact that the dy-

nanics of each element dapends on the dynamics of all the other

elements of the system. How ls this link introduced? Each element

x) The mothod and its applications is found in the major works by
J.W.Forrester "Industrial Dynamics", Cambridge MIT Fress 1961
"Principles of Systems", Cambridge wright Allan Press, 1903,
"Urban Dynamics", Cenbridge MIT Press 1969, the world system is
studied in the volume "World Dynamica”, Cambridge MIT Press,

e itial model includes also a parametor for edjusting the
average world "Quality ef life" in terms of which soms prefer=
goatlel evolution can be genoratede

XX)
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E 1s characterized by a value Xx: @®) at e certain momont € ~

level - ond a veristion rate E). The operation of the system

is described by a differential equation system in which the dyna-

mics of each element level is obtained from the "composition" (in

a meaning which will be specified) of some "stoms" having the form

dX: 1. wv.
T &gt; Y: Xi(E) {positive loop)

LX ffx) with Xs = constent (negative loop)
rates E) depending on the ststes and rsetes of all other elo=

ments of the system. We observe that these are. basically exponont-

jals with and without ceiling; their "composition" or their "coup=

lins" means a recíprocsl modification (perturbstion, influencing)
of varistion rates according to certain formsl "crammorg” - quite

simple in essence. The great merit of the method consists, in our

opinion, in the possibility provided for effective construction

and resolution of such types of differential systems. Construction

tekes place in stsges, the links between elements are locally

astoblíshed depending on the common intuition: the srchitecture of

the system is obtained es a resultant of partisl interactions be-

twsen elements, element pairs, etc. = and it must not necessarily

be completely formalized to pass to the dynamics study. Them the

system of differential equations is not resolved by classical

analytical or numerical methods, but instead, by simulation. %)

x) In fact, J.W.Forrester's works contain only "discrste” varients
of such developusnts (a.0.,- finite - difference equations).
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Solutions sre not conditioned by the form of equations which is a

resultent of systens interactions and may be formally very complic-

ated ~ and they may cover a practically unlimited spectrum of con=

crete sltuations. How does the systom work with tha constructed

architecture? Let us first note that the proposed handling 1s func-

tional snd, possibly oriented towards oaution - and 1t does not

have a predictive character. Let us now assume that we want to

follow the model's dynamics over a cortain tims Interval. To do

this, let us define for esch elomont certain critical intorvals to

ba avoided (concerning for instance ths pollutíon level or the food

level eto.). When the respective elements "enter" the respective

zone the system will be sald to be "in crisis". According to pre-

vious observations, the system evolves so that all its olements

vary simultaneously and compatibly with its structure (architect-

are). In other words, the dynamics of an elemsnt (levals, rates,

etc.) entails a certain evolution of the whole system. Lat us now

try to follow tha conseguances of a certain policy (demographicor

of resource capltalization): this means to impress a certain evo-

lubZon on an.elomont. The described method permits an identificg-

tion of all consequences caused by this policy, regarding the dy=-

namics of all eloments - and considering all systems links betwsen

thom. In particular, therefore, it is possible to foreseo tha

"orlses" appoaring by the penetration of other eloments into "orie

tical zones". Kkorcover, the system is salf-regulating so as to

"gvold" crises.

Wa have insistad on this modul so much since we consider it

to be the matrix of subsoqueat global devolopuentsandthenatural

landmark of any new invostigatione J.WeFoarrestar's work "World

Dynamics” actuslly degoribes the model presented here and reaches
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8 conclusion which tho author presents 68 such insisting on its

onti-Intuitivo character: tho conclusion of "Limits to growth"

snd of a "global equilibrium". What is this sll about? The simule

ations of world dynamics, in JeW.Forrester's representation and

with his methodology, show that the only possible strategies for

gvolding crises (pollution, resources, food, employmentendune
employment, etc.) would consist in the limitetion and control of

growth (demographic and economic-índustrial) and the replacemant

of an exponentislly growing world by a stable "balanced" world.

It'is easy now, after general observations on global modelling

and on systems logic made in the previous paragraphs, to outline

the limitations of Forrester's model. The explicit hypothesesre=-

gardiag the representation of world system are obviously vulnsrsble.

Numsrous researchers have emphasized the strong approximation -

eppearing when dealing with "world expectations" - covering the

great imbalances and inequalities of the present world’and provid-

ing tha image of.a false end distorted homogeneity. Actually, the

"world expectations" hide the basic motives of world conflicts end

dynamics = which we can easily recognize today from the perspective

of discussions on the "nsw economic and political order"; Finally,

other commenvators have pointed to the arbitrarinessOrqusatify=

ing the levels of elements or of prescribing the levels of "crisis"

or of standerd-limits appesring in the eystem self-regulation. The

inplicit hypothesesalsooffercriticalergumenta:because,to
supposs that everything outside pollution, population, resources,

food end industry will be gonserved within the next 30 yeors = even

as an influence on such elements - seems hard to accept; even if
we recognized that the high sgsregation level of factors involved
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in the model gssures them a higher stability than to song of their

"subdivisions" ~ a fact which has aotually been capitalized with

romarkable technical skill by the renown American researcher.’ The
1initations of the methodology used in the architectures of the mo=

del were less snslysed. Let us Pass over approximations intervening

in the evidently fntultive locol description of successive links

between the elements of the system which then form the, complex

structure. The behavioural logío of the system remains however sta-

bical, stable, identical to that initially introduced in the simule

ation process: it is conserved in time. The rigldity in tims of the

model's theoretical behaviour seems to be the greatest difficulty
of this methodology which postulates:standard end identical reac-

tions of the world system throughout the simulation interval. It is

evident that under such conditions, the "statements" of tha model

= Such as that referring to the "balanced world" = have debatable

validitias.,

This type of global modelling was not introduced to ths publico

by J.W.Forrester's work, 88 it might have been expected, but by the

femous report "Limits to Growth" prepared by Forrester's coworkers

at M.I.T. under the leadership of D.lesdows, on request of the Club

of Rome, As is known, the Club of Rome is an a8800iation (or 8ccorde

ing to its own statement, a non-organization) which has underteken

to Lennch) a world debate on the problematios of -man end of socie=-

ty in the modorn world. The Meadows report resumes, with slight mo=
en et AD Spt toi:

X) Because, surprisingly, the models appears to be very stable to
possible desagrropations 0° factors {ror instance to the intro-
duction of a stratified Population on age levels instesd of a
unitary population) = a rigorecusly demonstrated fect, by estim-
ating oI the sensitivity of results to the verlation ef compon-ants.*

xx) and less to elucidate ...
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dificotions, the hypotheses end the methodology of JeW.Forrester's

work (the so-called "World Model 3"); yet, 1t highlights = in the

few broadcast veriants - some aspects which have not received a

greater attention than other working hypotheses in "World Dynamics™.

The firet refers to the limited character of resources, ~ a seening-

ly older hypothesis of Club of Rome specifically suggested for

study by Americen rescarchers.™’ The second aspect is the emphasls

placed on the result = which has actuslly formed the title of tha

report. "Limits to Growth" replaces thus the sober title "World

Dynamics™ under which J.W.Forrester had published his studies.
Issued in 1972, the Meedows Report ls, in our opinion e Co

rhetoricated variant of J.W.Forresters model rather’ then a new

global model. ;

But the fantastic success of this best-seller has not dissipat-

ed the generally unfavourable atmosphere orseated aróund the American

suthors' point of view. Debates have often exceedéd the borders

of science, they have sroused passions and have triggered violent

polemics. Discussions have tackled ne o-malthusisnien, trresponsive

planetory elitism, premeditated computer-supported diversion or

unfairness. This model was particularly blamed for what Lt was not

intended and could not be, either: a prognosis of world dynamics.

Related to other objectives than the natural ones, the model was

oriticized for most diverse ressonst for not "bsing like" the

present reality - which is true -, for prescribing in a uniform

and undifferentiated manner "zero growth strategies" ataworld

x) It must be emphasized that this hypothesis is not essentisl An
obtaining results Justifying the "limitet of growth": the 1imit-

ation appoers gs the only possible remedy in “ho bypethenes
postulated by the model, even if resources ere considered to ba

aro
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level, for 205 considering the scientific and the technical prog=

ress and the social innovation, etc. Let alone the important fact

that, by ignoring the essence of J.W.Forrester's anti-intultive

methodology, most comments have intuitively and locally snslysed

som results of simulation, blaming them, after as confrontstion

with own imsges or oplnions, let alone other discussions which

have not been willing to see in the apparent catastrophism of

tisadows Report a rhetorical formula, particularly advanced for

mobilizing purposes, snd have argued against the computer-based

no o-fetelism.. We must keep in mind only the atmosphere created

around the model and the computer, surprisingly declared to be an-

tihumanistic. In the spirit. of rigour, now, when passions have worn

off, let us recognize the msjor quality of thls unpredictive dlg-

logue-opening work in a still 1ittle known register of modern

prospectology, that of rigorously messured approximstiont the fact

that the results of prospective studies cannot be evaluated ont-

side a reference to the methodological spparatus, that they cannot

be placed solely under the angle of intuition and that; moreover,

they may contradict the current intuition influenced by the prob-

lematics ‘of the present. Maybe this is why the authors have faced

quite unruffled the often mean and violent oriticiems directed

against them. ALL right, the model does pot resemble the present

world = but precisely this confers to Lit e certain etsbility in

tine, was the reply of the Meadows group membersj and the high ag=

gregation degree, at least theoretically, becomes thus a long-term

qualityof the model. The problems of solentiflo-technological or
social progress may not be explicitely "set" because, in the opin=

fon of the American authors, the "response time" of the system is

too long and the global sensitivity too reduced to basically change
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the conclusions of simulation. In the same permpeotive, the rigidi=

ty of the theoretical behaviour becomes sn advantage = as a long~

term stsble mssn. Evidently, the discussion on hypothesés remains

pan.

The Club of Rome has however not only strictly sclentifio

goals, it also wents action. Its declared objective ig to leunch

e large debate on the evolution of the contemporary world and to

trigger the planetary consolence to words concerted action. Violent
eriticisms against the Meadows report have thus apparently affected

the initistors of the report much more that its serene snd sclent-

ific authors. With such en-antihumanistic connotation, with such

polemics it is however difficult to gain the confidence of public

opinion. The first to underlins that the Meadows report is not a

report of the Club of Roms but a report presented to the Club of

Romg = the first of a series = were the very spokesmen of the Club.

They have thus broken awey from pessimistic predictive intorpret-

ations of the Forrester-leadows model, declared to be the first

approximation o£ human and world problematica. And they have Ini=

biated, themselves, with great political skill, the replica to the

Leadows variants the "second order" approximstion of the world

dynamics, the Yosarovic-PestelX? report whose main rosults are

broadcastinthevolumes "Mankind at the Turning Point) (trans=

lat6d into French under the title "Strategie pour demain").

From the first moment, learning their leason from the fate of

2) At exports level, discussad st the International Institute of
Applied Systens in Lexenburg =« Austria, in the Spring of 1974.

xx) 'anxind at the Turning Point" by Mihajlo MesarovicendEduard
Postel, The Second Raport to the Club of Roma, E.P.Dutton &amp;
Co,Inc / Reader's Digest Press, Few York, 1974.
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the preceding KMesdows report, the suthors define the object of

study, which is not essentially predictive, "The principal object-

ive of our project was to develop a planning and deciston-alding

bool which can be used to analyse in concrete terms the present and

future world crises which The Club of Rome identified collectively

88 the "problemstique humaine", and to assess alternative policies

and strategies for the solutión of such crises as wsll es for the

resolution of conflicts srising smong the various world regions

from the lnequslities between and within different parts of the

world, runs the abstract forwarded to the Session of Club of Roms

held in Western Berlin in October 1974, It adds: "The project has

therefore disgnostic as well as therapeutic eins; however, its pur=
pose 1s not directed st predicting the future evolution of the

world." Compared to all previous attempts at a global modelling,

the authors think that three following new elements appear:.

(a) Keeping its global character, the model fnocludes the di=
vorgities end inequalities of the modern world which ere often

sources of the world problematica: thus, the world is "disintegrat=

od" into a number of ten regions considered to be relstively homo=

gene dus and interrelated,
(b) The model keeps into account the conscious human factur

which will not react mechanically and stsnderdized to ny "crisis"

but may control the world problématique by political and social
activities. Political decisions are thus called to pley an import-

ant role within the model. This enables tests of verious stretegles

noant to solve crises aad an evaluation of long-term consequences of
various alterna tives.
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(¢) The model fails to propose "optimistic" snd "pessimistic"

variants and "refrains" from such types of evalustions, following

only as lucid and socurste descriptionofthe world system operation

faced with present and possible shortages.

Two components can be identified within the frame of the world

system by introducing such elements: an objective component, being

described in logical terms, and represented in principle on a

computer (called "computer model") end 8 subjective component with

a markedly intuitive and uncertain character, due to the logic of

political decisions which is harder to formaliza end to analyse

ander the conditions of modern world diversity. The computer model

relíes on the theory of large dimension complex systems with multi-

levels and hierarchical structures (a theory numbering MeMesarovic
among Lts "parents" and uses the resulta of an interdisciplinary
handiing (including, for instance, elements of psychology, economic
and political solences, physics, biology, etc.). The regions (con=

sidered relatively homogeneous) in which the world syetem is dis-

integrated snd whose reciprocal interaction defines its behaviour,
sre the following (in the order ¿ndiceted by the suthors): North

America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia snd the other develcped

papitallst countries with a market economy, Eastern Europa social-

ist countries (USSR included), Latin America, North Africa end

Middle East, Tropical Africa, South and South Fest Asia and P.Re
Cnins. Each of the 10 regions is in turn modelled as a multilevel

system. Two elements were considered when defining such levels: a

most faithful possible description of the operation of the respect-

ive pubsystems snd of their relationships, and the possibility of

representing, by means of the introduced varisbles, &amp; Number of
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erisis-generating koy-problems (such as differences in the levels

of economic-social development between regions, world food short-age

8 nerey shortago, the problem of raw materials, population explosLon

atc.). The introduction of the pubjective intuitive component and

Lts integration into the "behaviour equations" made use of other

forecasting techniques es well (which complete the simulation of

the computer model) such as geensrio writing (including the dla~

logue and the decision making game). The manner in which intuition

appears in the strongly formalized simulation texture deserves s

special analysis. |

In fect, Forrester too introduced intuition yet at a local

level, when be progranmed the "responses" of the system's elements:

his model merely exploited univocally and in a standerdized manner

the "initial intuition stock™ relative to which it actually remain-

ed closed. The Mesarovio-Pestel model ebendons this restriction. It

also introduces intuition and here intuition intervenes only et s

local level, in scenarios referring to the dynamics of regions; yet

it is no more pre-programmed and standardized; this model remains

therefore open to intuition. This is a great methodological brescke

through which would have Justified in itself the whole project. We

ere indeed rather far from the uniform methedolegy by which the

varisnts of the "Limits of growth" wore generated: the second rege

port proposes s refined methodological structure, integrating ine

tuitive modelling by problems, scenario technique, deoision-making
game and simulation. If the Meadows report was sotuelly &amp; monologue

comment to development variantes pricrly constructed by a Computer,

the eserovic-Tegstel report is not a result of a monologue fn front
of the computer, it is tho result of a real dialocue with the

computer.
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Therefore, summing up, what does this report include? A

description of the world, trying to present it ps it 1s — end of

system relations between various regions and various paremeterg,

and also a representation of the world system behaviour. This

approach enables the study of world dynamics confrontad with

various problems. The world does not move by itself, but only

"axcitad" by motive crises = the authors claim. All the veriants

appear ing in the book ere gonerated by these problems, Mankind
faces a ‘crisis not when the "world mean" of a parameter (for

instance food or pollution) enters a critical region, such as in

Forrester-Neadows models, but 1f this happens at a regional level.

Any regional crisis becomes a world crisis - says the "second

epproximation". And the world system 1s self-regulating not es a

function of preestablished criteria, like in the nama of the pla=

netary conscienca and solidarity, expressed by intersections be=

twoen regions, Therefore the working hypotheses are not only reale

istic, they are -also generous. The authors report their results

on some of the big problems of the contemporary world: differences

of development between North snd South (the name given here to

developed capitalist countries and soolalist countries respectively

on the one hand and developing countries on the other hand) ths

population growth, the energy and food policy. A series of ca

naríos imagine variante testing the potentisl gravity of such

crises and simulate different solutions and strategies, following

their implications.

3

A large quantity of solentific intelligence and political

fonteoy is concentrated under e maximum potential ín these scenarlios

Sxomples of seriousness and rigours The conclusions of these studies

sre final: "Crises" that have faced wus lately ere nolther acoldontal
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nor temporsry, they have a structure and s duration, being logical

consequences of the past development.Thesolutiontosuch crises

way be found only in a global context at the level of the world

systom and following long-term implications of the suggested solu=

tions. The fact requires, emong other changes, a new economic orar

snd a global resource sllocatlon system. Any solutions must exceed

Sectorial or unilateral hendling - such as exclusively economto

ones = and must cover the whole spectrum of social end human devel=

opment levels, from individual velues and attitudes to ecological

and environmental conditions, In any crisis-problem, cooperation
is more efficient than a confrontation for all the parties involve

ed and any unfair short-term advantages sre compensated end lost in

8 lucid long-term outlook. Also, any deley in edopting an attitude

which would recognize such principles leads to losses which affect

gverybedy. We sre thus in front of a now outlook on the world dew

volopment which, by a refined rhetoric gesture, the ‚authors have

suggestively called development by organic growth. The world cease

88 to appear as a conglomerate of small units chaotically evolving

and inherently getting into mutuel conflicts or as an undifferen=

tiated whole mechenicslly pursuing the seme objectives and strate-

gles. It appears as en organism. "The brownisn growth" character

istic of the first variant snd the "uniform and undifrerentiated

SCowth",orcanceroug= as the authors call it = ensocisted to the

second variant are outdistanced by another type of growth which

keeps into scoount the specific of each part of, the present world

"orgenism". In en organio growth, the interactiona among various

components regulate the various growth rates of these conponsnta.

This is the turning point which the present world faces, 4n the -



authors! opinioni the option between chaotic or cancorous growth

send the organic development.

Any merxist resesrcher must remark from the very beginning

the diolsctic character of the study. Maybo the name dislectio

growth given to the solution proposed by the Megarovio-Pestel'

project would have expressed more exactly the diversified and

natural cheracter of organic development. In the second place, let
us mention the most remarkable scientific end methodological basar

ing of the study. After Forrester-Meadows models it was not easy

to make a step forward on the methodologicel ground. Yet the Jump

forward ie evident. Thus, the dimensions of the similated model

in the second approximation are much larger then in the first

one Cover 100,000 equations of the Mesarovic-Pestel model, versus

about 480 equations of the Forrester-lleadows model) the architect-

ure of the new modél is, then, much more complex: simulations

Involve nulti-hisrarchical systens structures (with the following
levels: individual, demogrephió and economic, technologie) and
intrs=- and inter-level multilinks emong the systems sttached to

various regions = whereas the Forrester-Mdadows model simuletions

were obtained by a possibly iterated coupling of simple positive

end negative loops; it is obvious that, opersting with simple

"loops", like the Forrester scheme, the Mesarovilo-Pestel model

uses much more complicated coupling techniques. The computer model

appears thus much more sophisticated = although the basic, thco-

retical objections to the handling of the systems dynamics by

x)
T_T

It suffices to mention that the extendad form of the Mosarovic-
Pastel model (whose dovelopmants involved over 40 great spcoalale
ists in various branches of scienca, among which e number of
Nobel prizo winners, in addition to an importent tesm of angle
ysts end programmers) comprises Ey vclumeso
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simulation, formulated in the analysis of the J.W.Forrester's

classical model ere not outdated: we Still are in the presence of

&amp;8 stability and conservation postulate, not at the level of elg=

nents, but of the system's Structure — constructed, frankly Epoak=-

ing, ina more complex end more refined manner. The eppearance of

scenarios with a pronounced heuristic subjective character, slong
side with the computer model, is an absolute novelty compsred to

the provious handling, although, es wa shall see below, "the unio

form logic" of these sconsrios places them in the sama field of

stability end conservation hypotheses of the world Eystem struc=

bure. However, the methodological progress is there, beyond all
possible objections.” Tor, meny things can further be discussed

Indeed. Lat us BYort with hypotheses (explicit end fmplicit). Ths
world division ¿nto superstatal zones = regions = structured

socording to oriteria of questionable economic=socisl homogeneity,
(we illustrate by the "Arab world") - seems to us rather useless

as long as major decisions sro made at the level of states form=
ing the regions rather than at suprastatal levols (as specified by

the authors themselves), Is it only the technical difficulties
that have prevented the disiíntocration to the level of states? Os

perhaps ons should recognize in the analysis per regions the ine
fluence of the existing divisions of the present world governed
by known force ratios and spheres of influence and of interests?

Answers are not eagy to give. And here is where criticisms will

likely attack the present model. The interdependonce between the

elements of the present world could obviously find much more

Xx) IA our opinion a priority should be assigned to the study of
the systenm's Sensitivity to perturbations induced by the new
problems, the change in the aynamics of params tera, acfo0.



inspired expressions then thoss suggested by the authors, based

on oppositions between this systems concept and the independence.

The strongest theoretical ergument in favour of the independence
was advanced by a Romanian researcher who was the first to analyse

this model. "In reality, independance is precisely the necessery

sondition to enter valid, lasting, freely consented interdependence

associations fully aware of their interests" Mircea Malita observeas

in a recent study on global modelling. ®’ The faot of postuleting

the conservetionoftheexisting structureoftheworldsubsystems
sad the actual structuring of such subsystens remains of course

the most vulnerable part of the "organio growth" model which bes
evideatly operated exclusively based on the values of statistical

indicators. But can the dynamics of such indicators be ignored?)

Does the static snapshot provide reslistic images of the chango?

Revolutions end mutations exist in the world, not only evolutions.
Kass creativity snd participation, freed by socísl revolution

becomes resources themselves, and their identification and manage=

ment was disregarded by ths authors of the "organic growth.

Innovation (technical or social) is implicitly considered only as
a factor of evolution, rather than of structural change. And the

structures of "levels" of Sub-systems representing various regions

~ identical for all regions - constantly revesl the Same compo-

2—]——eCDTI

x) H.Malita Globol Models, in Vista Románeascá, December
1974. , &gt;

According to the same criteria, by 1915, the evolution of
Toarlet Rumsis and the Austro-Hungarian Empire would have
probably been uniformly treated cover: the next 40 years...

xx)
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nonte. =’ Would differences consists only in development indicate

ors? Would no different obJeotives and values (ideological, poli-

tical, social end individual) appear? Next, scenarios sre oconstruche

ad according to the same "logic" of the developed world, in the

light of the same rationality criteria. Would this be the only

possible variant? No specialist outside the developed countries

was involved in research. And no resesrcher fron soolalíst count

ries, either. We deal, in fect, with soensrio verisnts for differ-

ant regions, constructed however with the game logico from ths per=-

spective of the same velues end from the same points of view. This

is not a dislogue between differing points of view, but ths multi-

plication of one single polnt of view. It is true, with much rigour.

Apparently paradoxical, the concern for ea realistic represent=

ation of the existing world seems thus to constitute the mgjor drgwe

back of thís model constructed for a long-term outlook. If the

Keadows model resembles very little reality, the Mesarovic-Fastel

model seems to be too much like it. Like the present one. All the

bohaviour reactions of the system are analyzed by means of the
LL LD TL EEE

x) Indeed, at least at a first gloncey such a structursl hypothesis
is not obvious and it should be at least Justified, if not ripgo-
rously demonstrated. Is the individual-supportive economic-socisl
technologícal environment hicrarchization maintsinsd in veriousa
recions of the world? And also in the sub-systems structure, in
the leval weights, in the operating details of relationships |
between levels? Would the individual level not pass behind the
domographic economic social ons, for instenos in regions with
other trsditions and cultures, in the perspective of development
priorities? Only a rigorous, concrete study of each separate
region, at the level of the divereítios of social values and
objectives may lucidly answer such questions. To postulate sn
identical structuro of the levels of all regions remains thus not
on expression of soma univercal human volues - as sugcostod by
tho authors = but a l4mit stomming from the projection, of a uni-
Lying debatable point of view over the diversities of the present
world {porbops, E influenced by the individuslism of thepost=industrial society).
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present logic and tools. But, while responding to orises, the

system chances. With an expression first employed in future study

by Professor Mircea Mslita™ we would say that the system loerng.

Social practice justifíos this observation. The present political

icgío 1s not identical to thst 15 years ago. Suggesting that the

implications of the problematics and of the present solutions may

ba studied by making abstraction of the chanze itself of the world

system, the "organic growth" model does therefore not sctually out

distance tho hypotheses on the conservation of the present world

structures This fect must be mentioned in any enalysis referring

to this success of global modellíng.

The Forroster-liesdows model and the Mesarovic-Pestel model

represent however only the first steps in the present "explosion"

of global models, We cannot conclude this panorama without recall-

ing soma .of the over 10 studies being developod=)

A global model was developed in Argentins under the aegís of

Bariloche Foundatíon, comprising a Latin-Amoricaen point of view

on the world dynamics. The declared "landmark" is that of develop-

ing countries, and the studied theme remains highly topical the
exploration and definition of ninimum subsistence noeds end of the

meens for essuring them. Tho. actusl model, with a multisectorial

e conometrical character (using Cobb-Douglas production functions

on sectors) introduces the following restrictions to any develop=
ment strategy (world wide or regional): expenditure for food.

honsing, health and education (per copita) must not drop below &amp;
x) M.Molige, Lenrninz The ories end Futures Research, paper pro

sented at the IIIrd Future Resoarch World. GonTerence, Bucharegt
sen on the Club of Rome projects cen be found in Tokyo

Report, 1974.



certain limit and must record non-decreasing "real" curves (under

inflation conditions).

A somehow dusl model to the above is developed by a group of

researchers in Northern Europe countries,andisknown‘under the

name of "Scandinavien model", Its objective is to explore the mae
x inum ressonsble consumption - with evident spplications to future

strategiesofdevelopedcountries, a

The famous economist Jen Tinbergen conducts an investigation

on the food problem throughout tha world: this seems to be an "an=
bicipative" analyals of the next big world crisis, — -

A group of experts hesdad by Dennis Gabor, study the future

of solence snd of technique through the prism of the new options

end priorities (of social and human knowledge and action), |

Finally, specialists 33 well as the publio at large aswalt with

B great interest the first global model constructed from marxist

positions which is being developed in Novosibirsk (USSR) snd has

been snnouncod under the name of "Siberian model", 5 Ä

The series of examples could be extended, |

5. Wat trends can be detected from this review of the global
modelling history? | ©

First of all, by recognizing in 811 the existing models the

world syston as an initial "starting" point, we must remark a trend

of passing from more "agrregate" approaches to less aggregate
approaches. The synthetio approsoh is thus doubled by analytical
snd morphological epprosóhes (the moaning of the modelling process
remaining the same: iron a global study to local studies). Divers-

ities introduced into unity is certainly, let's say, a dialooticol
conquest o? global modelling. But as was previously mentioned, the
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agoregation degree and the lack of details can also express the

"guarentee" of the long-term model stability, not only modelling

aL£ficulties. To find the lucid "measure" between aggregation and

disintegretion remeins e further task of prospective modelling ”

rt
Sacondly, a trend is observed of passing from global non=

specific, universal behaviour models, construotod for any problems

of world dynamics, to global models oriented ón specific problems

(such est strategies for avoiding crises, solving food problems,
BtCe)e An ides which gains increased scceptonco is the fact that

8 model cannot serve, under conditions of sufficient rigour, ‘to
approximating the world dynsmios for any problem generated by it

aad ‘that a family of specific models, constructed from different”
points of view may be more useful than ong single model = regard=

less of its intrinsic value, -

Thirdly, one observes in the global modelling approach an

accentuation of the prospective cautioning character with regard

to the future problematios, to the detriment of the predictiva and

of the prescriptive chsracter. The basto question of our tima seems

no more to be ‘now wili future appear", but, "what must we do today
80 that futuro be as desired by us and by our £ollowers". |

In the fourth place, we see that the olansical problematios

of global models with regard to the economic growth and the ecolo=
sical balance is completed by sooial and human sspeots which require

diversifications in the methodological mpectrun and rehabílitate
heuristics and crestívity.

Xx) In this perspective for instance, it is not ensy to specify
methar the very marked disintegration proposed by the Masarovio-
posto! model presents only advantages over the Forrester Meadows
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In the fifth place, the centre of global modelling problematics

moves from the dysfunctions of the developed capitalist society,

considered so for representative for the entire human soclety ~ to

the dilemmas of development and to the difficulties of installing

8 now world economic and political order. Related to this, we also

witness a certain "democratization" of global modelling concerns,

which lose their elite character and exceed the borders of highly

äeveloped countries, This also: indicetes a recognition of the
research efficiency, in a domain which 1s so close to fundamental

activitios of the social economic snd political practice. Neverthe

less, rigour imposes us to emphasize that the basic postulate of

tha global model development until now was to cultivate the conti

puity hypothesis: at the level of elements, or, more recently, at

tha level of structures, objectives and values. The above mentioned

trends ore added to thls fundemental hypothesis.

But, is the trend map sufficient to entiolpate the future ad=

vances of global modelling? Certelinly not. Prospective researchers

now that in forecasting, the study of trends 1s necessary, yet

saldom sufficient. And the utilization of trends itself raises dif-

fioulv problems. We shall therefore show a few possible evolution.
varlents of such concorns. |

The first variant = a rather short-term one=isaninertiel

prolongation of identified trends. We shall therefore witness jm=
provsmants of the developed modals, pow epproximgtions = yet on
similar bases”? “ 6t0e o
hh

EP.

x) An example: the further disintegration of the Mesarovic-Festol
model up to the level of nation-states ess real elements —- ectars
of the prasent worlde

E E
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The second variant vhich seems to be closer to the spirit of

dur time 1s placed batreen trends, on the "blanks". The great

motives of the futuro evolution of globsl modelling seem to be

hidden hero.

We shall conclude these considerations by suggesting a few

aspects openod by the anti-incrtíal perspectiva. . ,

A first new possible development direction of global models

may start from replacing the basic continuity hypothesis by the

nutation hypothesis (scientific-tochnical, social eto). This may

be imogined at the level of elemants, structures, cbjectives or

values (social and perhaps human revolution). |

Another new possible development direction of global models

may start from the dual approach to that used until now: in other

words, ong starts not from synthetical aspects towsrds morphologio-

sl ones, or from a whole towards parts, but reciprocally, from

local morphological aspects to synthetic global aspects. From gn

initial research point, the global model becomes thus a final

point.» The "integration" of partial or local models requires

however tools used bysome new scientific preoccupations: the

formal study of s set of models (evalustion, comparison, composi-

“lon, "calculation", dlslogue, etc.). In this manner, globsl modell.

inz opens now perspectives to the thoory of social systems repre»

sontations itself. And such perspectives seem fascinatingze

x) An example illustrating this possible duel epproscht a world
model in which the actor eloments are the states: it is not

obtalnad by further "disintegration" of the Mogarovic-Fastelmodel, wlth nationsl scenarios simulatsd from ontasido each na-
vLonal reality by a restricted group of exportse National nc0=
arios are generated at. the beginning with "forcos" (options,
objectives, atc.) and sre thon correlated into e Global notionela0lale In the inbernatiozal ContuxaiutiodologyPorFuture
and Devalopmant Studios of ths World Future Studies Federation
(Enchorost) the methodology of such a type of approach is
studied,



September 8, 1971

“re R.J.C. Roeber

Imperial College of Science
end Technology

Management Engineering Section
ixhibition Road
London SW7. England

Dear Joe:

thank vou for your letter August “ye - Camman” 7entr e . 8vstems.

je should move from our more tangible areas of system work into the "ideas,
values end effect’ so that we could begin to bridge between our systems work
and the classical education of history and the liberal arts, So far, we
simply don't have the peonle or financial support to do this.

rerhaps you can hel-
che new =~ ~~

sectirn :

yp GF

In vouyr
ovo

“ter you ¢
Se: we sa

“t p= some interest between classical education and

—a thoughts along these lines see the last
ad for the Joint NATO end U.S. Conference

&gt; not let me know what you are now doing et Imperisgl

 Teshn-inzvy, We would ba interested :n hesring.

Sincere? vours.

Jay W. Forrester
Professor of Management

WF
“Ge Urban Goals and National Ob:e--- * anavol Mey 16,1
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Professor Jay Forrester,
Sloan School of Management.

Dear Jay,

It is some time since you wrote and sent some data on the
world model. I had intended to write on it = and on the subject
of your models "counterintuitivity" generally - but was pipped
by publication of the book, having waited too long. Idiot.

I'd like to keep in touch with your work in this area, and
not just as a subject for articles (although that is part of the
interest). What particularly interests me is the analogy with
social systems more generally defined. You model systems in which
the flows are of physical quantities; I am interested in the ska
stability of systems where the flows are of ideas, values and affect

You once told me that any system that contained a large number
of negative feedback loops interconnected would be stable, insensitive
to change in the parameters within wide ranges. It is not hard
to translate this into terms of the transactions that take place
between people, which result in intensely stable gystems = or
transactions between such systems within a larger system. In a
very real sense, people are "controlled" by feedback from their
environment which comes in a thousand forms; groups of people are
controlled in the wame way. It becomes a fascinating exercise to
try and isolate the loops. I have become particularly interested
in the extraordinary stability of the City of London, as a financial
institution, for example. The stable system that is operative
is the social one. I am convinced that it has a lot to do with the
City as one of the last haunts of privilege; the banking aspectm of
mich of its business; the need for trust in banking; the trust that
is engendered by shared interests and values (not to mention friends)
So that the financial needs and social needs are mutually supporting.

I shall stop there. You must have been there before, manyx times
I only expatiated a bit to illustrate the value I Have found inyour
models and the conclusions you have drawn from them yourself.
With one slight difference. You are interested in behaviour, and
ways of influencing it. I am fascinated by stability, the "Le a
Chatelier effect in social systems". Rather gloomily, I am becmming
convinced that resistance to change in the ruling characteristic
of these systems. looking at it Darwinistizally, one can see the
survival value of stability and resistance to change in systems
generally. But in social systems the effect of conscious choice
(Huxley's distinction between inorganic /organic/social evolutiomary
processes) introduces influences that are counter=evolutionary.
Not that this is new: pre-revolutionary France, the Khmer empire
and those aristocratic families in the Amazonian tribes Levi-Strauss
describes are all examples of a social stability so rigid and
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impermeable to outside influences as to be non=viable. There's
10 harm in that: it's what natural selection is all about. But
the tools we are developing kuxk today, in particular the
technologies of communication, transportation and =m information
processing raise the possibility that this fate my overtake
whole modern nations. We become so effixzixx efficient in feeding=
back that we can make cohesive social groups of a size that woul
nave been impossible in earlier days. Thus the dangers to the
world are correspondingly greater.

I hadn't meant to do that — get carried away, that is. letm
me leave you with two requests:
l. That, if you have a list of people to whom you circulate

gE papers concerning your group's work, you add meto it A
2. That, if you are passing through London, you let me know = since
I should like to talk to you about these things.

There is a third, a matter of detached curiosity. The paper
you sent was studiously (or maybe unconsciously) vague about the
Slub of Rome. I'd be interested to know more about it.

Yours Sincerely,

Te
Joe Roeber
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Dartmouth College HANOVER - NEW HAMPSHIRE - 03755

Department of Sociology - TEL. (603) 646-2554

10 June 1975

Files from the ongoing Future Studies Survey, with a Mark IV
report envisaged for 1976, will now be housed at Futuremics Inc,, 2850
Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C, 20008, Futuremics is a consulting
firm and an associaticn of professionals committed to helping individuals
and organizations meet and solve problems which have a direct bearing on
the future, The staff of Futuremics will assist in deeping the files up
to date and refining the storage and retrieval of data, along with attend-
ing to their other Information services and clearing house activities
(including Future-Abstracts and the newsletter Footnotes to the Future),
I shall continue in a consulting capacity with the project,

4)

7pla ná el Aud de
Aentworth Eldredge



University Education in Futures Studies

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN

FUTURES STUDIES

A Mark III survey

H. Wentworth Eldredge

Following two earlier analyses (1970 and 1972), the Mark III
survey of 1974 explores the extent and quality of university
education in disciplines identifiable as future-oriented. The initial
research revealed a somewhat stagnant situation. There is a decline
in systematic futures courses at the university level, while there
is now a stronger trend towards “futurisation” of conventional
subjects on one hand, and to practice-oriented non-university
educational activities on the other. The most significant develop-
ments appeared in long-range planning, policy studies and peace
research. Representation of methodologies shows systems research
as perhaps the most, and social sciences as a less important con-
tributor. Identification of “futurism” and clarification of the
concept remains the dominant problem.

The crisis of crises

Jean Monnet was reported to have said in the spring of 1973, “We must attack
our problems instead of each other”! It would certainly seem that there are
sufficient massive questions to be solved without searching for enemies in the last
quarter of the 20th century as the world appears to be falling apart at the seams.

Recent events are building up a crisis or apocalyptic psychosis in the Western
world which was prefigured in 1918 by Oswald Spengler, in Die Untergang des
Abendlandes (The Downfall of the West). A philosopher from a Catholic college
Professor H. Wentworth Eldredge, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, USA, is a member
of Futures Advisory Board. His article is an abridged version of the survey which was funded by the
World Institute Council, Inc, of New York City; another version was published in Fields Within Fields,
No 14, Winter, 1974-75. Dartmouth College supported the endeavour as it did the Mark I Report
(Second World Future Research Conference, Kyoto, 1970, Technological Forecasting and Social Change,
Vol 2, 133-148, 1970), and the Mark II Report (Third World Future Research Conference, Bucharest,
1972, see Technological Forecasting and Social Change, Vol 4, pages 387-407, 1973). Both reports were
summarised respectively in The Futurist, Vol IV, No 5, December 1970, and Vol VI, No 6, December
1972. A brief resumé of the 1972 report also appeared in Futures, Vol 4, December 1972. The author is
also most grateful to his assistant Elsie Sniffin for her valuable contribution and to Alan Eldredge for
aid in the computations. Futures is grateful to the WIC for permission to publish this version.

FUTURES February 1975



16 University Education in Futures Studies

has a preamble to his course, dealing among other things with historical
dystopias:
The first question is whether there will be a “future of man” at all. Man is driving a
high powered vehicle over rocky ground, past mountain walls and canyon abysses,
:hrough a dense fog, at breakneck speed; yet he spends most of his time looking in the
ear view mirror. “Future shock” and the snowballing effect of change make it neces-
sary for survival to think history forwards, not just backwards.

Clear indications on ‘“‘the socialistic mood” of the communist states are not

‘orthcoming through the old barriers (they do appear to cope better with
‘nflationary forces). The tragic poor, poor, nations (those without oil or other
weverageable resources) seemingly are too shocked as yet to act coherently.?
Ihus, most assuredly, we face a global “crisis of crises”: resource depletion,
galloping inflation, economic chaos, increasing pollution, the population
“explosion” with growing starvation;® an exponential rise in nuclear danger
coupled with mounting worldwide violence in chaotic callous patterns.* There
is no question that a “Brave New World” is in the works for evil—or possibly
good—threatening, by exponential change, unprepared societies in an accidental
century.

It is high time we thought as organised peoples about various states of the
Juture: tomorrow, next year, next decade and next century and possible
alternatives. It would be fitting at the 200th birthday of the USA in 1976 for us
nere to cast up some varied “alternative possible futures” both civilised and
ancivilised! Robert W. Lamson of the National Science Foundation has done
just this in “Ideas for the United States Bi-Centennial Decade” which takes an
operational sciences position and concentrates on how to instigate an open
(participatory) yet sophisticated, comprehensive long-range (cybernetic)
planning system in the federal and local governments to upgrade in a human
direction the quality of American life.5 It is clearly not America’s task alone; as
John McHale has noted in The Future of the Future, “all major problems are now
world problems, and most are in no way amenable to national solutions”.®

The order of business falls naturally into three main operations, logically in
this order, but in reality all to be attacked simultaneously:

(1) research into every aspect of futures study—we really do not know reliably as
much as we would like to and need to know. However, according to that experi-
enced student, Olaf Helmer:

The widely-felt requirement for better long-range planning in the areas of social and
political institutions, of the physical environment, and of international relations, has
caused too many people to place too great hopes in the benefits to be derived from the
new discipline of futures research. Its failure to live up to these expectations has
begun to produce a backlash, in that some new doubts have been raised as to whether
futures research is altogether an activity worth pursuing.”

(2) education continuing and continuous from child to “senior citizen” formal
and informal on the future, despite the inadequacy of our knowledge and the
techniques for its verification, addition and improvement.
(3) long-range planning and the sine qua non delivery systems to get what we do plan
into operation, cybernetically upgraded. This, of course, is the realm of the
policy sciences.8

FUTURES February 1875
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The task of this survey is to report for the third time on the state of things under
rubric (2): education, concentrating on the still tentative formal advanced
education in recognised academe. However, it involves a side glance at the
level of futures research; the increasing level of non-academic advanced futures
education;® counter-culture futures “education”; and an inquiring look at
long-range planning and the policy sciences peopled by the self-selected high
priests of delivery systems, obstetricians of the future, it would seem.

A seller’s market in futurism

In view of the contemporary mood, one could certainly expect that futures
studies would be booming. How to cope with “The World Revolution of Our
Time” was a question posed by Harold Lasswell a quarter of a century ago.?
Future-oriented education is most assuredly active today in various forms—not
necessarily labelled futurism or futures studies, much less “futuristics” or
*“futurology”. Our survey files have been collected since 1968, and now hold
some data on approximately 500 futures courses in every imaginable field—
some disciplines showing more interest than others. Futurism per se is popularly
chic, but it appears quite simply not intellectually so in 1974. ‘Alternative
possible futures” is the watchword—or catchword—for an increasingly wide
spectrum of interests, skills and professions.

For this third iteration of the survey, the definition of “futures courses” was
broadened to include, wherever possible, technology forecasting/technology
assessment, policy studies, demographic projection, economic forecasting, peace
studies, on to utopian literature and science fiction. Moreover, it dealt with
non-degree-granting programmes ranging from short seminars for corporate and
governmental executives to “intentional communities” of a most imaginative
and/or unconventional sort; it may well be that non-traditional learning under
non-traditional time formats may prove (a) the necessary periodic retreading
for all age groups demanded by exponential growth (not necessarily physical
but most certainly informational); and (b) the needed further acceleration of
institutional capability to cope with change.

The Mark III survey began in the summer of 1973 by mailing out approxi-
mately 1200 simple open-ended questionnaires on future courses and pro-
grammes at the university level to former respondents and to new names in the
futures field, located and identified through various journals, contacts, and
organisations. The survey has tended to rely increasingly on analysis and critique
by self-conscious groups of their own activities; such as policy scientists, science
fiction writers and teachers, the long-range planners and the war and peace
study world; and did not attempt to reach independent conclusions. The
intentional community/counter-culture groups (both urban and rural) too have
their own encyclopedias in the process of formation. To my chagrin it proved
impossible to uncover a lively nest of pure long-range demographers or eco-
nomists;!! a future prospective is assumed to be evident in the former field and
seemingly impossible in the latter.

Usable returns were received (or data became available) from some 300
individuals. Subtracting the 60 inadequate addresses from the original 1200,
this means about a 26-59%, return—hardly striking. Has the future become “old
hat”? Among those who did not reply were 153 respondents to the 1972

FUTURES February 1975



18 University Education in Futures Studies

questionnaire and also five old contributors from 1970. A considerable number
of those who did not report were from non-degree-granting technological
forecasting courses and seminars outside universities. These educational variants
are having an impact hard as yet to judge. “Universities” do not need “walls”;
nor do they necessarily function better “closed”. One feels that numerous such
futures courses do exist, but this survey has proven singularly inept at locating
them directly—despite the fact that they seem quite self-conscious about their
own endeavours once unearthed.

The Mark III version also expanded ferritorially: a coverage of futures courses
outside North America, which had been combed for five previous years, is still
very patchy. Excluding Canada, with 16 course-givers at present, our files
contain information on only 27 individuals outside the USA; none reported to
the survey from the Third World countries.

A number of very tentative hypotheses in general explanation of the relative
paucity of answers to the 1973-74 questionnaire may be advanced:

» Course-givers had nothing new to say.
» As noted already in thé Mark II report, the early missionary zeal of the small
original band of enthusiasts has become muted, though lots of new faces popped
up.
e At a time of financial retrenchment in the academic world (especially in the
USA), waving a bright banner of futurology may not be operationally valid.
e Academics do not identify themselves. There appears to be a faintly “dis-
reputable odour’ detectable in futures studies (several respondents implied as
much) so that some scholars did not recognise their courses as dealing with the
future—although it was difficult to see how this conclusion could logically be
avoided—given the catalogue descriptions.
Four activity nodes in the futures studies’ spectrum are symptomatic of the
contemporary ferment: (1) government-oriented activities; (2) technological
forecasting and assessment; (3) policy studies and peace research, and (4)
science fiction. Neglected as organised interest centres in this brief listing—but
not forgotten—are the powerful group of educationalists; architectural or
physical design futurists; political forecasters; systems analysts and operational
researchers; mathematical modellers; students of utopian literature and utopian
community aficionados; and the environmentalists/ecologists. An argument
could be made that both Black studies and “women's lib” studies are both to a
degree future-oriented!Thereare even faint signs of “gerontology lib” research
and courses spurred on in the USA by the American Association of Retired
Persons; there has been a surfeit of future-oriented “youth studies” for decades.

Learning and teaching fashions

There is very little in the futures field that is excitingly fresh in new teaching
techniques, or in people-oriented experiential learning (except, perhaps,
SYNCON).?? The standard methodological ploys explored in both the 1970
Mark I and 1972 Mark II surveys are still with us adding little to the twelve that
Daniel Bell staked out a decade ago.!® These may be conveniently grouped under
five headings:
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e Type A: intuitive methods and codified intuition or Delphi;
® Type B: trend extrapolation;
e Type C: development of ideal state and/or alternative possible futures

scenarios;
» Type D: dynamic models; there is patently an adjunct methodology crucial

to futures research in the following type:
e Type E: social indicators and the Quality of Life (QOL) index.

What new is there for the veterans of five years of futures teaching to do except
to sharpen up the “past wisdom” —undoubtedly leading to diminishing returns
in intellectual rewards. As in all “education”, practically nothing concrete
stands as evidence of accomplishment. (An arrow shot into the blue with only
tenuous and oh-so-chancy “student evaluation sheets” as reward!) This re-
searcher developed a sense that new people checked in often with excitement
and the old stayed away from reporting in droves (or gave up futurism!).

An index of interest identifiable in approximately 500 courses analysed over
6 years is shown in Table 1. For the 1974 figures, the policy studies, peace study,

TABLE 1. SUBJECTS OF COURSES IN THE FUTURES FIELD

Reports Cumulative
1973-74 1969-74

Anthropology
Business administration
Computer science (modelling, etc)
Demography
Economics
cducation
English
Engineering
Seography
History
Humanities (overlap with English)
Law
Natural sciences
Political science
Psychology*
Sociology
Theology
Urbanology (including Architecture)
Miscellaneous

Total

* Michael Marien (the World Institute, New York) reported that there
were now “more than a hundred courses” in parapsvcholoay alone.

r

and science fiction courses per se which fell into our files and counted to a certain
extent in 1972 have been removed unless clearly conceived as future studies.
The loose statistics gathered by these self-conscious groups suggest a possible
total of an additional 1000 to 1500 individuals. There are undoubtedly other
course-givers among the ecologists/environmentalists, “women's” or “Black
studies”, who are future-oriented or who “futurise” their work to a greater or
lesser degree. From the 1969-74 cumulative total a number of courses no longer
qualify; as now part of the disciplines coalescing under their own banners they
have been removed. Here are some brief observations on certain fields from the

latest sample:
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Anthropology has not climbed aboard futures study as was hoped—at least from
our evidence—despite the fact that futures sessions surfaced at national meetings.

Business administration people appear firmly convinced that for large organisations,
technological, not to mention societal (including value) forecasting is of
increasing importance. If the policy science groups joining both governmental
and private organisations were coupled to the area of technological forecasting
and technology assessment it is conceivable that their like-minded teachers
would be numbered in the hundreds.

Computer sciences are having an increasing impact and will eventually play a key
role in all futures study. Few individuals are “pure” computer types, but
generally have a great variety of other skills and disciplines.

Economists have not eagerly rushed into “futurism”. Even in the model-addicted,
quantitative, econometrics sub-profession: “We also have courses in econo-
metrics, but from my conversations with professionals in this area I think their
approach is technique rather than substance.”*14

In education, professionals, when challenged, seem eager to develop metho-
dological, technological (including very soft technologies in experiential
learning) and structural experiments. There is a visible creativity and a variety
of futures-oriented programmes. What all this amounts to is not yet certain: a
number of jaundiced educational “pros” question whether “the study of the
future” and the “futurising of education’ make very good sense. On the other
hand 13 000 members of the US Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD) illustrated their interest by grouping their conference in
California during March 1974 around three themes: “Alternative Futures”,
“Education for a Pluralistic Society”, and “An Action Agenda for Education’s
Futures”?

Demography. Despite the rather obvious need for this discipline within a holistic
futures framework, only two demographers have popped up in the survey. Few
demographers appear to be very eager to have their names linked with “futur-
ism’’—although in reality they most assuredly are generic “futurists *

In answer to your question regarding future-oriented demographers, I am so sorry to
state that I do not know of any formal organisation. At the risk of doing an injustice
to my colleagues, my impression is that few if any are genuinely concerned. Most
demographic work on the future follows either the routine extrapolation of recent
trends, using the component (birth, death rate) method or is heavily into the dooms-
day prophecy approach on what I would consider flimsy evidence. It might be of
some interest to you that I compared your lists [of future interested persons] with the
1972 Directory of the Population Association of America members and found only a
few duplicated entries.15

Sociology. Rallying from an obsession with static structural analysis, the socio-
logical community is slowly revising itself into an active concern with societal
change (socio-cultural change) and with an activist stance—both endemic in
futurism. Thus the numerous new recruits who along with the political scientists
appear to be the leading futurisers of traditional courses either by introducing
a short section at the end of a term, or a continuous slanting of material.
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Key methodologies
As expressed before in these surveys, there will never be any reliable prognostics
until there is reliable sociocultural change theory basic to forecasting. The
sociologists or anthropologists should be engaged in this. A business school
dean observed:

[ am puzzled by the fact that sociologists have abandoned their lead in the methodology
of forecasting. 35 to 50 years ago they were leading the nation. They persuaded the
government to conduct the first technological forecast. I find that today’s sociologists
either don’t know about this or are completely uninterested. You can see this in the
elaborate bibliography in [Wendell] Bell’s book. The work of Gilfillan and Ogburn
is scarcely mentioned, and Hornell Hart is quite unappreciated. This leaves me
fumbling around for someone who is a competent sociologist and will make himself a
leader in encouraging the development of methods of social forecasting.

When sociologists do finally take this matter firmly in hand, let us hope that they
will employ normal language rather than the jargon to which they are addicted
—understandable only to the acolytes of the discipline.

A fundamental question on the purposes of futures studies was raised at the
College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium, in a 20-hour course for social science
majors, Prévision et Prospective (social forecasting and futures study) : “Are futures
studies part of the philosophy of history or an aid to policy makers?” The
instructor, presently at the French Commissariat Général du Plan, reported no
unusual features “except that my teaching is in good part based upon my
professional experience as a government employee”.

The total evidence in hand indicates that in late 1974 all the standard
futures research and teaching methodologies were still in use with very little
firm evidence to verify the reliability or heuristic value of any. The validity gap
faces all futures study. However, there appears to be purposeful activity in the
development of research-cum-teaching methodology at least in these areas:
(a) technological forecasting and technological assessment; (b) general systems
theory, systems analysis and systems dynamics; (c) Delphi and cross-impact
analysis; (d) policy studies; (e) creativity and experiential learning.
Technological forecasting (TF) and technological assessment (TA) are making in-
creasing inroads into both governmental and corporate planning. A leading
sage of TF berates all sociologists (through me) unceasingly and probably quite
correctly:18
The important point to convey to the sociologists is that we are receiving continual
pressure from industrialists to get them some help on predicting the interaction of
social change with technological change. In other words, give them some insight on
social forecasting.

The finest way to test a method is to examine action results of this method in a
real world situation (often neglected by social scientists who serve usually as
mere analysts; not planners). Actually TF and TA in my estimation will fall far
short unless married to systems analysis. systems dynamics and systems theory
in general.
Systems research, consisting of rigorous, highly intellectual and increasingly
mathematical technologies seems to be at the very roots of the alternative
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futures game. It is more than likely that all futurists will need to master this
difficult bundle of technologies if they wish to produce more than “hot air”.
From the Wharton School of Business came this nugget: “I teach a seminar on
forecasting methods. It is called Long-Range Forecasting: From Crystal Ball
to Computer.”17

Delphi techniques and cross-impact analysis edge into a great majority of courses in
all fields. A clear externality of their use of students as “experts” is experiential
learning through participation.
Experiential learning creativity and scenarios teaching which can hardly be classed as
“hard” technology, are mostly based on a notion: “Doing something sticks in
the consciousness better than reading about it”. Museums of the future growing
in both Denmark and Wisconsin are early attempts in the direction of “living in
the future”.

At the far, soft or “left” pole of activities in futures studies the gamut of edu-
cational gimmicks used to stir up client students seems endless: simulations;
telephone interviews; movies; TV scripts; participatory planning, poetry
readings; forming a collective; expressive dancing; technological cum group-
think jamborees such as SYNCON and the WORLD GAME; a voodoo
experience; scenario building; intentional communes for future living; “happen-
ings”; confrontation/encounter sessions; role playing; modelling; brain
storming; free-form courses; nature worship; a futures fair; a personal life
history projection; visits to “futuristic” locations such as California; video
tapes; survival training and solos; individual obituaries etc. What does this
ersatz and real experience add up to? Do glorious and valuable thoughts emerge?
To this survey no answer has as yet been “revealed”.

Flexibility characterises many futures courses even in the hard science area.
The Dean of Harvard’s Division of Engineering and Applied Physics in a
General Education course (mixed graduate and undergraduate) on technology
assessment reported:

Unfortunately, I do not have a mimeographed syllabus. Last year the organization of
the lectures was fairly informal. I intended to change as I went along, according to
the interests of the class or questions raised by it.

A good example of a free-swinging natural scientist at work is this report from
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:

In the past, I have had 8-mm movies, TV scripts, poetry, paintings, and science
fiction, as well as documented factual monographs and extensive bibliographies.
Student reaction to this course has, in general, been good. Most of them feel that their
ability [opportunity ?] to be creative at the undergraduate level [is slight] and that
this is the one chance they will [have].

From the UK Open University (Faculty of Technology, Oxford Research
Unit) come details on “A course involving students in project-work in com-
munity-participation in designing their lives . . . the student activities are part

of a larger course 2nd level— Urban Development”. A book growing out of
this work, Community Participation in City Decision Making, is specifically futures
oriented.”
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One seminar in philosophy on “Alternate Futures” heads its course pros-
pectus with the catchy headline “There is no map of the future because nobody who
goes there ever comes back” with “no single book for all—instead a sharing situation
in which we have sessions to compare reading directions”.

A two-day aerospace programme, future-oriented towards space travel, was
carried out on Simpson!? campus “during the summer of 1973 reaching a total
attendance of 725 people. It was conducted through the National Balloon
Races that brought 100 000 people to our campus and 10 000 to the Skylab
displays provided by NASA.” The instructor responsible for this course offers
a regular course on the sociology of aerospace.

Many future-oriented university courses now include “real life” learning
experiences similar to what might be offered under a “paracurriculum”. A
member of the World Future Society, who is actively engaged in providing such
learning situations for his students, is Frank Ogden of the Ontario College of
Arts in Toronto. To open students” eyes and immunise them to future shock,
Ogden puts them through 50 to 75 radically different experiences in a short
time. The students take flying lessons, work in a poultry shop plucking chickens,
wrestle with an alligator, inhale helium, train in brain-wave control, conduct a
funeral service, and eat rattlesnake meat. No evaluation whatsoever is available
on the results of such gyrations—if any.

A questing anthropological futurist is taking his graduate class from the Far
West to Arcosanti?® to aid physically in “building the future” with their own
hands. One believer in “future shock” attracted the initial attention of his
undergraduate seminar by requesting each to write his individual obituary.
Several balked. A number of courses conducted usually by humanists search
put sci-fi or utopian alternatives of hope or gloom for possible future alternatives.

Probably the most startling in scale and technology is the SYNCON tech-
nique!? developed through the Committee on the Future, Washington based
and amply funded. This envelops everyone in an insistent interaction net.
A gadgeted physical format of initial separation by concerns synthesises to
creative alternatives and operational suggestions; it has already interested
governments (at the state and national levels in the USA and Jamaica) anda
number of big name futuristic seers including Herman Kahn. Too complex
for ordinary classroom use, SYNCON could and is being adopted in lesser
forms.

We are told, with the decline of the university during the coming Dark
Age, to look for “new monasteries” —communities for cultural-spiritual survival.
Lindisfarne (the medieval community performing a similar function in the
original Dark Ages) recently set up on Long Island by William Irwin Thompson
(The Edge of History) and Gene Fairly has as its objective to work at the “Inter-
face between esoteric and exoteric”. A conference in August 1974 at Lindisfarne
was devoted to planetary culture with Soleri and others; that summer's pro-
gramme included Sufi and dream workshops, Tai Chi, Yoga, “Explorations in
Mysticism and Science”, and “The Transformation of Human Culture.”21
Various purposeful communities exist outside the parameter of “regular”
university education. They abound with their own listings, jargon and biblio-
graphy, generally of the non-straight world; they probably number less than
the publicity engendered would indicate (even the astronomically inflated
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figure of 100 000 American commune members would form less than 0-005%
of the US population).

The interesting and probably significant programme of Earthrise, a non-profit
organisation with connections to the Rhode Island School of Design, Brown
University, Roger Williams College and the University Without Walls takes a
“creatist” (rather than a fatalist) view of futures.??

The national Endowment for the Humanities has backed a course by
newspaper directed from the University of California at San Diego, “America
and the Future of Man”. 5000 students enrolled for it during 1973-74 in
extension courses and for regular academic credit all over the USA with
lectures by leading establishment futurists and some non-futurists appearing
regularly in 258 newspapers.?3

Despite all the fuss and fury catalogued here, a 1973 MA thesis, “Survey of
Selected College Level Courses”, from a sample of about 40 co-operating
course-givers concluded: “Traditional methods and techniques of instruction
were used more often and rated higher by instructors of futuristic courses.”
The analysis of our 300 courses—a sample equally unscientific—in no way
contradicts this conclusion.

Strategies: programmes versus “futurising”

There is a strategic quasi-methodological problem in futures education: whether
the “futurising” of regular courses is preferable to a specific future studies
programme. In policy studies, TF/TA, and peace studies—with the first named
generally at the post-graduate level—there appears to be clear evidence of the
choice of a programme as the best vehicle. Typical of a number of policy studies
operations is a report on Stanford University’s Programme in Values, Tech-
nology and Society (VIS) for undergraduates, describing a core of 4 courses
with 13 others of specific relevance: ““. . . the Administrative Committee is
deeply concerned with exercising quality control over its limited number of
offerings. It does not intend to allow VTS to become an umbrella for a pastiche
of disconnected offerings”. TF/TA along with systems research appears to
require such grouped or programmatic treatment. Let this be called Strategy 4,
for the inauguration and teaching of futures studies: a programme in the field
or discipline.

For instance, the Portland State University systems science PhD programme
includes clearly identifiable futures courses. A ‘Futuristics Education Pro-
gramme” at the University of Massachusetts for a Doctor of Education, with no
full-time futures faculty, it appears, has its programme members work in three
general areas: long-range social forecasting; the future of education;the develop-
ments of future-oriented education. “In practice the programme is a happy
anarchy, with 15 grad students each designing and following his own individu-
alised programme’ from at least 10 future-oriented courses and seminars plus
outside electives. There is a considerable free-swinging offering of undergraduate
courses in addition. At the same university the Division of Continuing Education
had a series of 28 “Toward Tomorrow’ workshops on alternative possibilities.
One hard-working “proposer” in a private New Jersey institution has yet to get
his programme implemented;while another in the same state at a public institu-
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tion seems still to be making headway with his 4 undergraduate courses
“Programme for the Study of the Future” centring around history and social
science. With the same strategy, a policy-oriented “Centre for Comparative
Studies of Post-Industrial Society” is developing at the University of Wisconsin
with both undergraduate and graduate programmes; and a multidisciplinary
formal programme at the University of Michigan on “Science, Technology and
Future Studies” at the undergraduate and possibly graduate levels. Cornell's
“Programme on Science, Technology and Society” has 11 graduate and under-
graduate courses. At a more moderate level Southampton College, New York, an
outpost of Long Island University, has “Future Studies, with a long-range goal
for mankind focus” consisting of 4 courses for undergraduates; 3 in natural
science with “Future Studies 1” as the general introduction. These examples
touch on most of the types of variants in the grouped fields.

Strategy B—the “futurising” of standard courses—is clearly very widespread
and only the tip of the iceberg was glimpsed through the survey. Examples are:
“Sociology of the Future”; “Political Science and the Future”; “Bioethics”;
“Utopias and the Future” or “Science Fiction” (English or philosophy depart-
ment); and “Technology Assessment” in biology, chemistry or physics.

This futures leavening is one of the ways to avoid the real or fancied oppro-
brium of teaching the “frill” or “fad” of “futuristics” or “futurology”. Zbigniew
Brzezinski, author of that excellent probe into international futures Between
Two Ages: America’s Role in the Techmetronic Era?5 reported through a secretary
that he did not teach the future. Wilbert Moore remarked that he gave only a
“command performance” on occupational futures from time to time. Perceiving
the emergent trend towards dealing with the future by dealing with the present,
Daniel Bell, folk hero of American intellectual futurism and author of one of
1973's most discussed and ponderous tomes, The Coming of Post-Industrial
Society; A Venture in Social Forecasting”s reported ‘that,

As you know, I do not believe there is any entity as “the Future” or a field called
“Futurism” or a science called “Futurology”. I believe that one has to build projects,
forecasts, speculations, into whatever one does in sociological work. I do not see
“futures courses” as independent fields of study. I usually give two seminars on Culture
and Social Structure and on Social Change and in them I seek to discuss structural
trends which may or may not, depending on specified conditions, continue to operate
in “the Future” 27

Strategy A and Strategy B are not mutually exclusive and our experience
indicates that a useful rewarding mix, Strategy C, combining both, does exist. I
like the wisdom contained in the phrasing “the inevitable future orientation of
teaching and research in a professional school of architecture”.28 The environ-
mental/ecological courses, so popular today, are automatically futurised in one
fashion or another; that position is obviously endemic. Here is a typical small
victory—this time in a History Department:2®

I thought you would like to have a copy of my future history course proposal. The
course was approved by our Curriculum Instruction Committee last Monday . . . 1

have been given a reduced instructional load for the next semester in order to develop
the course.

But several eager teachers from the Mark II period reported sadly that nothing
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had come of their attempts to introduce a futures course in an old “department
of the line”.

The problem of attachment

Education in future studies appears to be suffering from an identity crisis today.
Without greater sophistication in forecasting, the whole structure of the future
education endeavour rests on shaky ground and can fizzle out in fuss and feathers:
of “interest” but hardly significant. A professor of architecture (a presumably
creative, intuitive field based on engineering) reports: “I’m not giving, nor
particularly interested in, futures-oriented courses. Most of them seem either
fantasy or sci-fi oriented.”30 May not some of the intellectuals already be in
flight?
I do not know how I got on these lists. Probably, it is because, for a time, I was Director
of a fairly large effort to do something in long-range futures for education. But deep
inside of me, I have no confidence that that approach is helpful except as it con-
tributes to fresh insights to other more conventional kinds of studies. I have some
students who are assembling undergraduate majors in the area of “future studies,
but their work is made up entirely of rather conventional studies already in the
curriculum. In these days, I have no faith in the future of future studies as such.31

Not so pessimistic is a professor of computer sciences at Purdue University:

I am no longer involved in teaching future oriented courses. The one I was involved
with (The Impact of Science on Society) seemed to be well received by a few students,
but enrolments (from the School of Science) were too low to make it a viable course.
[ have just finished an elementary Computer Science text . . . which has a considerable

emphasis on considering the future. In particular, there is a complete chapter
exploring the future of computers and their impact on society. In spite of the lack of
success with my course, I feel that future studies have a future here. My course
suffered from several problems (lack of publicity, limited audience—only Jr and Sr
Science majors, not usable as a humanities elective for Science students) which I
think could be avoided under different circumstances.

The guts of long-range planning (always cybernetic) are the still more tentative
forecasting methodologies. As Daniel Bell observed, present actions have
future results. There is a noticeable shunning of fancy claims:

[ should add that I have decided not to offer the Political Futures course again. The
reasons for this are several. The decline in student interest and in student willingness
to engage in self-motivated, non-career related educational enterprises is certainly a
part. As important has been my own dissatisfaction with future studies, and the
development of my own research interests. I am now incorporating a future dimension
in a variety of other courses. . . . But the emphasis will not be on forecasting per se,
but on contemporary change processes and their public policy implications.32

Although I am intensely interested and spend quite a lot of time studying the general
area [of futures study], I teach no courses in the area. I use the information, though,
in indirect ways in the courses I teach, for thefuture is determined by what we do today.33

The question which ties the course together is, how to make better predictions about
the outcomes of interventions.34
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Lessons from the survey

Future studies per se have grown steadily as university courses. Our “sampling”
techniques are most primitive, but a 509, increase every two years might be a
reasonable guess estimate. There must be at the very least 1000 “pure” examples
labelled “futures course” by now. This does not, however, approach the
explosion of Black studies, environmental/ecological studies or even women's
studies*5 in the USA.

The most significant developments in future studies have appeared not so
named. Long-range planning and policy studies courses have some 80 pro-
grammes in operation and from catalogue descriptions many seemed excellent;
peace studies 40. Important methodological developments in TF/TA, general
systems theory, systems analysis, systems dynamics, modelling, gaming, com-
puter sciences are probing the future and have seemingly been more productive
than futurism. If Delphi and cross-impact matrices are “futurism”, then some
credit is due the “pure” field more or less labelled “futurism”.

If all future-oriented courses were lumped (although not remotely entitled
futurism) it would amount to a considerable figure: environment/ecology;
TF[TA; sci fi; long-range planning; policy sciences (public and private);
general systems theory; systems analysis and dynamics; utopian thought and
eschatology, etc. Other than for the ego-enhancement of futurists, do future-
oriented courses need to be labelled “futurism”? The important task is to gain
the ability and instil the desire to deal with the present in a fashion truly to
improve the human prospect—the courses examined by us do not suggest an
immediate quantum jump in such a direction.

European universities—from very incomplete evidence—appear generally
not to have welcomed future studies as “teachable material”. This does not
appear to be the case, however, in such technical areas as computer studies
and TF. The tradition of European scholarship is to teach a corpus of know-
ledge; future studies is assuredly not yet that elegant by any stretch of the
imagination. Americans and Canadians seem not so “timid” or “foolhardy”,
but have attempted to aid students in learning what no one knows for sure.

The Achilles heel of futures studies and futures education is still social
forecasting (especially value forecasting) about which little is known and little
is being reliably learned. Moreover, it is not clear to many that social fore-
casting is an advanced—though soft—form of TF. Societal indicators still
remain in their infancy; they are basic to value monitoring as well as planning
and decision making.

Futures studies have a poor intellectual image. Have futurists themselves as
well as their publicists promised more than can be delivered? Futurist pro-
grammes would have hard enough work in this penurious period of American
higher educationinanycase.

Mature academic minds seem to be shifting to a concern with the present
coped with in a fashion that opens and does not close off future options. This is
a subtle change in stance.

Some seasoned future-oriented instructors are losing faith in futurism
(assuming they had some originally) and, after dipping their toes in those
shallow waters during the past, are withdrawing. But new fresh faces rush in
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to replenish and extend the ranks. Teachers are teaching, but what is the core
of hard knowledge?

There is much to-do about “creativity” but no one quite knows precisely how
to foster it. “Creativity” in many guises seems to be located outside the confines
of regular academic futures courses. The catalogue of odd teaching ploys or
gimmicks is now extensive and much publicised. 3 What’s new?Boththe counter-
culture at one extreme in odd learning situations and at the other the practice-
oriented TF and similar courses get results (obviously of differing value) beyond
the walls of academe. Possibly the great opportunity for futures-oriented
learning is outside the university.

For the interim, futurising existing courses and programmes seems a preferable
strategy for futures-oriented educators. It could be of great value intellectually
to go beyond the simple status quo of existing disciplines.

It becomes increasingly clear that the field of future studies needs definition,
probably in the direction of the need to train first-rate holistic practitioners.
There is also need for a methodical recruitment and encouragement of superior
young scholars.

Future studies are on a developmental plateau. Market research in who needs
what sort of futurism could usefully be employed both for reality and image.
Systems theory should be applied to the jobs at hand. The preliminary sociology
of future studies to understand the quirks of the fields/disciplines involved and
their practitioners must be carried further.3” With guidance from TF/TA
‘including the TF of social technologies) a “wise” plan or plans (modelled
where possible through systems dynamics) must be adopted through policy
studies, and an operationally better input for decision making must be achieved.
Whether such a complicated mix, both in the public and private sector and
from the local to the international in scope, is entitled “futurism” or not is of
little importance. The capability and the reality are more important for man’s
hope than the name.
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16. Personal communication
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Research in Stockholm, and writing a book by that title.
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Simpson College, Indianola, Iowa
Design utopianist, Paclo Soleri’s megastructure/mini city for 3000 in the Arizona
desert. Soleri uses “student labour” who pay for this privilege—no doubt a future
experience—in a continuing series of six week workshops. This undoubtedly is
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Idward Pytlik, University of Maryland, Department of Industrial Education,
College of Education, College Park, Maryland, 20742. An abstract of the survey
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New York, A Viking Compass Book, 1970
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Personal communication
Washington State University, Program of Landscape Architecture
A small middle western community college; an instructor reporting on his course
entitled “Future Studies”

30. University of Minnesota
31. Professor of Education, Syracuse University. An individual cognisant of this

programme was of the opinion that the programme “failed”, that it did not
contribute fresh insights of considerable importance, and that the instructor, in
addition to lacking faith, also lacked imagination.
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Professor of Engineering, University of Oklahoma, Columbia University
Professor of Art and Education, Teachers College, Columbia University
Know, Inc., Box 10197, Pittsburgh, Pa, has available Female Studies I with
[7 course syllabuses and a later Female Studies II with 67! All this fostered under
the spreading umbrella of the Modern Language Association Clearing House on
Female Studies (the MLA also shelters sci fi). Cheryl M. Fields in “Women’s
Studies Gain: 2000 Courses Offered this Year”, The Chronicle of Higher Education
Vol 12, No 17, 1973, page 6. It is unclear how this estimate was arrived at.

36. A Handbook on Teaching the Future is in train at the World Institute Council.
37. Viz Wendell Bell and James A. Mau, eds, The Sociology of the Future (New York,

Russell Sage Foundation, 1971)

FUTURES February 1975
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SEVILLA, July 3 1978

[Destinatario:

Professor Jay W. Forrester
M. I. T.

Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

U. S. A.

Dear Professor Forrester,

Last summer I participated in the Advanced Study
Institute on Social Systems Dynamics held in Dartmouth. Ever since we

are organizing a working group on Systems Dynamics. Our main field
of interest is the Regional and Urban Modelling and Planning. For exam
ple, we have built a model of the demographic impact of a new factory
wich should be presented in a paper submitted to the III International Con
gress on Cybernetic and Systems to be hold this summer in Bucharest -

(Romania).
We have a Research Group in the University of Se

ville (Spain). Previously we have worked on Automatic Control but we
are now focusing on Systems approach to socioeconomic problems. We -

are deeply interested on Systems Dynamics Methodology.

In Dartmouth you have prounounced two lectures or

a new and challenging model of a National Economy. We should very
much appreciate any Report, reprint or information on this model.

Yours faithfully,

_—
racil
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[Destinatario:

Professor Jay W. Forrester
M. I. T.

Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive.

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

U.5. A.

Dear Professor Forrester,

Last summer I participated in the Advanced Study
Institute on Social Systems Dynamics held in Dartmouth. Ever since we

are organizing a working group’ on Systems Dynamics. Our main field
of interest is the Regional and Urban Modelling and Planning. For exam
ple, we have built a model of the demographic impact of a new factory
wich should be presented in a paper submitted to the III International Con
gress on Cybernetic and Systems to be hold this summer in Bucharest -

(Romania).
We have a Research Group in the UniversityofSe

ville (Spain). Previously we have worked on Automatic Control but we
are now focusing on Systems approach to socioeconomic problems. We -

are deeply interested on Systems Dynamics Methodology.

In Dartmouth you have prounounced two lectures on
a new and challenging model of a National Economy. We should very -

much appreciate any Report, reprint or information on this model.

Yours faithfully,

™~N
r
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October 9, 1973 System Dynamics Group
Building E40-253

MEMORANDUM

TO: Professor Jay W. Forrester

FROM:

RE: Switzerland - Dr. Guelfo G. Poretti

Jorgan Randers and I had lunch on Friday, September 21 with Dr. Poretti
and Professor Jona, a friend of Porettib8, from the State University of New York
at Stoneybrook.

Br. Poreeti is chairman of a committee appointed by the Scientific
Secresary of the Government of Switzerland which has the reponsibility for
establishing a new university in the Italian-speaking region of Switzerland.
Poretti has decided that one of the attractions of bhís new university will
be a System Dynamics Center. His purpose in visiting MIT was to determine
how to go about establishing this center and to meet with any of our staff
who might be interested #n joining this new venture.

Jorgen and I explained the time scale necessary for developing a
core staff of trained system dynamacists using the "Meadows model" and the
'Randers model". We suggested Poretti identify candidates for the MIT Ph.D.
program and pessibly someone who might fit into a post-doctoral program.

We explained the summer sedsion program to them and there was some
ikterest in sponsoring a two week program in Bern. Hohn Miller talked to
them since he might be available this spring if he completes his thesis and
travels through Europe as he now plans.

They will also contact Wilbert Wile who might have a long-term
interest.

There is obviously considerable interest throughout the world in
system dynamics and in many respects it would seem that European governments
are financially more committed to developing the fiéld than our own government.
We may all have to move to Switzerland or Japan!

RPG/bb
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_— DR. GUELFO Q. PORETTI

DIPL. PHYSIKER ETH
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December; 7, 1973

Dr. K. J. Durrands
Rector J

The Polytechnic
Queensgate
Huddersfield HDl1 3DH
England

Dear Dr. Durrands:

Thank you very much for your invitation of November 28 to speak
et your conference in April. Unfortunately, I am so deeply involved now
in the project on modeling sociel and economic chenge in the United
States with its emphasis on the forces underlying inflation that I am
not accepting any more speaking engagements until we have substantial
progress behind us.

I was interested to learn of your Systems Department and the
Systems Degree which you are offering. It is hoped that your conferences
will persuade other colleges to stress the importance of system dynamics.

Sincerely

JWF: ie
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ourRef R/MAB/A.20 Your Ret Date 28 November 1973

Professor J W Forrester

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE

MA02139
USA

Dear Professor Forrester

I am writing to you in your capacity as a most eminent figure in Social and
Industrial mathematical modelling.

This Polytechnic, situated in Huddersfield, contains an active Systems
Department, being the first in the country to offer an Honours Degree in
Systems Engineering. The department will shortly be commencing post-
graduate courses in Systems, and several short courses.

It is in connection with one of these conferences that I am writing to you.

We are holding a three-day conference from 17th to 19th April, 1974,
entitled "Mathematic Modelling for Industrial Systems'. We are approaching
eminent figures in this country in the field, together with our own staff, to
present short papers on various related topics.

It would be a great honour for our Polytechnic if, in spite of your many
committments, you would consider being the main speaker at this
conference. We would, of course, pay all expenses and fees for such a
lecture.

We feel it is important that useful industrially oriented conferences are
held in other parts of the United Kingdom than London, especially here in
the North, where most of the country's industry is sited, and appropriately
at the College first to offer a Systems Degree in this country.

I hope you can accept our invitation, and look forward to your reply.

Yours sincerely

Y
1 of

Eo

K J Durrands

Rector
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Director and Leasco Professor of Management and Information Sciences: JC HIGGINS MA MScC Eng MIEEM Inst P

Please reply to: System Dynamics Research Group
University of Bradford
Richmond Road
Bradford
Yorkshire BD7 1DP

Telephone 33466
23rd May, 1975.

Professor J.W. Forrester,
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
50 Memorial Drive,
Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139,
U.S A.

Dear Professor Forrester,

I recently received the 1974 Newsletter and I was) pleased to see that
you are still going strong and getting involved in the model of the
U.S. economy. You may care to know that Professor J. Wescott of

Imperial College is currently engaged in a similar project in which he
is applying optimal control theory to a econometric model of the
U.K. economy. Although there are differences in his project and the
one which you are doing you may find it useful to have some contact
with him as he is one of the few persons I have ever met who can talk
sense about econometrics.

We, ourselves, continue to be very busy and we are in the process of
expanding to approximately 20 research staff and PhD Students. We have
received substantial support from the British Government for a study
of Natural Resource Usage and I enclose a copy of an advertisement for
staff. I should be grateful if you would bring this to the attention
of any of your colleagues you think might be interested. We plan to
start the project next academic year which might fit in with graduation
plans for one of your students.

We have also launched a journal which is intended to provide a forum
for papers specifically dealing with System Dynamics. The papers will
generally be short, the idea being to enable people working in System
Dynamics to communicate rapidly and easily with others in the field and
to cut out the very long publications of the established journals
such as Management Science. I am sure that the editor would be very
happy to receive a contribution from M.I.T. as we do not wish to make
this an advertising platform for the Bradford Group.

Conttd



I also enclose a Copy of the first draft of Chapter 11 of my forthcoming
book on System Dynamics Which 1 hope to have finished Within the next
couple of months, The chapter describes work based on a recent
consulting exercise but it has been Substantially re-written to protect
confidential information and to provide a vehicle for student projectwork,

I assume you are now fully Iecovered from your illness and I hope this
continues to be the case. All being well 1 hope to make a trip to the
U.S. later this year and I hope I am able to have the pleasure of
calling in to see you.

I think it is true to say that we are far away the two largest groups
in System Dynamics and 1 think it is a pity that there is so little
contact of exchange between us,

Best wishes,

Yours Sincerely,

Con dl
Dr.R.G. Coyle
Director

System Dynamics Research Group

encs,



AMSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Office of the Dean
College of Engineering

Seaton Hall
Manhattan, Kansas 66506

Phone: 913 532-5590

June 6, 1974

Dr. J. W. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alpha T. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Dr. Forrester:

lt was pleasant to receive your letter commenting on the Notre Dame
visit and requesting additional information about our class entitled

Impact of Engineering Technology on Society.

I am enclosing a class description as it appears in our line schedule
and also the reading list which I used in teaching two sessions of
the class this past semester. The significance of the five groups
from the reading list is the fact that each student was required to
select at least one book from each list in making up their total of
eight books to report on during the semester. I am also attaching
a short series of quotes taken from the book reports which these
students wrote who had selected Limits to Growth as one of the

pieces of material to be read.

In addition to classroom discussion and the reading list, information
was brought to the class in the form of motion pictures and television
tapes. We had taped the NBC White Paper, the Energy Crisis and played
the three hour program in four successive 40-minute segments, discuss-
ing each as we went along. In addition we used a film entitled Future
Shock which was quite effective. There are a number of other films in
that same series which we hope to get for next year. These films are
isgued through McGraw-Hill Film Rental Librarv at Highstown, New Jersey.

The class has now been in sessionforaboutfouryears and for at least
the past two years LimitstoGrowthhasbeenoneofthemajorsource
sooks used in all sessions.

[I hope this information will prove helpful and I will pass along to my
colleagues your interest in other similar courses which might have an
impact in the area of the management of our larger social systems.

Give my regards to Mrs. Forrester.

Gérdially,

=]N 7 7 -U WA .
"* Bwight! A, Nesmith

Associate Professor

Engineering

DAN/jmr
Enclosure



TECHNOLOGY COURSES FOR
NON-ENGINEERING STUDENTS

500 202 INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY(3)

Weekly Topics Include:

1. Growth and Limits to Growth; Natural Resources
of the Earth

Material and Energy Balance Concepts; Flow of
Materials and Energy in the Biosphere

Energy Conversion; Energy and Power in an In-
dustrial Society

?

3.

A. Petroleum, Natural Gas, and Coal Technology
and Use; Conversion of Chemical Energy to
Electric Power

Hydroelectric and Nuclear Power Plants

Energy Conservation; Utility Planning; Future
Methods

Movement of Pollutants Through the Biosphere:
Introduction to Meteorology

J.

A

7.

Q Technology of Air Pollution Control; Sources
and Effects of Air Pollution

Air Pollution Control from Automobile and
Electric Power Plant Combustion

10. Potable Water Treatment and Purification;

11. Wastewater Treatment and Desalination

Sources and Effects of Water Pollution;
Thermal Pollution

[3, Solid Waste Technology; Sources, Disposal,
and Recycle

Economic, Political, and Legal Aspects of
Environmental Technology

Energy, Environmental Technology, Natural
Resources. and the Future

14.

 5

Tours of facilities such as the KSU power plant
and the nuclear reactor are also part of the course.

Prerequisites - None Grade - Letter or Cr/Ner

Instructors — Erickson, Eckhoff

Line Numbers -

5371 Lecture Thurs. 7:00-8:40 p.m.
5372 Rec. Thurs. 8:50-9:40 p.m.

r 5373 Rec. Fri. 11:30 a.m.

500 250 IMPACT OF ENGG.TECHNOLOGY ON SOCIETY

The purpose of the course is to provide a

factual background, help formulate informed
opinion and provide a forum for discussion ©
the problems and promises of today's techno-
logical society.

This is done through the use of guest
lecturers, faculty resource people, films,
and student presentations on a wide range of
subjects, such as:

i. Can technology be expected to solve tect
nology's problems?
Technology in utopian societies.

Should we use salt mines for nuclear

waste storage?

2.

3.

How can you know who is telling the
truth when engineers disagree?

Should today's political problems be
blamed on faster communications or can

what vou don't know really hurt?

No technical or scientific or mathemati-

cal background is required. The goal is to
involve students from all areas of the uni-

versity with all levels of experience in an
examination of relations between engineering
technology and society in the past, at the
present time and in the forseeable future.
Student sponsored programs and student dis-
cussion will be emphasized. Each section
will be limited to 30 students.

Prerequisites - None Grade —- LetterorCr/Ne

Instructors - Nesmith, Haft

Line Numbers -

5374 TT 9:05 - 10:20
5375 TT 10:30 - 11:45

5376 TT 12:05 - 1:20
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READING LIST

[MPACT OF ENIGNEERING TECHNOLOGY ON SOCIETY

GROUP I (BUFF) . |

1. LIMITS TO GROWTH (4)
 TTT UTTHE FUTURE (1)
2. PROFILES OF THE FUTURE (4)
2A. SURVIVING THE CITY (1)
3.. TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE (2)
JA. ENERGY AND POWER
4. BRAVE NEW WORLD (2)
&gt;. FUTURE SHOCK (2)
5. ASSAULT ON PRIVACY (1) BE
7. 3/S/T AND THE SONIC BOOM HANDBOOK (1)
3. THE RICHES OF THE SEA (1) : a
9. THE BIOLOGICAL TIME BOMB (1)
GROUP II (BROWN)= |
10. PROJECT SURVIVAL (2)
LOA. THE POPULATION BOMB (1)
11. APPROACHING THE BENIGN ENVIRONMENT (1)
11A. THE BREATH OF LIFE (1) |
12. 10W TO BE ASURVIVOR (2) |
L12A. JUR WORLD IN PERIL (1)
13. SCIENCE AND SURVIVAL (2)
L3A. THE VOYAGE OF THE SPACESHIP BEAGLE (2)
14. NEW WORLD OR NO WORLD (1)
L5. SILENT SPRING (2) o
16. MOMENT IN THE SUN (2)
L7. THE CLOSING CIRCLE (2) = oo

18. OPERATING MANUAL FOR SPACESHIP EARTH (2)
19. THE DOOMSDAY BOOK (2) -
GROUP III (GREEN) -:..
20. VOYAGES (2)
20A. 13 FRENCH SCIENCE FICTION STORIES (1)
21. NINE TOMORROWS(5) |
21A. THE GREEN HILLS OF EARTH (1)
22. REACH FOR TOMORROW (2)
22A. TWO VIEWS OF WONDER (1)
23. [ALES OF TEN WORLDS (1) |
23A. SURVIVAL PRINTOUT (Science fact: Science fiction)
24. 17 X INFINITY (1)
24A. 2020 VISION (1) -
25. ORBIT 8 (1) | |

26. IHE OTHER SIDE OF THE SKY (2)
27... ECO-FICTION(1)©
28. EARTHLIGHT (1) |

29. EXPEDITION TO EARTH (2)

GROUP IV (YELLOW)
30. THE NAKED APE (2)
31. IN THE SHADOW OF MAN (3)
32. AFRICAN GENESIS (1)
33. TERRITORIAL IMPERATIVE (2)
34. THE DOLPHIN - COUSIN TO MAN
35. WALDEN TWO (2) -
36. THE SEA AROUNDUS(1)
:7. UNDER THE SEA WIND (1)
38. SAVAGE LUXURY (1)
39.
GROUP V_ (BUFF)
40. ENCOUNTERSWITHTHEARCH

DRUID (1)
THE RUN (1)
THE INFINITE RIVER (1)
IMHE LIVING SEA (2) =
THE FRAIL OCEAN (3)
[WO ISLANDS (2)
JNLY ONE EARTH (2) |

THE BEST NATURE WRITING OF
J. W. KRUTCH (1) Co
NATURE'S YEAR (1) —.

THE WOODS (1)
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC (1)
GOODBYE TO A RIVER (1)
THE PINE BARRENS (2)

41 ®

42.
43.

44.
45.
46.
47.



Comments on LIMITS TO GROWTH by students in Impact of Engineering Technology,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS

"This would be a good book to use as a textbook for a week or two in this

class." (Ag. Jr.)

"One problem is that societies tend to make changes in response to a problem
rather than to change in anticipation of a problem ... If man is to find a

balance with nature, he will have to give up some freedoms in order to achieve
those which are more important." (Radio-TV Sr.)

"It lays the cards on the table for all to see. It shows that even if we do
wake up now, we are already in awfully deep." (Chem. Engg. Fr.)

"Some of the statistics are staggering. Everything seems to boil down to
the fact that we must control population first, then solve the other problems."
(Radio-TV Sr.)

"As the book pointed out, we cannot say with any certainty how much longer
mankind can postpone the control of growth before we lose the opportunity for
this control." (Bus. &amp; Soc. Sci. Sr.)

"This was a simplified world model, but it did examine changes in the five
factors in numerous ways that could and possibly will bring future downfall
to the world if these warnings are not considered real." (Bus. Adm. So.)

"However incomplete and tenable these projections, the book emphasizes the
importance of slowing 'growth' inherent in a laizze faire economy if we are
to avoid the tremendous crunch, rather than a pinch, in our lavacious life
style now being experienced as a result of growth in energy demand." (Bio. Sr.)
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July 13, 1973

Mr. Mario Rodriguez
Project Coordinator
Secretaria de Educacion Publica
Mexico, D. F.

Dear Mr. Rodriguez:

Thank you for your letter of June 27 expressing an interest in
system dynamics applied to education. From time to time we have had
people here doing modeling of educational systems. However, at the
present time there is no active work.

If you wish to send an outline of the work you are doing and
any questions that you wish to ask, I will see if someone here in the
group can correspond with you.

Sincerely yours,

JWF- ie
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México, D. F., June - 27 1973.

MR. JAY W. FORRESTER
PROFESSOR OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS

The persons that signed below, are part of a project which is in charge
of elaborating a simulation model for the analyzing of the dinamic
behavior of the elementary education system here in Mexico. We think
that it might interest you to know that we are applying the principles
and methodology of Industrial Dynamics.

Until now we have been able to represent the internal structure of our

system in order to analyse the effect of the policies of assignation of
resources for the satisfaction of the demand of education. The system.
according to the way we have mode it is very complex (our model
contains 50 levels), but quite surely, during experimentation the
complexity will be reduced.

We are convinced of the applicability of the Industrial Dynamics, but
we have doubts about the form in which the model should be implemented.
We also have doubts about some of the points referring to the fundamental
philosophy of ID. Would it be possible to establish an interchange of
letters, with you or some of your colaborators in order that we might
receibe help in our work? .

We thank you before hand for your fine attention and remain.

Sincerely yours;

y | ar x -

aon Gonzälez

- |] ———— -

Mario Rodriguez
(Project cordinator)

_—|

pd
Eliedtihao Chávez Ta la Fuente
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July 20, 1973

Professor Peter Haggett
Department of Geography
University of Bristol
University Road
Bristol, BS8 18S, England

Dear Professor Haggett:

The System Dynamics Newsletters ordered in your letter of 9 July are
being sent to you in a separate mailing. The atteched invoice lists the
issues of the Newsletter published 1963 through 1972. You will notice
that we did not publish the Newsletter in 1965.

We are pleased to send you, as requested, a copy of the paper by
Nathan B. Forrester, "A Computer Approach to Environmental System
Design—Dynamics of a Predator-Prey Relationship." Thank you for your
interest.

SINCE rly yours,

(Miss) Isabella S. Evans
Secretary to Professor Jay W. Forrester

/E
Enc. Invoice

"A Computer Approach to Environmental System Design—Dynsmics of
se Predator-Prey Relationship"

Air Mail



Room E40-253

INVOICE

July 20, 1973

TO: Professor Peter Haggett
Department of Geography
University of Bristol
University Road
Bristol, BS8 18S, England

| each System Dynamics Newsletters $1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

10.00
Postage 2,50

Total $12.50

1963
L964
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

Please make check payable to "MIT Account 25145"
end mail with one copy of this invoice to

System Dynamics Newsletter
M.1.T., Boom E40-253

rry



Department of Geography,
University of Bristol,

University Road,
Bristol,

BS8 1SS,
U.K.

9th July, 1973

Professor J.W. Forrester,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management,
50, Memorial Drive,
Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 02139,
U.SeñA.

Dear Professor Forrester,

Thank you for sending on the bibliography.
This will be most useful and I look forward to
following up its leads.

Ie ——]]

I wonder if you could pass on via your
secretary, an order for such back issues of this
newsletter that may be available, so that we can
put them in our library?

Pa

/ I noted with interest, an unpublished paper
by Nathan B. Forrester on the dynamics of a predator/
prey relationship. Is there any chance of getting

&gt;» xeroxed copy of this?

Thank you again for your help.

Yours sincerely,

/ ML Vega JA
J

Peter Haggett
Professor of Urban and

Regional Geography
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

Jay W. Forrester
Cermeshausen Professor

June 27, 1973

Mr. Peter Haggett
Professor of Urban and

Regional Geography
Department of Geography
University of Bristol
University Road
Bristol, BS8 1SS
ENGLAND

Dear Prof~csor Haggett:

Perhaps the enclosed bibliography of system dynamics work will
be useful to you, It is not complete or fully up to date.

Sincerely yours,

JWF/1le
Encl: bibliography of system dynamics work

Sigena hunamico 4. LLE 1972
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

Jay W. Forrester
Cermeshausen Professor

June 27, 1973

Mr. Peter Haggett
Professor of Urban and

Regional Geography
Department of Geography
University of Bristol
University Road
Bristol, BS8 1SS
ENGLAND

Dear Professor Haggett:

Perhaps the enclosed bibliography of system dynamics work will
be useful to you. It is not complete or fully up to date.

Sincerely yours,

JWF/1le
Encl: bibliography of system dynamics work

E &gt; 7



SYSTEM DYNAMICS BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Department of Geography,

University of Bristol,
University Road,

Bristol,
BS8 1SS

8th June, 1372

Professor Jay W. Forrester,
Department of Management Studies,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge,
Massachusetts,
UeSeA..

Dear Professor Forrester,

Over the last academic year, I have been running
some seminars both here and in the United States, looking
at some of the geographical aspects of the systems dynamics
models which you and your colleagues have built up. As
you will know, your writings have attracted enormous
interest in western Europe and we have found that the
models have proved to be a source of exceptionally
lively and critical debates.

However, one of the problems I find as a lecturer
is that reviews of your own work and developments of
simulation models along derivative lines by other workers
are spread over a surprisingly wide range of journals. It
has proved somewhat difficult to keep abreast of the
burgeoning Forrester and neo-Forrester literature and I
am wondering if any of your students has kept a close track
of these developments and compiled a bibliography? If the
answer should be in the negative then please file this
letter in the waste-bin: if, on the other hand, something
comes readily to mind then I would appreciate any leads
you can suggest.

With good wishes,

Yours sincerely,

AV) A
Peter Haggett
Professor of Urban and

Regional Geography



Faculty of Economic and Social Studies

University of Manchester/Manchester/M139PL
Felephone: 061-273 3333

Department of Decision Theory

Professor Jay W. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive
CAMBRIDGE

Massachusetts 02139
U.S.A. 22 May 1972

Dear Professor Forrester

Many thanks for your letter with the full information. I am sure
the Committee will appreciate your help in this matter and if
we do decide to go ahead with any work in this area I am sure
you will be pleased to be informed.

Yours sincerely

 n= A
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

May 9, 1972

Professor D. J. White

Department of Decision Theory
Faculty of Economic and Social Studies
University of Manchester
Manchester/M13 9PL, England

Dear Professor White:

Thank you for your expression of interest in our work. Additional
published material will become available from time to time. The
only substantial piece that is definitely in the process of publi-
cation is the following:

Toward Global Equilibrium: Collected Papers
Dennis L. Meadows, editor
Wright-Allen Press, Inc., 238 Main Street,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142, U.S.A.
Available August 1972

You will find other relevant book folders enclosed.

Sincerely yours,

Jay W. Forrester
Professor of Management

ITs ie
Enc. Book Folders: Industrial Dynamics, Urban Dynamics, World Dynamics,

Principles of Systems, The Limits to Growth,
Dynamics of Commodity Production Cycles

Air Mail
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Faculty of Economic and Social Studies

Jniversity of Manchester/Manchester/M139PL
Telephone: 061-273 3333

Department of Decision Theory

Professor J. W. Forrester
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Massachussetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE
Massachussetts
J.S.A. 1 May 1972

Dear Professor Forrester

[ hope you will forgive a stranger writing to you but I wonder if you could
be of help to me.

The University has set up a small group to look into the state of affairs
with respect to, for want of a better word, World Dynamics, as coined by
yourself, and of which group I am Chairman.

The setting up of this group was stimulated by the excellent books "World
dynamics", by yourself, and "The Limits of Growth" by Dr. Meadows and
several colleagues.

In the latter book I note that the research work referred to in these books

is continuing, particularly at M.I.T.

Would it be possible to indicate the nature of the research the M.I.T. group
is undertaking, and in what sense it contributes to the works mentioned above?

Would it also be possible to indicate the names and addresses of other people
&gt;f whom vou know working towards the same objectives?

I fully realise that with the fundamental importance of this work you must
have been inundated with countless requests for information, and that I,
like the others, have little alternative in writing directly to you if we are
to begin our studies properly. I, and the University group on whose behalf
I write, will be indebted to you for such information.

[ am at the same time writing to Dr. Meadows to ask for his help.

In anticipation of your help.

Yours sincerely

ul

N
x

(1

Xt
D. J. White

Professor of Decision Theory



Massachusetts Institute or Technology
Alired P. Sigan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

Memorandum

To:

From:

Dennis Meadows

Roger F. Naill

Subject: Visit of Sir Goronwy Hopkin Daniel

Date: August 18, 1971

We were visited today by Sir Goronwy Daniel ("Dan"), a principal
at the University College of Wales. His background includes degrees
in geology and anthropology, and a doctorate in economic statistics.
He has spent his early years in the British Civil Service and was a
member of the House of Commons, and was also involved for a brief

period in town and country planning. For 17 years he was involved
in energy policy making in England, including statistics, economics,
and general policy decisions. When he left for his present position
at the University of Wales, his group was involved in two modeling
efforts. One was designated a Special Model, and was more like our

aggregate models of use over time. The man heading that project now
is named Forster, who is the chief statistician (Ministry of Power,
Thames House, Millbeck). The second was a geographical model de-
signed to answer spatial questions such as what kind of power plant
should be built where.

John Seeger then introduced Sir Goronwy to System Dynamics and
the World Group's efforts. Roger Naill described his work in natural
resources and natural gas, and emphasized the importance of these
types of models in policy making. Eric Zahn presented his work in
food and agriculture. Sir Goronwy was quite receptive to our work,
and asked questions about possible work in water resources, and whether
we had looked at the implications of a major energy transition in terms

of capital j : mention our Work Et

natural gas and other pertinent papers when it is ready for distribution.
ho

RFN:mrc
cc: Jay W. Forrester

John Seeger
Bill Behrens
Eric Zahn
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World Dynamics Adoptions

School Proféssor &amp; Course No. of copies

Babson College
(Mass.)

Dr. Walter CArpenter.-
(also using Principles
of Systems)

Professor Rodman
Environmental Studies 191

Claremont Colleges
(Cal.)

Hofstra University Professor W.S. Gorrill
Physics Dept.

University of Oregon Professor John Wish
MIT Dept.

Ya

-

X

-

Washington Universi.y
(Kansas City, Mo.) Dr. J. Dobbs

Physics Dept.

University of Washington Professor Earl Bell
Dept. of Urban Planning
Urban Planning 542A

NOrtheastern Universi., Professor Wolaver
Dept. of Political Science
Urban Management

Professor J. Seeger
Dept. of Industrial Engineering
Dynamics of Systems I

University of Wisconsin Professor Porter
Zooloev 101

Date

Fall 1971

Fall 1971

Fall 1971

Fall 1971
Winter 1972

Fall 1971

Winter 1972

Winter 1972

Winter 1972

Winter 197?



School Professor &amp; Course

University of Missouri Professor Glidden
GA 572

Dickinson College
(Pa.) Four instructors for course:

Dr. Priscilla W. Laws

Dept. of Physics &amp; Astronomy

# of Copies Date

Winter 1972

Winter 1972

Professor H. Wade Sesford

Dept. of Sociology &amp; Anthropology

Indiana State University

University of California
at Berkeley

Professor Sarah Clevenger
Dept. of Life Sciences
Life Science 4-580

) Winter 1972

Winter 1972
BA 211

University of Kansai Winter 1972



July 9, 1971

Professor Dean W. Bov”
345 Lincoln Avenue
Palo Alr- Coliforni- TO

Dear Professor Boyd

in Professor Forrester's absence from the office, let me respond to your
letter of July 6 in his place. The ídeas here - 11 hath on exper-
{ence with our own group and experience ín teeching the course in System
ynamics at the Northeastern University Graduate School of Engineering.

The enclesed System Dynamics Newsletter concludes with a comprehensive
&gt;ibliography of mszterials relating to the field. I have marked a few
of the items which proved especially useful to me, and will enclose
&gt;opies of two of the best suxiliary reprints.

The basic text to begin with, in my opinion, is Principles of Systems.
[ followed this in = year-long sequence with Industrial Dynamics, and
then Urban Dynsmics, which served as a vehicle for tying together the
sasic principles, the modeling techniques, and the uses to which a
nodel could be put. In the last segment of the course, I also used
sritical reviews of the Urban Dynamics book from the current press,
asking the students to comment on both the gocd and the bad points
nade by the model's critics.

In the last two-thirds of the course, each student nrepared en individ-
¿51 model on a problem of his own choosing. Most e? them thus learned,
ith appropriste frustration, that the definition v£ problem and the
2urpose of a model are absolutely essential as first steps in the
&gt;rocess. This is a poínt which seems to be learned only through "hands
&gt;" experience. Three reasonable models emerged from the eleven
students who carried the complete three-term sequence. 1 was not unhapny
vith the batting average.



Professor Dean W. Boyd

Now, after sending perhaps more than you bargained for, may I ask a
return favor? 1 should very much appreciate an oatline of your
course and your comments on what curriculum materials would be most
desirable. In the coming months, one of my own goals is to compile
such material from the various schools where System Dynamics is
taught, in order to better Plan our own activities in development
of new curriculum materials. Thanks very much.

Sincerely,

John A. Seeper
Administrative Officer

JAS: ie
Une, System Dynemics Newsletter 1671

World Dynamics brochure
House of Representatives testimony, October 7, 1970
Market Growth as Influenced by Capital Investment”
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025

1415) 326-6200

6 July 1971

..

Professor Jay W. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Forrester:

I am considering sharing some of your insights about systems with
my students at the University of California at Santa Cruz next fall

However, I am somewhat out of touci: with the resources that are
currently available pertaining to "system dynamics" (nee "industrial
dynamics"). Could you or someone in your group briefly list for me

available texts, case studies, computer languages, and so on. If
you could respond to my home address:

945 Lincoln Aye.
Palo Alto, California 94301

I would greatly appreciate it.

Thank vou for your help.

Sincerely,
NJ

Dean W. Boyd. Assistant Professor of Information and Computer Science

DB: dw

CARLE: STANRES MENLO PARK /TWX 910-373-1246



uly 16, 1971

Professor George R. Webb
Tulane University
Department of Mechanical Engineering
New Orleans, Louisiana 707 1

Dear Professor Webb:

In Professor Forrester's absence from the MIT campus, let me thank you
for your kind remarks, We are always interested In hearing of other
schoocls' experiences in teachíng system dynamics.

One of my own goals in the coming vear is to collect information on
teaching activities outside of MIT, in order to plan for the devel-
opment of better currículum materials. I am hoping to collect
course outlines and comment on what type of material might be most
useful to people in your position. If you have the chance, can you
offer any advice to other teachers?

Probably you have not yet seen the new book, World Dynamics. I em
enclosing here a folder describing it.

PL ami

Sincerely,

John A. Seeger
Administrative Officer

JAS:ie
Enc, World Dynamics folder





20 July 1971

Professor H. Craig Davis
School of Community &amp; Regional Planning
[he University of British Columbia
Tancouver. 8. Canada

Dear Professor Davis:

[ am interested to learn that you are teaching a graduate course in
Juantitative Methods for Regional Planners and also, of course, pleased
to know that you plan to use my books Urban Dynamics and Principles of
Systems. Enclosed is a descriptive brochure of mv newest book World
Dynamics.

Also enclosed is a descriptive brochure on the availability of Dynamo
Compiler which was obtained from Pugh~Roberts Associates who own
this. Best wishes for vour course.

Sincerely vours

Jay W. Forrester
Professor of Management



THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCOUVER 8, CANADA

SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY &amp; REGIONAL PLANNING

July 22, 1971

Professor Jay Forrester
Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Forrester:

I am currently teaching a graduate course in Quantitative Methods for

Regional Planners and intend to incorporate into the course your books,

Urban Dynamics and PrinciplesofSystemsAnalysis.

In the book, Systems Analysis, you discuss the DYNAMO program. Is

this program now available and if so can you please tell me how I

might obtain it for use in the above course?

Sincerely,

7
x

H. Craig Davis
Assistant Professor

dCD/ jd
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Novarbar 7, 1975

Mr. Jib Fowles

Chairman, Studies of the Future
miversitv of Houston at Clear Lake City
2733 Bay Area Blya.
Touston, Texas 177058

Near vr. Fowles:

Professor Forrester has forwarded vour letter to me for
repl7. I am enclosing some information on tha doctoral program
here at the Sloan School of Management as well as a handout

describina aradiate studv in System Dynarleos.

If vou have anv questions about anv of our programs, please
do not hesitate to write.

sincerely,

(Miss) Christine Kane
Doctoral Proaran Coordinator

Enclosure
ce: Prof. J. Forrester
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University of Houston at Clear Lake City

2700 Bay Area Boulevard
Houston, Texas 77058

(713) 488-6840

October 30, 1975

Professor Jay W. Forrester
A. P. Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Forrester:

[ very much enjoyed your presentation at Limits to Growth 75.

I am taking the liberty of sending you some information regarding our
brand new Masters degree program in 'Studies of the Future." With
twenty-two graduate students, we are the largest such program in
the nation.

Several of our students are very interested in your work, and wonder if
seminars are offered, or if doctoral programs are available, for them
to pursue this interest.

Sincerely yours,
—IstoJa
Jib Fowles
Chairman. Studies of the Future

JF:tas

Enclosures

&gt;
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University of Houston at Clear Lake City

Masters of Science in

STUDIES OF THE FUTURE

Course Offerings, Fall 1975

SOCI 4136 Introduction to Futures Studies 6:00 - 9:00 Tues

SOCI 5533 Communications and Social Change 1:45 - 3:15 Mon Thur

SOCI 6334 Technology and Society in the Future 6:00 - 9:00 Wed

ENVR 5131 Environmental Management Practices 68:00 - 9:00 Tues

ENVR 5931 Environmental Impact Statements 5:00 - 9:00 Mon

GOVT 4532 Government Budget Planning and Analysis 5:00 - 9:00 Tues

GOVT 5332 Public Policy Analysis | 5:00 - 9:00 Tues

GOVT 5532 Public Policy and the Study of the Future 6:00 - 9:00 Mon

GOYT 6331 Research Techniques in Government Planning 6:00 - 9:00 Thur

URBN 5131 Theory and Practice of Urban Planning 6:00 - 9:00 Wed

LITR 4536 Images of the Future in Science Fiction 6:00 - 9:00 Mon

HIST 5931 The Utopian Tradition 10:15 - 11:45 Tues Fri

for further information: Dr. Jib Fowles
Chairman, Program Committee
Studies of the Future
University of Houston at Clear Lake City
2700 Bay Area Boulevard
Houston, Texas 77058
488-0470 - Ext. 54
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Futures program gets underway
CLEAR LAKE - “Our goal is perfect

understanding of the future.”said Dr. Jib
Fowles. chairman of the master’s degree
program in “Studies. of the Future” at the
University of Houston at Clear Lake City, to a
gathering of the program's students Saturday
afternoon in Seabrook at their orientation ses-
sion. ,

The 20 men andwomen. coming from as far
away as South Dakota. are the first students in
this innovative program. which begins this week
when the university's new Bayou Building
opens -

“OF COURSE, ” Fowles added *‘we cannever
understand the future perfectly. But we can get
much better at it.”

Fowles called the “Studies of the Future”
program unique because of its subject matter,
its size. the quality of its faculty and its ideal
location in ‘‘the most futuristic area in the
United States."

Nancy Wood of Seabrook. a student in the
orogram and acting coordinator of the Houston
-hapter of the World Future Society, described
he purpose of the Society and the 1975-76
program of the Houston chapter

WOOD SAID that the first meeting of the
chapter would take place October 3 at the Lunar
Science Institute on NASA Rd. 1. She invited all
.nterested people from the Clear Lake area to
attend.

Bill Lammey. another student in the program
and a Houston architect. described his work in
designing a futuristic environmental awareness
program for the Houston Independent School
District.

THE WIDE rangs of students’ interests. vary-
ing from corporate forecasting to educational
change to ecological improvement, indicated
the interdisciplinary nature of the unique
graduate program.



THE CLEAR LAKE NEWS CITIZEN, Tuesday, Oct. 28, 1975

UH-CLC futurists
participate in recent

conference
CLEAR LAKE- A

dozen  UH/CLC
futurists played active
roles in the recent
Limits to Growth 475
Conference held at the
Woodlands. 22 miles
north of Houston. Dr.
Jib Fowles. Directorof
UH/CLC Future
Studies Program. and
11 of his graduate
students joined a host
of academic. en-
vironmental and cor-
porate celebrities in ex-
ploring the changes
likely in the next
quarter century.

Dr. Fowles and Dean
Calvin Cannon were
among the 350
conference regis-
trants. The students
bartered time and ser-
vices with confererce
directors. exchanging
clerical help. chauffeur
duties. errand running

and general efficientcy
"or a unique chance to
near some of the
nation's loftiest
‘hinkers expound. Like
groupies hovering
rackstage at a rock
concert. students
‚oined in the small talk
and banter of some of
the super stars in the
‘utures field.

Trading chores for a
~hance for stimulating
jialogue on many
opics of humanity's
critical needs were
sraduate students
Roger Carlson. Nick
Clift, Walker Croft
Dick Garter. Ror
Howell, Bill Lammey
Bill Redmond. Jeanne
Seward. Julia Steqart
Duane Spellman.
Marilyn Stovall. and
Nancy Wood. Houston
coordinator for the
world Future Society.

The chance to mix
and mingle. debate
and debunk came the
first night at a session
involving conference
narticipants. speakers.
students and press
corps in a novel and
noisy game. THE
FUTURES GAME. a
subjective exercise in
alternative pos:
sibilities. is a fast
paced interpretive
planning exchange
alternatively gloomy.
hopeful. funny. in-
novative . and

provocative.
Ideas bounced. rip-

pled and flowed out ofa
delegate from Big San-
dy. Texas. to one from

e

Jberlunkhofen.
Switzerland. from a
Jarvard graduate
student to a
oroducer/director
rom Walt Disney.
from Exxon's chief
&gt;conomist to an ad
ninistrator of the En:
rironmental Protec-
ion Agency. from a
-echnology professor
"rom Israel to an F:pis-
»opalian rector.

The other days were
‘illed with lectures.
sanquets. panels and
debates on topics of
‘echnology. en-
¿ironment.
1griculture. — energy.
wrchitectural design.
management and
weonomic guidelines
‘or a society in which
zrowth factors would
ye stabilized by various
self-imposed
~onstraints.

Dr Jonas Salk. dis-

coverer of the polio
vaccine and currently
read of the Salk
nstitute for Biological
Studies in San Diego.
was banquet speaker
on the final night when
‘he Mitchell Prize was
awarded. Donated in
amounts of $10.000.
36,000, $3.000 and $1.000
5y George Mitchell of
Mitchell Energy and
Development Cor-
soration and his wife.
Cynthia. the prize en-
courages papers focus-
ing on growthtrends 40
vears from now.

The students are
back in class now. both
weary andelated. with
perhaps a wistful
glimmer of hope for
returnig to the
“Conference two years
from now with a

modest acceptance
speech for the next
siennial $10.000 award
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University of Houston at Clear Lake City
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INIVERSITY OF HOUSTON AT CLEAR LAKE CITY

rhe newest university in Texas is an upper-level
institution (junior, senior and graduate) uniquely
structured to serve the needs of its community and of
modern life. The University of Houston at Clear Lake

City offers a contemporary education through
multi-disciplinary programs. The new university and
its graduate program in Studies of the Future are both

especially suited to the thriving Houston area. Capital
of the energy industry, Houston leads the way into
post-industrial society. Its enterprises are prospering;
its occupational profile increasingly favors the
xnowledge industry; leisure-time activities, exemplified
oy the Astrodome, are flourishing. The new campus

.ies halfway between downtown Houston and the
scenic port of Galveston. With Armand Bayou Park on
ane side and NASA's Johnson Space Center on the

other, the campus setting is a stimulus to the study of

&gt;hange.

STUDIES OF THE FUTURE

The future is the object of deepening concern. As the

speed and complexity of modern life mount, the
dotential grows for disaster as well as for

advancement. Catastrophe and opportunity have to
be foreseen if we are to survive well. We must gain

the clearest conception of what does—and can—lie
ahead in time. Using newly-developed forecasting
techniques, futurists work to improve anticipation. A
fuller comprehension of things to come, leading to
better plans and more appropriate actions, is the aim
of the Studies of the Future graduate program at
UH/CLC. To encourage comprehensive

understanding, the program incorporates many modes
of exploring the future. The faculty, drawn from nearly
all disciplines, are scholars vitally concerned with the
transition from today to tomorrow. Their combined
perspectives can offer students an integrated view of
‘he future—and a repertoire of ways for confronting
it. MS candidates already engaged in forecasting and
planning will find that the program introduces them to
a broader range of pertinent material. The program
is also intended for those with a more general

interest in the problems and possibilities of life in the
future. For more information: Dean, School of Human

Sciences / University of Houston at Clear Lake City/
2700 Bay Area Boulevard/Houston,Texas 77058/
713/488-0470.

5

COURSE OFFERINGS

Study of the Future... . Forecasting Techniques. . .

Forecasting by Simulation and Modeling .... The
Future of Behavior. . .. Sociology of the Future . . ..

Communications and Social Change... .. Intentional

Cultural Change .... Utopia: Designers and
Jetractors . . . . Educational Futurism . . .. Future of

Zducation in a Changing Society . . . . Government

?lanning .... Public Policy and the Study of the Future
... Ecology and Public Policy .... Resource

Allocation in the Future .... The Future of Energy ....

Technology Assessment .... Technology and Society
in the Future .... Technology and Ethics in the

Future. -.. Business Forecasting . ... Sales

Forecasting... . Images of the Future in Science
Fiction... . Radical Conceptions of the Future. . ..
Apocalyptic Futures... . Seminar in Futures Studies
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PARTICIPATING FACULTY

ROGER BILSTEIN. Ph.D. Ohio State University

(History)
JIM BOWMAN. Ph.D. University of Oklahoma (Social
Foundations of Education)
NANETTE BRUCKNER. Ph.D. City University of New
York (Psychology)
JAMES COOMER. Ph.D. The University of Tennessee

(Political Science)
CHRISTOPHER DEDE. Ed.D. University of
Massachusetts (Science Education)
JIB FOWLES. Ph.D. New York University (Futuristics,
Mass Communications)
KIM HILL. Ph.D. Rice University (Political Science)
THOMAS MCFAUL. Ph.D. Boston University

‘Sociology of Religion)
JAYE MILLER. Ph.D. Yale University (History)
ROSEMARY PLEDGER. D.B.A. Texas Tech University

¡Business Administration)
LESTER SARTORIUS. Ph.D. University of Minnesota

‘Business Statistics)
CURTIS SMITH. Ph.D. Syracuse University (English)
GROVER STARLING. Ph.D. University of Texas at
Austin (Public Administration)
ROBERT TOPLIN. Ph.D. Rutgers University (History)
NORMAN L. WEED. Ph.D. Tulane University

¡Economics)
ROBERT WEGMANN. Ph.D. University of California-
Santa Barbara (Sociology)
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ily 16, 1971

Professor George |
Tulane Univera!ty
Department of Mechanical Engineering
New Orleans, Louisiana 76 8

Y e %

Dear Professor Webb:

In Professor Forrest:
for your kind rer
szhools' exneria=

a. ~ ebsence from the MIT cempus, let me thank you
Vs» are always interested in hearing of other
*eaching system dynamics,

Une of my own goals in the coming year is to collect information on
teaching activities outside of MIT, in order to plan for the devel-
cpment of better currículum materials. I am hoping to collect
course outlines and comment on what type of material might be most
useful to people im your position. If you have the chance, can you
offer any advice to other teachers?

Probably you have not yet seen the new book, World Dynamics. I am
enclosing here a folder dascribing it.

Thanks morin,

Sincerely,

John A. Seezar
hdmini=-aríya Officer

JAS: ie
Enc. World Dynamics folder





THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCHUN[E gay 7 |

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

July 15, 1971

M.I.T. Press
M.I.T.
Cambridge, Mass, 02142
U.S.A.

Dear Sir:

— I would like to purchase a copy of "World Dynamics" by

J.W. [Forrester of your institution.

 lam quite keen to evaluate it as a prescribed text in
“i¡mulation course in Computer Science here at U.B.C.

Please send a copy and bill me accordingly.

~~

Yours sincerely,

~ ”~

eE
; o

D.A.R. Seeley
Assistant Professor

DARS *0s







‘eptember 9, 1971

Professor S. L. Cooke, Jr.
University of Louisville
college of Arts and Sciences
Division of Natural Sciences
Louisville, Kentucky 40208

Dear Professor Cooke:

Thank you for your letter of August 26 and for sending the text by Dr. Salk.
I have taken the liberty of sending him my paper on “Counterintuitive
Sehavior of Sociel Systems” which vas original:y presented before a Subcom-
mittee of Congress and which first appeared in print in the January 1971
issue of the Technology Review. In reply to your cuestion, you may repro-
luce copies for your students if you wish. I call your attention to the
availability of reprints from the Technology Review which may cost no more
and will be of better reproduction ar

You esk about students working with t
Dynamics model. It is fully descri
a folder is enclosed. Also, if v-
the subject £t-- will want to +

perhans also Urban Dynamics -

a

1 mean the World

&gt; for which

ously studying
ems book and

I would appreciate hearing more from vou about the degree of your interest
end what your students are doing. . 7, 1 would appreciate receiving your
suggestions for the kind of educational material which needs to be made
evailable. we will be giving greater emphasis to teaching meterials some-
time in the near future.

Sincera Y Yours,

Jay W. Forrester
Professor of Management

JWF:ie
Enc: Folders: World

Urban
Dynrmac
Jynamics

5 _&lt; Systems
retrial Dynamics

{Cooke material should go in the "Teachers of System Dvnamics File")
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40208

August 26, 1971

Dr. Jay W. Forrester
Professor of Management
Mass. Institute of Technology
cambridee, Massachusetts

dear Dr. Forrester:

) ve
lo!L

”
pny

A Your excellent article "Counterintuitive Behavior of Social Systems"
in the Feb., 1971 issue of Simulation has provoked considerable interest and
discussion. I would very much like to use it as the basis for a talk on the

use of computers to solve contemporary problems and would like permission
to reproduce at least the figures if not the entire text. We will need to
make 120 copies for distribution to students.

”

A

You must have already received many compliments on this outstanding
work which was beautifully presented. I hope that we might be able to let
students play with a simplified version of your model after reading in
your books on the subject. We have already done some simple population
ynamic simulations. Any suggestions you might have would be appreciated.

An everyday example of counterintuitive behavior came to mind and may
help explain the problem. That is, the fact that many people who can back
a car find great difficulty in doing so when a trailer is attached.

A copy of an interesting talk by Dr. Jonas Salk is enclosed. He is
advocating treating the whole problem for much more qualitative reasons
than you.

Thank vou.

Respectfully yours,

[)./ Loa
LA Lore, fh
Professor

SLC:mas



July 26, 1972

Dr. Thomas TF. Kimes, Director
Interactive Computing Services Unit
Austin College
Sherman, Texas 750020

Dear Dr. Kimes

Thank you for your letter describing the interest of your
students in the work we have done under the sponsorship of The Club
of Kome, Professor Forrester has suggested that I send you the
enclosed book folders as these sources provide the guidelines you
requested.

Sincerely yours

gac

Ene. Book folders --

(Miss) Emaline Cornett
Secretary to Professor

Industrial Dynamics
Principles of Systems
Urban Dynamics
World Dynamics

Forrester
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Professor Jay W. Forrester
Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
~ambridge,Massachusetts 02139

Sherman, Texas 75090

.

Dear Professor Forrester:

A group of undergraduate students at Austin College have asked me
to write you concerning the computer-based projections you developed
together with the "Club of Rome". They would like to employ your
model, or one similar to it, in a course they are helping to plan for

‘he 1972 Fall Term.

It may be that the complete model is far too sophisticated for their
nurposes. It would be useful, however, to have the most detailed
description you can provide them. Their goal will be to incorporate
rhe model in an interactive computer program (based on the APL |

language), and to compare projections based on different choices
‘or the parameters involved.

[ will appreciate any help you can provide this group in realizing their
objectives. If the model is described in a paper or technical report
in sufficient detail for their purposes, I would appreciate a copy of
he relevant publication. Ii an APL version of the simulation exists,

that would be better still.

Many thanks for your help; I look forward to your reply

Sincerely,
Za

- La

Ju aCBULZA x

Dr. Thomas F. Kimes, Director
Interactive Computing Services Unit

TFK/km



MEMORANDUM

TO: Jay W. Forrester

FROM: John A. Seeger

SUBJECT: Another Visitor

DATE: August 3, 1971

Mr. Wallace Forney of Dallas, Texas, called on Monday, August 2,
and will call back on Friday, August 6, to see whether it is possible
0 arrange an appointment with vou.

Mr. Forney is apparently a member of the Board of Visitors of
the University of Texas Graduate School for Social Work in Austin. He
wants to discuss how to begin a curriculum in computer modeling for
social problems, and how to apply models to the problems of a specific
program of drug control in New York City--this program under the direction
of Mrs. Sidney Poitier (the actor's wife). Mrs. Poitier, according to
Mr. Forney, has a great deal of "clout," and can make things happen.

Mr. Forney, the Dean of his school, and perhaps Mrs. Poitier
would like to visit here after a meeting they will attend in New York.
They could come Thursday afternoon, August 12, or Friday morning,
August 13.

ir.
+ did not mention Ed Roberts work in drugs, but could when

"orrev calls again. Would vou be interested in seeing him?

on

Ay Louis Alfeld





MCMASTER UNIVERSITY

HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

August 9th, 1971

Mr. N. K. Patni, President,

Wright-Allen Press, Inc.,
238 Main Street,
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, 02142,
U. SS. A. :

Dear Mr. Patni:

I am sorry that I have been so slow in responding to your

letter of 28 October 1970, regarding the use of Forrester's Principles

of Systems. I used the book in two courses, Geography 4j6 and 3x6.
Part of my delay in writing is due to the use of the book in two
courses, i.e., I wanted to see how the different classes could deal
with the material. K

Briefly, 4j6 is a fourth year course. There were 17
students in the course this past year. This course is research
oriented. There are four objectives to the course: 1) introduction

to systems method and theory, 2) introduction to social research
methodology, 3) introduction to selected urban themes -- this year

it was intra-urban migration, and 4) development and conduct of team
research projects using the methodology discussed in 1) and 2). The
course is for the academic year, i.e., September.toApril. It is
divided roughly into two terms: September to December, January to
April. The first term is run as a lecture-lab-seminar course. The
second term is devoted to research with team members meeting with me

individually as frequently as required. The topics covered and their
sequence are indicated on the enclosed course outlines.

Finally, there were three exercises. Two dealt with

sampling problems and data analysis. The third exercise was the
development of a second-order systems model of intra-urban migration.
This exercise, and the research projects, were designed to get the
students to use Professor Forrester's notions. The exercise was more

successful in this attempt than the research projects. The latter are
based on student defined urban problems. These ranged from topics such
as the resiBtance to change in spatial units, through the relationships
between work orientation, job satisfaction, and leisure time activities,
to behavioral variables affecting transportation mode choice. Generally,
the students had difficulty in treating their subjects in terms of
levels and rates, although there is no inherent reason for non-applica-

bilitv.

_.. cont'd.



Mr. N. K. Patni, August 9th, 1971.

3x6 was a third year course in which I taught the second
term. The objectives of this part of the course were two: 1) introduce

systems method and theory, and 2) introduce urban ecology. The topics
covered and their schedule are included in the enclosed materials. The

course was a lecture course meeting for an hour, three times a week.
There were 85 students in the class.

The following comments about Principles of Systems are based
on my experiences in these two courses. I intended to use the book as

programed-learning text on the systems method. I used it in this fashion.
My first comment would be about the unevenness of the book. However,
you are aware of this problem. My second comment regards the lack of
discussion about wheter Professor Forrester's notions reside with respect
to the large literature on systems. My third comment is based on my
personal interest in urban problems. I would like to see more discussion

and examples of urban systems. You mention that examples .will be drawn
from many fields, I hope urban studies is one of them.

Fourth, the students found conceptual leaps between the
text material and workbook material. This is not particularly good
from a programmed-learning standpoint. Fifth, the chapters on dynamo
and integration were difficult. I am not convinced that dynamo is the
most efficient language to use. The discussion on integration can be

clarified greatly. Finally, I believe Chapter 2 could be placed later
in the book, for example after Chapter 4, to improve the "flow of the
material"

In terms of student opinion, the book was considered hard
by some and not difficult by others. I think the difficulties
encountered are all related to my preceding comments.

Next year, 436 will be offered in an altered form, i.e.,

the systems material will only be briefly reviewed, because all the
students will have had 3x6. 3x6 has been dropped and replaced by two
other courses. I am not involved with the new courses, so I don't know

exactly what will he done in them.

Again, I am sorry to have been so slow in responding. I
hope my comments and the enclosed materials are useful. I would appre-
ciate receiving a copy of the new editions when thev become available.

Sincerelv.

JFB/rt
Enclosiuraes

John IF. Betak,
Assistant Professor.



SEQGRATHY 436 and 636

LECTURES OUTLINE

1070-71

TOPIC

Lo Development of the Systems Perspective

Definitiens: Urban Systems &amp; Open-Closed
Systems; Models and Theory

5, Structuring Systems

bo Mathematics &amp; Models

56 Modeling Complex Systems

9. Modeling Complex Systems cont'd,

7. Complex Secial Systems

8, Cemnlex Sccial Systems cont'd.

5. Urban Ecology &amp; Intra-Urban Micration

16; Incra-Urban Migration

11. Intra-Urban YMigracfon cont'd,

12. Medeline IntraeUrbaen Mieraticon

WEEX OF

14/9/70

21/5/70

28/9/70

5/10/70

12/10/70

19/10/70

26/10/70
2/11/70
9/11/70

16/11/70

23/11/70

20/11/70

 FD ft
17/0/70



GROGRATIHY 6356 and {56

LAB QUTLINE

1970-71

TOPIC:

Introduction € Philosophy of Scientific Investigation

Philosophy of Scientific Investigation &amp; Scientific
Research Program

, Research Paradiegm, Data Specification &amp; Sources,
Measurement

bo Sample Design &amp; Sampling

5° Sampling Exercise

Data Collection: Background Information, Field Notes
&amp; Notebook

7. Data Collection: Observatlon ú Special Techniques

Bo

8B, Data Collection: Questionnaires

Co Data Collection: Interviews

10. Data Storage, Reduction, Analysic, &amp; Interpretationge, 5 y $

LL. Data Analysis Exercise

WEEK OF:

21/ 9/70

28/ 9/70

5/10/70

12/10/70

19/10/70

26/10/70

2/11/70

9/11/70
16/11/70

23/11/70

30/11/70

IES [TE
17/9/79



GEOGRAKIY 436 and 636

REQUIRED READING LIST

1073-71

BOULDING, KoE.., "Coneral Systems Theory = The Skeleton of Science, Management Science,
2 (e355), 197-2080, hasrínted in Y. Buckley, Medem Systems lescarci Lor
the Behavioral delentísio Chicezos Aldine Publ. Co., 1908, pp. 3-10.

BERRY, B.doLeo, “Cities as Systems Within Systeme of Citles", Pavers and Proceedings
RoGofos 13 (1984), 1467-63,

BERTALANFFY, L.V., “General Systems. Theory = A Critical Review", General Systems,
VII (1952), 1-20. Also im Buckiay, 2D. Cib., PP. 11-30,

BUCKLEY, Wo, "Society as a Complex Adaphive System™, ia Buckley, 9p, Cito, Pp. 490-513,

CADVALLDER, M.L., "The Cybernetic Analysis of Change in Complex Social Organizations”,
— Amer.JeSag.65(1939)156-57,Alsoin buckley, ope Cite, PPo 437-400

EASTON, De, "A Systems Analysis of Political Life", Ch. 2 in D. Easton,ASystems
AnalysisofPoliticalLife.M.Y.:JohnWiley&amp;Sons,Inc.,1965,pro17-35.
Also in Duckley, 0D. Cite, FU 423-384

FOLEY, Dolo, te Ase Leprosch to Matrorolíc.n Suatial Seructura!, in MoMo Webber, at,alo
ExplorecionsIntoUrbenStructura.PhiladelshiarUniveofPoh.tress.
1964, phe £h=ila

FORRESTEN, J.M. Frinciples of Systems. Canbridge, Masse: Wrisht-Allen Press, 196%.

HALL, A... AlothodolosyforSyotemaBusiroesing.Princeton,Made:DeVenNostrand
Coo, Luce, 1562, Chapter 3, pro 1-88.

HALL. AD. 6 FAGEE, P.E., "Definition ef Sratem!, General Systems, I (1956), 15-78.
Also in Buckley, oo £ites Eo 67-920

4 3 a N « o Pee Y - ny J

Machol, FoBo (Ode) Suntan Puciacoriao lantboclte- ra LA BEA IEA ea. A ATATRSEROAPAL7EADATE

Chantaras 1 € e.

MY. WrGyrazweHiL1l Book Co.. 1965.

Maruyama, Mag TEs Second Cybernetics: CevinclaneAaslifying Mucual Causal Frocesses!.
Aver, Setontist, Si (1969), 164-709. Also in Veayboo!: ef che Soctcry fer
Gonprat Swann. Ponosggl, VAT (553), 7235-41. Also in Buckley, he Eiltes
po, ie 13.

eee Contd,



VICKERS; G., "Is Adaptabliiey Enough, Behzvioral Science, 4 (1959), 219-34, Also
in Duckley, on. cite, pp. 450-73,

SELEER, Mo, "The Urban Place and the HoneFlsce Urban Realw', in Webber, etc ale,
on, Site, Po 79-133.

SOCIAL SPACE 6 INTRA-HNRAI MIGRATION

BERRY, Bod.Le E F.E. HORTON. Ceographie Perspectíves on Urban Systems. Englewood
Cliffs, Hodes Trentice-lall, Iuce, 1570, Chapters 10 € 11,

BOYCE; ReRo, “Residenzial lMebiliey &amp; Its Implications for Urban Spatial Change",
Progecdines A.A.0., 1 (1968), 22-26. :

BROWH, L.A. &amp; E.G, MOORE, "Intra-Urban Migration: An Actor-Oriented Framework,
Dept. of Gaolgraphy, Rorthwestera University, (1968),

CLARK, Wk Vo, "Information Flows 6 Intra-Urban Micracion: An Empirical Analysis!"
Proc. hohoGo 1 (1969), 38-42,

MOORE, E.G., a "Models of Migration &amp; the Intra-Urban Case", The Australian € New
Zealand J, Soc., 2 (1965), 16-37,

sexw=cex, b Wiha Structure of Imtra-Urban ovement Rates: An Ecological Model",
Urban Srudies, 6 Heo 1 (Feb. 1969), 17-33.

cecceecs, ¢ "The Nature of IntrasUrban Migration € Some lelevant Research Strategies",
Proc, MofirCos | (1969), 113-146,

ROSSI, Pollo: Why Families Move, Glenese: “he Free Fress, 1955,

SOLPEZT, do, “Tefavicral AspectseftheDecialon to Nigrate", Parers R.SoAo, 15 (1965,
1589.60

WA A he XI Te ES &gt; Eee aTARA, Log Do TOLESE E Je VOLPERT, "Interdenendence of Commuting &amp; Migration, Proco,
Asco, 1 (1969). 1153-69.
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WEBB, Bodo. et. nl. Uucbimugive Mexscures: NoneReactive Feaseavch in tho Social Sedonces,
eder Ente e &gt; ek a ar aa Moe oi aa ATT Er RA RR Te rT RT eri SRV Met I rh mains EEA A FE DD

Chile: Rand Mclally &amp; Coo, 19866, whole book.

e Tas : gS E } am Aa es A Yomi

MILLER, D.C. Eandbookof Peseavch Pesiem&amp;SocialMeasurenanf.NoYes:DPavidMcKay
Co, InC., 150%, Browse Fart 1; Favret il &amp; Yart lll...

BACKSTROM, Collo E HUESH, GoDe. Survey Pesczvch. Evanston, Tlle: Horthwestern Univ,
Press, 1932, whole bool,

STEFHAN, Fol. E: MECARTIHY, Pedo Ezmnling Orinfonse NoYes John Wiley € Sons, Tuco,
1258, Part 1 &amp; Part 127.

JARDA, Ho Daga Processing, Everston, ILl.: Horthwesterm Univ, Press, 1955, Chs,
WeVWLKX,
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Your prepssal may ba on amy area in urban gengraphy, preforabiy vour cun area
of intarest. In this proposal you will make use ef the Systems merhodalozy to
ZOMzuilate your problem, snd, imsefar as possible, develon a “systems model of
the phergmencn of Interest. You will alse utilize the materials on resesrveh
methodology to discus3 how your propositions may be tested,
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0 aora 3 astLoar Project:

The clase will bz divided ínto research teams en November 24th, 1970,
These teams will, im the course of Che following five months, develop a research
pronosal, develes instruments to test the propositions, plist test the instru-
ments, conduct a preliminary field investigation=&gt;gatheringthe requisite data
for preliminary testing of the propositions, tabulate and analyze the data,
present an oral defonse of the research, and submit a written report on Ehe
research,

Outline znd Schedule:

L) Research proposal amd propositions (Due moon Escember 8, 1970)

Based upon the general research area decided upon by your group,
in cengultation with Jo FP. Batak, foreulate a ressarch proposal
(based on the same format as the individual srocogals) which
contsinge

2

de Three ressarchable questions.
De Two testable propositiens for each vuestion (a total of six)

from watch your actual field sronesitlons may be selected,
again la comeultácion wieh Jo F. Betak.
A listing of all the variables involved in your propositions,
with operational definitions, potential indicators, añd
methods of measurswank.

UM

Research instruments and data format (Due noon January 15, 1971)

Based on your team’s reseaveh questions and propositions
(No, 1), design and develop feur instruments: |
Lo Checkeoff typz quastiennaiva. a.
2, Fill-in and sbore esgay cussticanaira.
3, Gonmbination ef (1) and (2).
6, Que special instrument (Q-sort, obgervacióon instrument;

ete o Yo

Select mre-test subjects {or pilot testing instruments.
They should be as close to the veal subiects (without boiung
them) you will study in the field us you can got. Discuss
sigh Jo Fo Detal bov to find these subjects. CigarCh]zelsetion
of all sublsere vita Jo Fe Lrzai.
Administer the InsPruments in come predelermined sequence
to a sample of pre-test sud ja. o
Discuss the fastrurenis with the subjects after Trey have
TerM cIMIictedo, „SEE heise, Feaciiaos Lo che ques£icns, Ce
COALEL Sho probiems Eney Sas SELINA Cine , o
Eovise ond resadminialer Cue tustrumeñts Co enctasr SAaEDIe
of are-Lest subjecise |
Sand in all versions of the fustruments with your and Che
subicectsf cemmonts aud the dats analysis.
Gand fu a deserirtionofyourproposed vothods of handling
your data with encsursles sf how vo plan to voduce and avalyse
vou data. tae tudine fhe faulting oF vour mreroecit las.

 men de ffML ESA TA



Field Work, tabulation and analysis of data (January &amp; February).

Weekly or bi-weekly touch-base sessions with J, Fo. Betalk.

Summary of research (Due moon March 5, 1970)

Three page, typed and dittosd (30 copies), summary of your res
PANA » E 2

gearch, One copy to each member of the class, the remainder
to ba turmed inco Je F. Detak, The summary will contain a
statement of the problem; an outline of the propositions, an
sub iine of the methodology, an cutlime of the preliminary results.

Oral team defense (March 1971, dates t.b.a.)

Each tes will expand upon aud dizcuss the work outlined in its
sunmary. The teama Will present their vemavls For an hour, The
floor will bo opened for discussion for amother hour, The manner
of presentation ís up ES each team.

Written research report (Due moon Avril 6, 1971)

A full ácuble-spaced, typed report of the research will be
submitted. The report will contain:

a. Cover sheet: - Title
Authors

University
Department

Course Number
Bate

by Acknowledgements (1f£ amy)

Table cof contents

¢ List of {llustrations

Summary of report

Introduction, background, and problem statement

inde of phenomenon
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Let the time interval = 10 years, LeGEós Ta = 1970, T, = 1920, Lo 1990, o.
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Prepare a worksheet, similar to Forrester!s Table 2.2, SNCUing
time, chavs in population Level, population level, flow vate
Hoe a Gen yior interval fon your time column. Do the computa-
Lions, based on the expression given above. (Ruundeoff your
Firures to plve us veoie peoples)

ar  EEE



Draw a graph illuctreting the growth rate and population level for
the data in your worksheet. (Ze sure to labal your graphs.)

What is the coal this system ís scekime?

wr e a N eEn 5Uan le the casal reached?

CONem3
gn



What kind of relationship is illustrated by your graph?

That are tho fnitial valucs of che system?

Ef the initial values were diffevent, would the graph have the same
gshase? Eau?

- 5 Te Ranco? om ®, y x Ba lA m 58 dias CATE eal hannenz ta Fa a

a E 2 us PR ME &gt; DrLos Ls Chis affect fuiícated im veas £laz diarramí
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GECGRATOY 3x6

PART IL

EXERCISE 1

1670-71

FIRST-ORDER NEGATIVE FERDBACK SYSTEM

Consider the simple ropulationoorewth situation of a new tom in
northern. Canada. The eptimum Cotal population for this new ten has been
determined to be 200,000 reaple. The population growth of the new town is
represented by the expression:

ARS e (PL) {200,000 = PL)
235.000 - E wa

here PL = the new town population level at timo Tos Tr.

Fl = 2550 people in Ty = 1970

a» LE I

Let Che time interval = 10. years, l:Con Ta = 1970, Y, = 1980, T, = 1900, ca

Sketch and label, the Clow diarram of this population growth system
using thi symbols ziven in Fovresterls Fieure 2.23.

aMCan om EY



Prepare a woriskcer, similar to Forresterts Table 2.2, showing
cine, change in population level, ponutation level, flow rate.
Use a ten your interval fer your time column. De thc computa
Elons, based on the expression given above, Ulcundeoff your
Figures to give us whole people.)

ww.

1
Pomay 2 ”



Draw a’ graph 4llustrating the growth rate and population lovel for
the data in your wordsheel. (Ba sure to label your creci.)

Uat is che engl this evaben is ecekingl

Man 45 the mon!Ss the mal ecschra?

 wy Be x
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What kind of relatioushipisillustentedby your graph?

What eve the Initial values of the system?

EY the initial values were different, would the graph have the same
shane? wr

a , e Ea E T ¡mo YAE Espynens to Id na EL CARAS

o "E N Sf ” y
PEE 5 1 hía ATC Y e TF .: iy Ennio affect tndlonee t me Fi 3 7tmciascead tn wou &gt; Tax disoyan?



GEOGRATAY 2x6

PART II

EXERCISE 2

1970-71

COUELED-NONLINEAR-FEEDBACK SYSTEM

On the following pages the premium-hasusing sector of Jo We. Forrester’s
model of urban interactions is presented. This material is drawn from Urban
Denemics, ppe 170-179, The following questions are based on this material.
Your answers can all be derived from the material.

The premium-housing sector is a feedback system exh!icing both positive
and negative feedback loops.

UN Is it a coupled-nonlinear=feedback system? hy

Which loops are positive?

Indicate which focvs chance. from positiva Co negative, or vice versaNo =&gt; &gt;

IE anv.

That order is this feedback system?

d
e 0: £EYSCENEY 5&gt;v Y tuesA LLOFOELe ial veInicitho 3LLflat no

E. . A mea BE = OR ad pelt vp, ee X DE E 7
bles tE re the IY mMAcrs al LEE EYS Lord

 gmat



What verisbles from other diagrams enter in this system? Specify what
kind of equation they have (level, rate, etC.)o

“hich variables from other dingrams receive information from this system?
Snecify what kind of equation they have

Calculate equation76forPRIR.k,

Given that NE + 200, MB = 1,000, DI = 100, Ud = 1,100 and WH = 21,000:

Caleulnte ecuatlon 50 Los LFTU.E.
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AEOGRAPHY 3x6

PART Al

MID-TERM EXAMINATION

1970-1971

You must answer questions number1&amp;2. A third question is to be
answered from questions 3 to 6, Each question has the same weight, You may
use an outline style to answer the questions.’ Diagrams, etc. may be used in
developing your answers. You shouldnotspendmorethanonehourtowritethe
exam. This means you have 20 minutes per question. . Illegíble papers will not
be marked. The exem is due at 10:00 a.m., 12/2/71.

Systems engineering and operations research are of theoretical interest
because systems analysis is epplicable to entities wnose components are
most heterogenecus = men, machines, buildings, monetary and other values,
inflow of raw material, outfiow of preducts and many other items. Support
or refute this statement on the basis of the writings of Hall &amp; Fagen,

Boulding, Bertalanffy, and Hall. |

Two social scientists argue shout mathematics and models. One argues that
if a theory cannot be expressed in sophisticated mathematics (such as a.
differential equation.or a stechastic process with known solutions), then
the theory is useless. The other obiects. doin the argument.

Behavioral scientists can be divided into two groups: (1) those who
aspire to the scientific status of physical scientists, and (2) those who
are moved to "understand men'', What are the positive and negative attributes
&gt;£ both groups? In whet way are these attributes positive ard negative?

low do Forrester's definitiomofopenand closad systems relate to the
definitions of open and closed systems given in the general systems
literature?

The following equation is an expression of the relationships involved in
the attractiveness for migration for under-employeds, as proposed by
Forrester, In this equation, the components of attractiveness are combined
by multiplication rather than by addition. What are the implications of
this?
AL,K = (UANM.K)(UNM.K)CTEM.E)CUJMK)(UATM.K)CAMI)
AMP = 1

3,A
3.1.C

AM = Atgractiveness-foremigraetion rultiplier (dimensionless)
UANM - Underemployed-arrivals-mobility multiplier (dimensionless)
UM = Underemployed/housing multiplier (dimensionless)
PEM « Public-expenditure multiplier (dimensionless)
Ud - Underemployed/jobmultiplier(dimensionless)
UNPM - Underemployed-housing»pregram muitiplior (dimensionless)
AMP « Attractiveness-for-misration factor (dimensionless)

o 13 Es je Ct LV ar f OL Cs Y + ESTA e A Es SE me E1 od.da El , u E ate 45 mea ia A Sa ; e chix the4 e TL Lala csi vWwher . es LEa OS 3 "CS =! G i La

” x &gt; | Po 7 + E e f t ni a; i e th A impiicatdie Ped &gt; xJ ind GY “ EN sf



CECORATHY 25

FART II

Exercise 3

1070-71

There ere tuo alcerratives Lor exercise 3, Do one or the other, not both. ¿Each
is to be a paver of roi more than 10 pages in lengen (Eynued)o &gt;

AUFERNATIVES
ATAR AIDA LA LALO

 &gt;»

TY.

Do a critical evaluation of one theoretical work in human ecology.

Do an ecological analysis of one of three types of social systems:

Primitive group (anthropological studies such as Tepozglan Village

E

3
 &gt;»

An American Community: Canada or U.S.A. (classic community
studies such as Fiaieville, U.Sefo)De

Jey Amaricoon E za. . - - .“dd ARA Sia Eciunie Grous &gt; = 7 - e 2

Shot) oun: Canada or U.S.A. (studies such as
ABERbainv7©

"
5 PE Ya da : X ET osDAR bE ss

x Y,

Tem 50 &gt; a ui 2, Tone 0 AS a 2py fo | m aa, ITA yFor the critical evaluation of the theoretical work in human ecology
he fcolinuino lens must ba covered:

LL &gt; . FN) «E ada ada khuymarha c eaFrame of Reference (the foundation upon wiich hypotheses axe
de E vn E Nefatad GT Samen Ya

Aseumationa: oll statenenta cbout variables vhich are considered
as witastable or tot necdiriog Lo be tested within the theoryo
These are etatements considered ae true themselves. (Tis may

se imalicit or eumilció).

Domain: the epocification ef the variables which form the system
Sf enzlveís., Thus, Che domain of demograptiy consists of the
varicbles fertilitv, mortality, and migreLion. The domain
senciats of bath Tadorendent and dorendent variables.

coat aL



Theoretical definitions: each corcept within the domain has
a theorciical definition which gpecifies the characteristics
3£ the datum Investigated, In effect, the theoretical definition
delineates Chat portion or reality considered a recognizable
antity (material or non-material). Thus, a theoretical
definition of social status might be: a position in the
prestice utructure al society.

Öperational definition: an operational definition states the
procedure and evidence used as an indicator of che theoretical
definition. Thus, the operational definition of social status
might be: the number of years of formal education completed by
an individual.

B., “The Assertiens (the link between verisbles)

Descriptive: sll u's have characteristic Y, while all x's have
Y. A descriptive assertion specifies an association between two
variables, Thus: social class is related to mental iliness.

Explanetery: x causes v. An explanatory assertion specifies
causality,

C. Evidence (data which evaluate assertionsorsugnestassertions)

PD. General Statements of Methodology (statements about how events should
be studied)

RL

Ko

A.

A Systema Model, 8 la Forster, sunnocrizine A through Ce

For che ecological analysis of a social evstem, the following items must
ha cavarade

What are the conditions (physical zud social) for the croupls
A

i 8 e E O E $ ? Macia Era Len edo! . a 7 -E, “hat is the enviro=mentel situation in which the evoup lives
= ; A ar a gu al Oy re | aaa vsvie-£-vis the vecessities for the groun's supvival?

Ú Tes E Les e ia E rar HL EN PR, LE et a vn a
Tasa fg the tecno losy Chal portiesn el the secisl system ena

 ea % pres E O Je $ medad 1 E oa pes E YN E, 188culture elchbastated to desi with the environment ) and how adacuate
N ta £2 wg pn de 0Sn ppd 1 neracora jad mA Yfo in Lor moctino eLo survival prexeculaíie?

RL y Fm nnra E Ps ok I N $. i 8 ie or “

Heo does tho technoloay afloce the ether mansera sf rbe encial
Ver Be on A end eo 5aveben 240 Vica VWorgar

Eo Me te oe me Ea , £ UP TE mA ne eo fod me « &gt;Vos de geabvwolooy, social estructura, and vopuliation velate Lo
e e de Tn pe a Yami ora

| e N PA, wn &gt; e s
NENA peo e | oa Y a Ber Sm Sa LER, CANTY BT ef a A Da ae EA aaa ETA EA, 21 AAN EP ELLOS ESE YA E EEx errr SOLE Fr

N

a. eEBeni



Til. You sre to select a reading outside of those assigned in Theodoreon.

A The paper is to be not more than 10 typeswritten pagesinlength,
You are to use standard footnote and biblispgrephic formats.

The paper is due at 9:00 a.m., 30 March, 1971

JEL fv
23/2/71



GROGRATHY 3x5

PART YT

FARR -HOME EXAMINATION

1970-71

Ds Lo Anderson
Jo To Betak

Answer omly OIF cuestion. You may use an outline style te answer
the question. Diagrams, etc. may be used in developing your
answer. You should not spend more than one hour to write this
exa. Ko move than three (3) pages are to be used in answering
your questica, brite on une side only of each sheet. Iliegible
pavers will not be marked, The ewam is due by 4:00 pom., 8/4/71,

[here are two approaches or uses of factor analysis: (1)
analysis, and (2) R-fector analysis. According to Bummel:

Q-factor

Factor analysis applied to discern patterns of
profile similarity of individuals, groups, nations,
or areal units such as census tracts is called

J-factor analysis. Factor analysis applied to
delineate patlcras of variation in characteristics
is called R-factor analysis)“

Factorial ecology studies, such as Murdie's, are R-factor analyses,
Discuss the meaning, sdventages, and dicadvantages of the application
of a Q-factor analysis to the tyzes of dua comunniv used in factorial
ecolony studies,

2 3 N - E E UA e. Sasra % : -Discuss the relationships between Murdiels approach to urban ecology and
vs ~ ima Et » oem o Ar A Ta &gt; :che privciplien of eayslomo diecuszed by Forrester:

e : iy la com Tents rea hd ES ta oe &gt; =

Discuss some cf Cha relationships between Buckleyis "Society as &amp;
Pm Y E EE i u &amp;oamnen 5 avgmetan $ 2 | Rt A +Compiaen Adaptive System!, the sociocultural aperosch discussed in
” NA E apo: - A Y en 4 EA Tem: x ct, Hw - wanfheadorzsan. Ea FAPTeE eva um eye in Yew GT SY Em,

SC oe 7 &gt; y x e he &gt;ara fe £3 E oS ~&gt; AE &amp; KRShia - + E. € E I- 21% EIAEIR $ y y E= SU} SET £ r belts PARA:x = f A EY 7 a


